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INTRODUCTION 
The development of modern agriculture is a fascinating story. It 
began with meager sustenance for early farmers and has progressed so much 
that about five percent of our population is able to produce more food 
than needed for our highly industrialized nation. The success of agricul­
ture is due to a progression of technological advances amid the rich 
resources of our nation's farmland. Each generation of farmers has been 
able to surpass the efficiency and productivity of the previous generation 
because of developments in farm management, animal breeding, animal nutri­
tion, crop production and mechanization. Manpower has been replaced by 
animal power and machine power. The twentieth century farmer is now oper­
ating an extensive farm business which includes the use of automated feed­
ing systems and many sophisticated uses of power. 
Unfortunately, the success story of agriculture has been accompanied 
by costly accidents which often result in loss of labor, loss of earning 
power or loss of life. Innumerable accidents involving animals occurred 
during the era of animal power and continue to occur due to the unreliable 
nature of fatiix animals. In the change to machine power from manpower, 
farmers became exposed to movable machine parts. Horcc-pcwered machines 
transmitted power to threshing machines and other labor reducing machines 
through a set of tumbling rods fastened together with knuckle joints and 
these rotating parts were the cause of many shocking accidents. 
Dr. W. W. Mayo of Rochester, Minnesota, performed many operations on 
victims of accidents from these early machines. According to Wik (43), 
some states passed laws requiring that all threshermen "box in" the 
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tumbling rods and knuckle joints between the sweep-power and the threshing 
machine. 
Steam engines became new sources of accidents. In 1911 the Minnesota 
Bureau of Labor, Industry and Commerce reported that, "the substitution of 
power farming for hand labor has made agriculture a hazardous industry." 
The alarming number of agricultural accidents has prompted many writers to 
express their concern about the need for agricultural safety programs. 
Cook and Walker (7) stated that "most accidents, whether they occur in 
the shop, on the farm, in the home, or on the highway, are caused by the 
failure of some individual to follow simple and fundamental safety rules 
or precautions. For this reason most accidents can be prevented by precau­
tions. For this reason most accidents can be prevented by recognizing the 
cause, and doing something about it before the accident occurs." 
In Education for Safe Living, written in 1957 by Stack and Elkow (33), 
the authors stated, "the individual pays the price of accidents. Tt is 
he who has the accident, who receives the injury, who suffers the pain, 
who pays the costs. Therefore, it is his responsibility and his family's 
to recognize that accidents may be avoided by knowing what to do." Kepner, 
Bainer and Barger (19) wrote in 1972, "technological advances have greatly 
reduced man's physical burdens through use of machines, but man's mental 
work has been increased. The man who operates modern farm equipment must 
make many decisions and perform many functions to use the machines properly. 
The demand for more decisions may result in mistakes that lead to serious 
accidents." Florio and Stafford (10) wrote, "America leads the world in 
mechanized agriculture. Unfortunately, however^ the thousands of tractor 
and other farm machines now in use in this country, although they have 
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ended much back-breaking and time-consuming labor, have contribuLed more 
than their share of victims to the heavy toll taken by farm accidents 
every year. More casualties occur annually in agriculture than in any 
other occupation. Unless farmers can be educated to adjust safety to the 
demands of modern agriculture, the cost of technological progress in this' 
field must be considered exorbitant." 
In 1968 an amendment to the Fair Employment Practice Act designated 
some jobs in agriculture as too hazardous for 14 to 16 year-old youth. 
According to Leon J. Urben (36), 1969 became known as the year of safety 
legislation. Several acts were passed, including the Occupational Safety 
and Health Act which authorized the United States Government to develop 
mandatory safety and health standards while providing penalties for non­
compliance. 
In a manual published in 1975 for use in tractor and machinery safety 
prograins tor training of 14 and 15 year-old yûutu to uieet certification 
requirements for occupations declared particularly hazardous in agricul­
ture, the need for farm safety education was stressed by Silletto and Hull 
(30). 
"Most accidents of industry, home, farm or highway are due to 
ths of sn individuEl to follow fundsinGntBl tu16S-
Safety education about tractors and machinery is increasingly 
more important. Tractors are now used to pull implements, 
provide power for PTO, hydraulic and electric remotely controlled 
implements, carry mounted implements and to lift and carry loads. 
As tractors have become more complex, the need for safety educa­
tion has increased. The U.S. Department of Labor has declared 
certain agricultural operations to be hazardous. Young tractor 
operators have been found to be placed in an extremely hazardous 
position as they have begun to operate tractors and machinery. 
10 to 14 year old youth have a much larger accident rate 
per hour of tractor use than any other age group." 
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In his proclamation of the week of July 25, 1976 as National Farm 
Safety week, President Gerald Ford (11) stated. 
As we celebrate our Bicentennial Year, we reflect upon 
those factors which have propelled us from a virtual wilderness 
to our present position of world leadership. Beyond question, 
the achievements of our agricultural community are among the 
most important of these factors. 
Dedicated farmers and ranchers, in partnership with the 
scientific, technical, and business communities, have pushed 
agricultural efficiency and productivity to unparalleled 
heights. As a result, little more than four percent of our 
labor force is able to produce enough to make us the best-fed 
nation and to provide sustenance to countless millions around 
the world. 
But it is not enough to honor our past. To meet the 
challenges of the future with confidence, we must be assured 
of an unfailing flow of agricultural products. The ability 
of agriculture to fulfill these needs depends not only on 
sophisticated technology but also upon the removal of impedi­
ments to production. We must not relax our concern about the 
fact that accidents are a major drain upon the human and eco­
nomic resources of our agricultural community. Although 
the death rate from accidents in agriculture is declining, 
we must continue to press for the elimination of every 
preventable mishap that diminishes Lhe strength and produc­
tivity of our farmers and rancers. 
NOW, THEREFORE, I GERALD R. FORD, President of the 
United States of America, do hereby designate the week of 
July 25, 1976 through July 31, 1976, as National Farm Safety 
Week. I urge all who live and work on the Nation's farms 
and ranches to make safety an integral part of all daily 
activities on the job and at play, at home and on the high­
way. Ï also urge those who work vrLth and serve agricultural 
producers to make a special commitment during our two-
hundredth birthday year to the task of helping to make 
rural America a truly safe place in which to live and work. 
I call upon all Americans to remember that we are blessed 
with a strong and viable agriculture, and that we must also 
keep it safe for ourselves and future generations. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 
eighth day of March, in the year of our Lord nineteen 
hundred seventy-six, and of the Independence of the United 
States of America the two hundredth. 
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Many organizations and institutions interested in farm life have 
promoted agricultural safety by supporting safety legislation or develop­
ing safety programs. These include United States Department of Agricul­
ture, Cooperative Extension Service, Future Farmers of America, 4-H, 
agricultural educators, manufacturers of agricultural machinery, and the 
National Safety Council. 
The National Council for Industrial Safety was established in 1913. 
In 1914 the organization was renamed the National Safety Council after a 
decision was made to combat all accidents. The farm department of the 
National Safety Council was begun in 1943. The National Safety Council 
has grown in size to an organization with an $11 million budget in 1975. 
The National Safety Council is a nongovernmental, nonprofit, public 
service organization furnishing leadership in safety. 
The National Safety Council (23) considers agriculture as one of the 
occupations in the UaiLed States with the greatest number of hazards. 
"Farm accidents continue to take a high toll of lives and 
property while the necessity for new and additional information 
with which to attack the roots of this problem become more 
obvious each day. Accident statistics can provide a practical 
means of defining specific problems, designing accident preven­
tion programs, and for evaluating their progress. The need for 
accident prevention activities is urgent, especially since it 
has been demonstrated that accidents can be prevented if hazard­
ous actions, attitudes, and conditions are corrected. Therefore, 
it is of extreme importance to determine the "what," "when," 
"why," and "how" of accidents, in order that those involved in 
prevention activities may be more adequately equipped with a 
clear knowledge of what they are attempting to prevent." 
To attack the accident problem in agriculture, the National Safety 
Council developed the Standardized Farm Accident Survey. The survey is 
based on models developed in Ohio and Michigan by VJ. E. Stuckey and 
R. G. Pfister, respectively. 
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The purpose of this study was to identify Iowa farm accidents and to 
determine educational implications for the agricultural population through 
the use of the National Safety Council's Standardized Farm Accident Survey. 
The objectives of the study were to: 
1. Determine the frequency and nature of Iowa farm accidents. 
a. Secondary objectives related to the frequency and nature of 
Iowa farm accidents: 
1) Determine the frequency of accidents of persons grouped 
by age 
2) Determine the illness rate by type of farm 
3) Determine the accident rate by type of farm 
4) Determine the frequency of accidents of family members 
and employees 
5) Determine the extent of injuries sustained in accidents 
6) Determine the frequency of acci'<ienrB hy the object 
involved 
7) Determine the physical well-being of accident victims 
8) Determine the costs of accidents 
9) Determine the number of leisure accidents 
10) Compare the frequency of accidents of persons grouped by 
age 
11) Determine the frequency of accidents by size of farm 
12) Determine the frequency of accidents by time of occurrence 
13) Compare the frequency of accidents by exposure time prior 
to the accident 
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14) Determine the parts of the body most frequently injured 
in accidents 
15) Compare the frequency of slips and falls accidents with 
that determined for other states 
16) Compare the cost of accidents in days of labor lost with 
that of persons of other states 
2. Determine the participation of Iowa tractor operators in safety 
education. 
a. Secondary objectives related to the participation of Iowa 
tractor operators in safety education: 
1) Determine the extent of tractor operator involvement 
in safety education programs 
2) Compare the accident rate of individuals participating 
in the various safety programs and that of persons net 
involved in safety prograins 
3) Compare Iowa farm accidents with the farm accident rates 
of workers of other states 
3. Develop implications for safety education for agricultural 
workers. 
The study was funded by the National Safety Council and conducted in 
cooperation with the Cooperative Extension Service and volunteer rural 
lowans. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Literature reviewed for the study was classed as ; 1) Related Farm 
Accident Studies, 2) Related Iowa Farm Accident Studies and 3) Related 
Studies With Implications For Safety Education in Agriculture. 
Related Farm Accident Studies 
A 1970 survey of 14 counties in Indiana by Willsey (44) in which 
2,509 farms were involved revealed 406 accidents. The accidents were 
reported when they required professional medical care or caused a loss 
of one-half day or more from normal activities. When related to the entire 
state, it was determined that one accident occurred for each six farms 
with a total of about 16,000 accidents estimated for the entire state of 
Indiana. 
Men and boys were injured in nearly three-quarters of the total 
accidents and when accidents involving farm work were considered, nearly 
80 percent of the accidents occurred to males. Accidents to females 
were greater than those involving males in nonfarm work and in leisure 
time. Farm work accidents accounted for more than 6 out cf 10 accidents. 
Housework and nonfarm job accidents were responsible for more than one 
accident in 10. Farm work accidents involved agricultural machinery in 3 
out of every 10 accidents. Tractors were involved in most of the agricul­
tural machinery accidents. Tools and animals ranked second and third as 
major causes of farm accidents. One of every 10 nonfarm work accidents and 
one of every 20 leisure accidents were caused by agricultural machinery. 
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Common ways in which people were injured included falls, struck by 
moving objects, and striking objects. The most common location of acci­
dents was found to be the barnyard. Farm buildings ranked second and 
field, home and homeyard ranked third as common locations of accidents. 
Saturday was found to be the most accident-prone day and April, June 
and July wnre the most critical months for farm accidents. Critical 
hours were found to be 10:00 a,m., 2:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
Accidents were about equally divided in age groups, 5-14, 15-24, 25-
44 and 45-66. Part-time farmers had a higher rate of accidents than full-
time farmers. Dairy and general farming resulted in a higher rate of 
accidents than cash crop farming. Cash crop farmers were found to have 
more accidents while doing other than farm work or in leisure time 
activities. 
The distribution and characteristics of farm accidents were deter-
iiiiued iu 1970 for the state of Louisiana by Faterson and et al. (25). 
The objectives of the study were to 1) provide up-to-date information on 
information on farm accidents for the use of safety planners, 2) provide 
a base for comparison of farm accidents in Louisiana with those of other 
states, 3) contribute to the National Safety Council's program to stand­
ardize farm accident reporting procedures over the nation, and 4) con­
tribute to the overall programs of the state and nation to improve the 
well-being of the citizens. 
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Analysis of the Louisiana Farm Accident data obtained determined 
that: 
1. One hundred eighty-two accidents occurred in 1970 on 
the farms in the sample population. This was an aver­
age of one accident for every nine farms. 
2. Seven ou': of 10 accidents reported involved such 
injuries as cuts and bruises. 
3. The majority of farm accidents reported (59 percent) 
occurred while the individual involved was performing 
farm work. 
4. Interestingly, 80 percent of the accidents involved 
such things as slips, falls, and accidents of a 
general nature. The high percentage of the latter 
implies that although farm machinery safety programs 
are essential, general safety programs are also 
important and needed. 
5. As might be expected, most accidents (three-fifths) 
occurred in farm fields, homeyards, and barnyards. 
6. The most frequent injuries sustained in accidents 
were to the leg, head, and foot. 
"7 T'Vv f oil  ^O -V" n 
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occurred to farm workers. Although the accident 
rate for this group was very high, the rate could 
not be accurately calculated due to the temporary 
and seasonal nature of the employment of this 
population subgroup. 
8. The overall rate of accidents for the population was 
25 per 1,000, excluding workers. Farm operators had 
à uiguêt ïàLê - 30 pêï 1,000 - Laiiii Lhê avêLàgé fùr 
ail family members. Wives working on the farm had 
the same accident rate as farm operators, while wives 
not working on the farm had a very low rate of acci­
dents, six per 1,000. Sons had accident rates higher 
than the average for all family members, ranging from 
50 per 1,000 if they worked on the farm to 27 per 
1,000 if they did not. Daughters generally experi­
enced low rates of accidents, especially if they did 
not work on the farm. 
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9. Farm operators experienced 26 percent of all the 
accidents reported. The accident rate for farmers 
increased with the number of hours of exposure to 
farming. This increase also characterized those 
farmers who held jobs outside agriculture. This 
latter group experienced a high accident rate in 
relation to the number of hours they spent in farming. 
The accident rate for farm operators was highest 
during the younger and older ages. The accident 
rate also increased with education among this group. 
10. Farm wives, up to age 59, had accident rates lower 
than those experienced by farm operators. Wives 
working beyond age 60 experienced extremely high 
accident rates. However, the accident rate of 
wives decreased with an increase in their education. 
11. Sons exhibited patterns similar to farm operators 
in that they experienced high accident rates at 
younger and older ages. 
In summary the authors stated: 
The above findings lead to some rather interesting conclu­
sions. For one thing, work on the farm is closely related 
to accidents. This was true regardless of family status, 
sex or education. Although there was nothing startling in 
this discovery, it indicated the need for careful study 
cf the safety practices and habits of persons working on 
farms, with the purpose in mind of devising more effective 
safety programs. 
Schneider et al. (28) investigated Nebraska farm accidents during 
1970. The study was conducted through joint efforts of the Agricultural 
Engineering Department and Extension Studies and Training at the University 
of Nebraska. The National Safety Council assisted financially through a 
grant. The study was designed to collect data on work exposure to 
accidents and also information or frequency and characteristics of farm 
accidents or other farm accidents to farm people. 
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A random stratified sample of 1974 farms was selected and Home 
Extension club interviewers collected the accident data. The data were 
tabulated by computer. Two hundred fifty-three farm work accidents 
(55.7 percent) and a total of 454 accidents were reported. 
The following conclusions were made about accidents in Nebraska 
during 1970. 
1. Men have more farm accidents than women. 
2. Beef farms have the highest farm accident rate and 
grain farms have the lowest. 
3. Five- to fourteen-year-old males have the highest 
farm work accident rate of all groups. Of the 
females by age group the 5- to 14-year-olds have 
the highest farm work accident rate. 
4. The farm work accidents are not evenly distrib­
uted through the week. Fewer farm work accidents 
occur on Sundays. 
5. More leisure activities accidents occur on 
Sundays so the total number of accidents does 
not vary with the days of the week. 
6. Males have significantly more slip and fall 
accidents than females. 
7. In order of frequency of occurrence starting 
with the most frequent the following items are 
involved in accidents: sport equipment, horses, 
trucks, nails, cars, tractors, cows, wagons, dogs, 
lawn mowers, elevators and combines. 
Rollin D. Schneider (27), Extension Safety Specialist and Professor 
of Agricultural Engineering of the University of Nebraska, presented 1974 
Farm Safety Statistics at the 1975 Mid-Central Meeting of the American 
Society of Agricultural Engineers. At that meeting, Schneider reported on 
Nebraska Farm Fatalities. Five tractor fatalities due to overturns or 
crushed by tractor, 2 run over, 5 power take-off, 7 due to crushing by 
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tractor or other machines, 1 fatality due to fall from tractor, 2 baler, 
3 electrocution, 3 animal (horse), 2 suffocation in bin or silo, 3 farm 
equipment in traffic and 2 miscellaneous (children hanging with barn 
rope) were reported by Schneider. Eleven fatalities on roadways also 
were identified in that study. 
Schneider concluded that larger tractors and protective cabs on 
tractors were factors in an increasing survival of tractor operators in 
car and tractor collisions. Truck and tractor or train and tractor 
accidents resulted in less protection by roll-over-protective device 
for tractor operators. A larger rate of fatalities was found in these 
accidents than found in car and tractor collisions. Schneider reported 
a decline in falls from equipment and injuries of persons run over by 
equipment. The power take-off was identified as an area which needed 
more emphasis. In the presentation, it was pointed out that safety 
programs (and accident increase) follow a three year cycle. As safety 
emphasis is made in a certain area of high accident rate, it was found 
that accidents were reduced. 
Doss and Pfister (8) conducted an agricultural machinery use study 
in 1971 in the state of Michigan, The study was suppnrfed by a grant from 
the American Farm Bureau Research Foundation and in cooperation of 
W. E. Stuckey of Ohio State University and the Center for Rural Manpower 
and Public Affairs of Michigan State University. The study was conducted 
to establish accident frequency rates for the use of various types of 
agricultural machinery. 
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The authors made the following recommendations for safety education, 
legislation, engineering and research: 
Education 
1. Safe tractor and machinery operation should be taught 
at a pre-high school level, judging from the high 
accident rates of persons under 15. 
2. Special emphasis should be placed on safe operating 
practices when using machinery with the highest 
accident rates, such as elevators, combines, balers 
and wagons. 
3. All drivers should be alerted to the hazards of farm 
tractors and machinery on public roads, and the 
operators of slow-moving vehicles should be trained 
in safe operating practices. 
Legislative 
1. Some type of licensing (or other positive indication 
of maturity and capability) should be mandatory for 
anyone operating tractors on public roads. 
2. Roll-over protective structures should be required on 
new tractors. 
3. All portable farm elevators should be included in the 
U.S. Department of Labor's Hazardous Occupations Order 
affecting young people employed in agriculture. 
Engineering 
1. Tricycle-type tractors should be re-evaluated from 
an engineering standpoint in terms of safety. 
2. Changes should be made in portable farm elevators 
to make them more accident-resistant. 
Research 
1. More thorough and diverse research into farm accident 
causes and prevention is recommended. For example, 
accident rates for livestock handling, tools and 
power equipment, and other aspects of farm life should 
be established for comparison with the tractor and 
farm machinery rates. 
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2. More comprehensive information on farm machinery 
accidents is needed. Studies should be made on the 
nature and extent of wagon accidents and on farm 
machinery accidents occurring on public roads. 
More detailed information on accidents according to 
tractor age and horsepower, age of operator, and 
specific types of equipment is also needed. 
From data reported to the Michigan State Police, from 1966 to 1973, 
Richard G. Pfister (26). Extension Safety Engineer of Michigan, recommend­
ed safety practices of importance. 
1. Tractor drivers on public roads should be over 15 and 
under 65 years of age. 
2. Educate drivers of cars to look x)ut for farm equip­
ment when driving on local or county roads. Colli­
sions into farm equipment by the motorist are the 
typical type of accident. 
3. Keep equipment off the road as much as possible, 
especially at night. 
4. Have lighting on all tractors and self-propelled 
equipment. 
5. lise of protective frames or rrnsn restsrpnr rshs 
will help reduce the seriousness of accidents. 
In a special report based on 1970 data from the Minnesota Farm 
Accident Study, Wayne Hanson and Clarice Olien (14) prepared a summary of 
a study entitled Rural Accidents in Minnesota. Their study was conducted 
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The study sample consisted of 2,314 families in 17 randomly chosen 
counties. The data were secured quarterly by trained interviewers. The 
Minnesota Farm Safety Study of 1970 showed; 
1. One out of every five farm families had en accident. 
2. Doctor's care was required for injuries in 87 percent 
of the farm accidents. 
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3. Injuries in 34 percent of the accidents required 
hospitalization. 
4. Sons had more accidents than any other farm family 
member. 
5. More than one-half of the accidents involved youth 
of less than 19 years of age. 
6. Two-thirds of all farm accidents resulted in cuts, 
fractures, bruises and sprains. 
7. Nearly one-fourth of the farm accidents occurred 
in the homeyard. 
8. Nearly one-third of ail the accidents were caused 
by falls. 
9. Farm machinery was involved in nearly one-fifth 
of the farm accidents. 
10. March, June and October were found to have the 
highest accident rates. 
11. Most of the farm accidents occurred at mid-
morning and at midafternoon. 
The authors suggested the following as simple precautions that 
could have prevented many of the Minnesota accidents: 
1. Taking a short rest or lunch break in midmorning 
and midafternoon. Long periods of work without 
a break are conducive to accidents. 
2. Keeping yards and floors free of debris. Debris 
can cause falls, cuts, punctures, bruises, sprains, 
and fractures. 
3. Shutting off the power before adjusting or repairing 
machines. Moving parts of machines do cut off 
fingers, arms, and lags, and may even kill people. 
4. Not allowing children to be near or to ride on 
moving tractors, drawbars, wagons, or machines. 
Following this rule would prevent many serious 
accidents and deaths. 
5. Keeping safety guards in place in all machines. 
They were installed to prevent accidents. 
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6. Equipping tractors with roll-over bars or safety 
cabs. About 40 Minnesota farmers are killed every 
year in tractor overturns, and many more suffer 
serious injuries. 
7. Taking extreme care with rotary lawnmowers. Legs, 
toes, fingers, and parts of hands are cut off by 
these mowers every year. 
8. Using handrails and keeping stairways well lighted 
and free of obstructions to prevent falls. 
9. Using a safety check sheet for the farm and home 
and correcting the hazards found. Check sheets 
are available from county extension agents in 
every county in Minnesota. 
Accidental Injuries to Ohio Farm People 1957-1972 was prepared in 
1973 by W. E. Stuckey and Albert R. Pugh (34) of the Ohio State University. 
The report was a summary of data of accidental injuries to Ohio farm 
people which were collected in four studies. The studies became the 
forerunner and pattern for the National Safety Council's standardized 
farm accident study program. Stuckey and Pugh identified the following 
fifteen year trends on the basis of the data secured. 
Fifteen Year Trends: 
1. Only 44 percent of the accidents to farm people in 1972 
occurred on the job (farm or other), compared to 70 per­
cent in 1957. 
2.  Qn-thft-farm accidents have been reduced while accidents 
occurring away from the farm have increased. In 1972 
only 34 percent of the accidents were occupational farm 
accidents. 
3. Accidents involving farm machinery, tools and animals have 
been reduced nearly 32 percent since 1957. 
4. Accidents involving the farm tractor in 1957 accounted for 
1,538 injuries, compared to 450 in 1972 with only slightly 
fewer tractors. 
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5. The percent of accidents with motor vehicles has about 
doubled since 1957 when it represented eight percent of 
accidents, whereas in 1972 accidents with motor vehicles 
was 15 percent. 
6. Since 1962 the number of accidents with bicycles has 
greatly increased. 
7. In 1962 about the same number of accidents occurred with 
horses as with the farm tractor. 
8. The number of accidents in the home and yard has been cut 
in half since 1957. 
9. Injuries from pesticides are relatively insignificant, 
compared to other causes. 
10. Cuts and fractures are the most common types of injuries. 
The percent of eye injuries increased between 1967 and 
1972. 
11. Falls account for more than one-fourth of the injuries 
to farm people. 
12. Husbands and sons constitute about two-thirds of the 
accident victims. However, the accidents to daughters 
have increased about three percent every five years since 
1957. 
13. Hired help accounted for only 1.8 percent of injuries 
in 1972. Accidents to hired help were not reported as 
such in the three previous studies. 
14. Cost per accident in 1957 was $85.16. This increased 
to $329.83 per accident in 1972. 
Rural Wisconsin Accidents was prepared by Donald V. Jensen (18) as a 
summary of the Wisconsin Safety Survey conducted during a 12-month period 
of 1969 and 1970. Twenty-three counties were included in the study and 
14,777 people were interviewed. The author suggested that accident 
patterns emerging from the study suggest recommendations for individuals 
and safety groups wanting to decrease rural suffering from accidents: 
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1. Eliminate farm and home hazards through regular safety 
inspections, added basement railings and removal of 
suface hazards such as water and loose .ntraw. "The 
Farm and Home Safety Inspection Report" (R2374), 
available at county extension offices, can guide home 
and farm inspections of hazards. 
2. Acquire greater skill and knowledge in i.andling cows, 
tractors, other machinery and vehicles. 
3. Correct for fatigue through better pacing of work and 
extra safety precaution. 
A 10 State Accident Survey was prepared by che National Safety 
Council (22) in 1973. The survey was a summary of farm accidents which 
occurred in states surveyed by the standardized farm accident survey 
program. The summary included data from Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, 
Oregon, Illinois, New York, Indiana, Nebraska, Louisiana and Ohio. 
According to the writers of the Farm Safety Review in which the Survey 
was reported, more than 500,000 disabling injuries and 6,000 fatalities 
occur on United States farms and ranches each year. Benefits of the 
National Safety Council's Farm Accident Survey -.-ere listed as providing 
information for evaluation to develop accident prevention programs and: 
1. Avoid Bad Farm Legislation 
2. Safer Machinery Design 
3- Reasonable Insurance Rates 
4. Better Training Programs 
5. Provide a Profile of Major Accident Problems 
6. Low-Cost Survey Produces Good Overall Picture 
7. Involves Farmers and Ranchers 
Analysis of the data and classification into categories revealed that 
89 percent of the reported injuries involved fanr. and ranch family members 
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and only 8 percent of the accidents involved employed farm workers. The 
remaining 3 percent were family guests and other visitors. According to 
writers, "this helps confirm the urgent need for strong, continuing 
voluntary efforts in farm safety as most of the injured are not covered by 
legislation such as the Occupational Safety and Health Act." Work-related 
accidents accounted for nearly two-thirds of the reported injuries and the 
remainder occurred during non-work or leisure periods. Sixty percent of 
all reported injuries to family members occurred during work related 
activities and 90 percent of the injuries to hired help occurred during 
work. Fifty percent of all accidents occurred in buildings, fields, lanes, 
etc., and 25 percent resulted in the home yard or the home. Eight percent 
of the total accidents to farm people occurred as result of traffic 
mishaps and 16 percent were a result of accidents off the farm or ranch. 
The most accidents occurred during the month of June; December was the 
mouth with the least accidents. 
Sunday was found to be the least critical accident-risk day and 
Wednesday and Saturday were days with the highest accident rates. During 
working days, 10:00 a.m. and 2:00 to 7:00 p.m. were high accident periods. 
Agricultural machinery, motor vehicles, animals, power tools and hand 
tools were found to be objects involved in accidents by decreasing fre­
quency. Of the agricultural machinery accidents, tractors, wagons, farm 
elevators, augers and combines caused the most injuries. 
Approximately one-third of the reported injuries in the 10-state 
survey was due to falls. Common types of injuries reported in the survey 
were cuts and bruises, burns, sprains, punctures and eye injuries. Three-
fourths of all work-related eye injuries reported were caused by foreign 
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objects striking the eye. In a tabulation of frequency of injury to parts 
of the body, legs, fingers, head, feet, arms, and trunk were identified as 
having the most injuries in decreasing order of frequency. Researchers 
estimated a total of 107,000 injuries during the one^year survey in which 
106,000 injuries were work-related. 
In a report to the Congress from the Secretary of Transportation, 
January, 1971, Volpe (37) made the following estimates and observations: 
1. Between 800 and 1,000 fatalities resulted annually from 
tractor involved accidents. 
2. Sixty percent of the fatalities resulted from tractor 
overturning. 
3. More than two-thirds of the fatal tractor accidents 
occurred on farm property; of those occurring off 
farm property, one-third involved motor vehicles. 
4. The most reliable estimates involve fatalities, not 
injuries. 
5. Tractor accident data have not focused sufficiently on 
factors such as accident type; injury type; make, 
model and age of tractor; and on important uumau 
factors. This information is essential to obtain an 
accurate portrayal of the overall tractor accident 
situation, and to develop a data base upon which 
industry, government and others can draw when develop­
ing counter measures. 
Related Iowa Farm Accident Studies 
Several studies have been made about farm accidents in Iowa. In 
Farm Tractor Accidents on Iowa Roads 1949-1966, Wardle (42) reported 
417 fatalities and 5,218 nonfatal accidents on roads. Wardle found 
that two-thirds of all the fatal accidents occurred when tractors ran 
off roadways or overturned in a roadway. He developed conclusions 
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related to the need for identification of slow moving vehicles and for 
fitting tractors or other slow moving vehicles with rear-view mirrors. 
Wardle cited speed differential between tractors and other traffic, 
noise of the tractor, and lack of visibility to the rear as conditions 
which occurred when tractors were operated on public roads. In the 
accidents involving a collision between tractors and other traffic, 
Wardle found that over 90 percent of the injuries and fatalities occurred 
to the tractor operator. 
Wardle reported fatal accidents of Iowa farm people for several 
years. Different data sources were used in compiling the results. For 
1957 Wardle (38) reported a total of 426 fatalities involving farm 
families. From data secured from the Division of Vital Statistics of the 
Iowa State Department of Health, farm deaths were found to involve several 
agents. Tractors were involved in 50 deaths, machinery caused 18 deaths 
and animals were the cause of 3 Iowa farm fatalities. Of the 50 fatal 
tractor accidents, six persons became entangled in the power take-off 
shaft. Wagons caused 4 fatalities; combines and balers each were the 
agent involved in 3 deaths of Iowa farm persons in 1957. 
In 1958 Wardle (39) prepared the County Breakdown of Iowa Farm Acci­
dents as reported in newpapers. The reported accidents included 819 total 
accidents with 94 fatalities. Tractors were involved in 265 accidents 
with 50 fatalities; corn pickers were the agent in 108 accidents with 1 
fatality reported; other machinery was involved in 217 accidents including 
14 fatalities; animals caused 73 accidents with ten fatalities reported. 
In that survey, 34 children under 4 years of age were found to be injured 
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and 7 were killed. Thirty-seven persons of 65 and older were involved in 
accidents with 11 fatalities reported. In the 5- to 14 year-old group, 
109 were reported as injured with 19 fatalities. Eighty-nine accidents 
were found with 6 fatalities in the 15-24 age group. The largest number 
of accidents and fatalities occurred, 550 and 51 respectively, in the 
25-64 age group. 
Wardle (40) also prepared Fatal Accidents of Iowa Farm People in 1958 
from the records of the Division of Vital Statistics of the Iowa Department 
of Health. From those records, 440 fatal accidents were found. According 
to the data, 56 tractor, 15 farm machinery and 15 animal fatalities were 
reported. Thirty-eight of the tractor accidents involved tractor over­
turns. Five people fell or were thrown from tractors, four were involved 
in power take-off accidents and three persons died in collision accidents 
on roads. Wagons, balers and manure loaders were the most frequent causes 
of the agric.i'irTiral machinery accidents. 
In 1960 Wardle (41) prepared Farm Accidents January - June. There 
were 141 Iowa tractor accidents reported during that time. The most 
numerous tractor accidents included 62 overturns, 15 power take-off 
accidents, 21 falls or persons thrown from the tractor, and 9 persons were 
run over. The overturn accidents included 51 side tips and 11 overturns 
to the rear. In that survey, wagons, augers, power mowers, hay balers, 
com shellers and power saws were reported as the most frequent causes of 
accidents. 
Beginning in 1972, the Research and Statistics Division of the 
Iowa Department of Labor began keeping records of Iowa farm fatalities. 
The reported causes of known farm deaths for 1972 to 1974 are shown in 
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Table 1. According to Hull et al. (15). 
"Changing technology introduces new safety hazards that must be 
overcome. Since 1947 corn pickers and the small pull-type 
combines have been largely replaced by the self-propelled corn-
soybean combine. Four-wheel drive tractors, hay bale ejectors, 
combined hay mower-conditioners, stack wagons, hay cubers, flail 
forage harvesters, anhydrous ammonia fertilizer applicators, 
flail manure spreaders, air corn and bean planters, pesticide 
applicators and conservation tillage machines all have been 
introduced to Iowa agriculture since 1947. Each of these machines 
has its own operational hazards that must be mastered by farm 
operators." 
Researchers conducting the study found that 10,567 fatalities of Iowa 
farm residents occurred during the 25 year period of time. The writers 
reported that an overall decline of fatal accidents was shown during the 
study but the farm population also declined with an average rate of fatal 
accidents increasing in relation to the state accident rate as a whole. 
Several factors were cited as contributors to the accidents reported in 
the study. 
1) Age gronps 0-4. 15-24 and 65 and over were identified as 
critical groups. These were identified as-"the care years 
in which others must take a larger responsibility for 
safety of those in these age groups." 
2) The place of accidents of farm people was compared for 1947 
to 1964 and 1965 to 1971. Motor vehicle thoroughfare acci­
dents increased from 42 percent for the 1947 to 1964 years 
to 47.2 percent for the 1965 to 1971 years. 
The writers stated that "It is apparent that safety in this area is 
important." 
Machines involved in fatal accidents in Iowa include the following 
for the 25 years as shown in Table 2. Fatalities associated with tractor 
overturns were found to be 62 percent of the 1,327 tractor-related 
deaths. Over 200 persons died as a result of falling from tractors or 
being run over by tractors. Ten percent of the tractor-related deaths 
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Table 1. Iowa farm fatalities for 1972 to 1974 
Cause of death 1972 19,73 1974 
Tractor rollover-crushed 13 16 15 
Caught in auger 6 
Fall from tractor-run over 4 9 3 
Fall from tractor-struck head — 2 1 
Motor vehicle, other than tractor 4 2 3 
Tractor power take-off 3 5 2 
Crushed-tractor boom 2 — 1 
Crushed-loader bucket —11
Crushed-plow — 1 
Crushed-combine header — 2 1 
Fall into silo/corncrib-suffocated 2 3 2 
Hay baler 1 1 1 
Hay or silage chopper — 1
Corn picker 1 1 
Crushed by falling tree 11 
Attacked by bull 1 
Knocked over by calf — 1 
Heart attack (froze) 1 
Unreported 1 
Electrocuted — 2 1 
Pinned between tractor and object — 2 
Comcrib collapse-suffocated — 1 
Crushed by toppling water — 2 
Fall in well — 1 
Fall in barnyard — 1 
Fall from farm wagon — 2 1 
Caught in manure spreader — 11
Snowblower — 1 
Struck by train — 1 
Struck by hammer head — 1 — 
Combine tipped over — 1
Accidental gunshot wound — — 1 
Crushed when building collapsed — — 1 
Crushed when truck bed fell — — 1 
Fall from pickup — — 1 
Struck by lightning — — 1 
Fall from corncrib or silo — — 2 
Total 40 62 43 
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Table 2. Machines involved in fatal accidents in lowa 1947'-1971 
Machine Number of accidents 
Wagon 112 
Elevator or auger 48 
Corn picker 37 
Electrical equipment 35 
Baler 27 
Grinder, mixer, mill 23 
Tractor loader, blade 19 
Combine 17 
Forage harvester 15 
Plow, disk, harrow 14 
Mower, rake, windrower 13 
Manure spreader 11 
Cultivator 8 
Posthole digger 6 
Stalk cutter 4 
Silo unloader 4 
Saw 3 
Corn sheller 2 
Planter, grain drill 1 
Feeding equipment 1 
Not stated 23 
Other 34 
Total 457 
involved a tractor and another vehicle or farm implement and 5 percent 
were the result of a power take-off or other powered tractor attachment. 
Another agent of farm fatalities was fnijnd to he poisons. Half of 
the poisoning accidents occurred in the home. Farm buildings were the 
second most important place of poisoning accidents. Farm field, yard 
or outside area and road or highway were identified as areas requiring 
safety precautions. Carbon monoxide was found to be the most common 
cause of poisonings. Silo fumes and ammonia fumes from barns were found 
to be important causes of chemical overdose. 
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Related Studies with Implications for Safety 
Education in Agriculture 
Bettis (2) investigated the effectiveness of the use of prepared 
study guides as a supplement to the demonstration and other instructional 
methods used while teaching the safe use of woodworking power equipment 
in the shop. He concluded that study guides could help the teacher in 
areas of instruction in which he may not feel fully confident and give 
technical information which is often neglected in oral instruction. He 
suggested that study guides can be used to add variety to instruction and 
therefore aid in maintaining interest of the students. According to 
Bettis, definite, exact assignments can be given so the student will know 
exactly what is required of him. A significant positive correlation was 
found between carpentry power tool safety score and mechanical aptitude 
for groups of college students involved in the study. 
Public Supported Agricultural Mechanics Instruction in Iowa was the 
title of a study conducted by Breece (5). Breece found a significant 
difference in mean hours of instruction provided in safety in agricul­
tural mechanics which he attributed to instructor experience and recogni­
tion of the value of instruction in safety to students preparing to enter 
the world of work. 
Several studies designed to identify competencies needed in agricul­
ture resulted in an indication that farmers or other agricultural workers 
were aware of the importance of safety in agriculture. Hansen (12) 
investigated competencies in Welding Needed for Agricultural Machinery 
Maintenance. In his study, understanding of safe operating procedures 
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for arc welding and understanding of safe operating procedures for 
oxygen-acetylene welding were both identified as one of the 10 most 
needed competencies for that type of welding. 
Silletto (29) investigated Competencies in Tractor Repair and Opera­
tion Needed by Iowa Farmers. The two groups of farmers surveyed identi­
fied the need for constant safe operation of a tractor as an understanding 
most needed. 
McVey (21) researched Competencies in Carpentry Needed by Iowa 
Farmers. The ability to use working procedures and an understanding of 
safe practices in carpentry construction were both ranked as one of the 
four most often selected as a competence needed by the groups of fanners 
surveyed. 
In a study designed to : 1) develop a list of competencies needed 
by vocational agriculture instructors in teaching crop and soils science, 
2) determine the degree of cuuipetcuce needed and the degree of competence 
possessed, 3) determine the factors affecting the degree of competence 
needed and possessed, and 4) determine the sources from which the compe­
tencies were obtained, Nattress (24) listed understandings and abilities 
to be evaluated on a nine-point scale. The Iowa vocational agriculture 
instructors classed safe and proper use of farm chemicals, herbicides and 
insecticides as one of the understandings with the widest difference 
between needed (7.50) and possessed (6.06) understanding. 
Bettis (3) developed and evaluated a shop safety attitude scale. 
Purposes of the study were: 
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1. To determine the relationship between mechanical aptitude 
test score and accident experience, 
2. To determine the relationship between social desirability 
test score and accident experience, 
3. To determine the relationship between high school rank, 
cumulative college grade-point average and ACT score and 
accident experience. 
4. To determine the relationship between course enrolled in 
(Agricultural Engineering 254 or Agricultural Engineering 
255) and accident experience. 
5. To determine the relationship between age and accident 
experience. 
The 125 students selected for this study were enrolled in Agricul­
tural Engineering 254, metals and welding, and Agricultural Engineering 
255, carpentry and concrete, during spring quarter of 1972. Approximately 
one-half of the students were in each course. Their mean age was 20.03 
and their mean year at Iowa State University was 2,11. Most of them were 
from the upper half of their high school classes. 
Information was obtained by administering an attitude scale, a 
social desirability tests, a mechanical aptitude test and an accident 
survey. Other data were collected from student records in the Office of 
the Registrar at Iowa State University of Science and Technology. This 
information was then coded and transferred to IBM cards= 
Forty-four variables were statistically treated to obtain inter-
correlations among the variables. The Mouflon step-wise regression 
technique was employed to select the best independent variable to predict 
each dependent variable. According to Bettis there must be some relation­
ship between a student's opinion of himself, his emotional stability or 
his level of adjustment to his environment and his accident experience. 
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Based on the results of this study, Bettis concluded that, "it 
appears accident experience of students in shop classes consisting of 
injuries to self or damage to property can be predicted with 15 to 23 
percent of the variance accounted for. Using the testing procedure 
described in the study, shop instructors could identify those students 
who may be involved in accidents. Students, once identified as being 
accident repeaters, could be given additional safety instruction or other 
attention as considered necessary by the instructor." 
Beaver (1) conducted a study to determine competencies needed by 
farmers in farm labor utilization. Secondary objectives were to determine 
1) the degree of competence farmers needed in the competencies and 2) 
relationships between the competencies and certain characteristics of 
farmers and farm businesses. A panel of consultants was utilized to 
develop a list of competencies in farm labor utilization needed by farmers. 
The llzt vas evaluated by fa-miers recommended as top managers of farm 
labor and by a random sample of farmers. The ability to observe safety 
precautions in general to avoid potential loss of man-hours of labor was 
classed as a (much needed competence) by the top managers of farms. 
In summary, the review of literature revealed that some research 
has been conducted to determine the accident rates in segments of 
agriculture. Safety education in agriculture has been developed to meet 
some of the needs of agriculturalists. An indepth study of accidents 
has not been conducted in the State of Iowa for the purpose of determining 
implications for safety education in agriculture. 
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METHODS OF PROCEDURE 
Statement of Problem 
Agriculture is a hazardous occupation. The number of farm accidents 
and subsequent injuries or fatalities are excessive. It has been demon­
strated that accidents can be reduced and/or prevented if unsafe attitudes, 
hazardous conditions, and unsafe actions are corrected. Specific problems 
in farm safety can be identified and accident prevention programs can be 
established on the basis of accident statistics. The purpose of the study 
was to develop implications for agricultural safety education programs as 
identified by the Iowa farm accident survey. 
Definitions 
For the purpose of this study, an accident was identified as an injury 
requiring professional medical care or less cf cna-half day or more 
usual activities (work or play) that occurred to any person 1) living on 
the farm, regardless of where the injury occurred (home, yard, highway, 
etc.), 2) working on the farm when the injury occurred or 3) visiting a 
farm when the injury occurred. Professional medical care was defined as 
being one or more contacts with a physician in person or by telephone. A 
physician was defined as a doctor of medicine, osteopathic physician or 
chiropractor. 
A farm was identified as a unit of land of 10 acres or more with an 
annual sales of $50 or more or a unit of land of less than 10 acres with 
an annual sales of $250 or more. Part-time farmers were included 
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according to this definition, A farm was considered as an operating unit 
not necessarily owned by the operator. 
The major enterprise of the farm was used in classification of type 
of farm as defined by the U.S.D.A, classification (23). To be classified 
as a particular type, a farm was to have sales of a particular product or 
group of products amounting in value to 50 percent or more of the total of 
all farm products sold during the year. 
Hypotheses 
Analysis of the data of this study included the testing of several 
null hypotheses at the .05 level of significance. Cross-classified 
variables were tested by the chi-square goodness of fit test= In cases 
of small numbers in the cells, the chi-square was corrected for continuity. 
Contributions of classes were compared with the chi-square table value at 
1 degree of freedom to determine if a significant contribution had been 
made by that class. The t-test and Z-test were also used in testing for 
significance. The following null hypotheses were tested: 
1. There is no significant difference in the frequency of accidents 
of : 
a. Family members grouped by age 
b. Hired workers grouped by age 
2. There is no significant difference in the frequency of accidents 
of persons grouped by: 
a. Type of farm 
b. Size of farm 
c. Month of the year 
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d. Day of the week 
e. Hour of the day 
f. Exposure prior to the accident 
g. Parts of the body injured 
3. There is no significant difference between the accident rates of 
persons completing: 
a. Various levels of formal education 
b. Safety training and the accident rates of those not completing 
safety training 
c. 4-H Safety training and the accident rates of those not com­
pleting safety training 
d. Vocational agriculture safety training and the accident rates 
of those not completing safety training 
e. Hazardous occupations safety training and the accident rates 
of those not completing safeLy Lraiaiug 
4. There is no significant difference between the accident rates of 
persons at work or leisure as grouped by : 
a. Age 
b. Sex 
5. The frequency of accidents involving slips and falls is not sig­
nificantly different from 30 percent of the total number of 
accidents. 
6. The mean cost of accidents in days lost due to accidents is not 
significantly different from 10 days. 
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Selection of the Sample 
The Stace of Iowa was selected to participate in the 1975 Standardized 
Farm Accident Reporting Program by the National Safety Council. States 
were selected and scheduled to participate in the program by region 
(Appendix A). 
Dale 0. Hull, Extension Safety Specialist in Agricultural Engineering 
served as state coordinator of the program and the researcher was selected 
to serve as associate survey leader (Appendix A). The study was financed 
through a grant from the National Safety Council and was to be undertaken 
in cooperation with the Iowa Cooperative Extension Service. 
There were 132,000 farm families in Iowa in 1972 according to the 
Iowa Annual Farm Census (Appendix A). It was determined that 2.5 percent 
(3000) to 3.0 percent (3860) of the Iowa farms should be contacted in the 
survey. According to the National Safety Council (23) p. 4, "very little 
rate of precision is sacrificed by cutting a sample size from 5,700 to 
2,500." It was further stated that "a sample be roughly 300 more than the 
necessary number. This will provide a buffer region where-by the preci­
sion of the statistics will not be lowered because of an insufficient 
sample size." With 12 farms visited by each volunteer it was deter­
mined that about 300 interviewers would be used in gathering data. In 
each of 24 selected counties interviewers were to gather the data quarter­
ly-
The selection of sample counties was made with the assistance of the 
Statistical Laboratory of Iowa State University. Five groups of 24 
counties were randomly selected. One of the groups was selected as most 
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representative of the State of Iowa and was the sample for the study. The 
group was selected by consideration of the following criteria: 1) The 
groups were ranked in order of preference 1-5 using the degree to which 
the groups of counties were representative of the State of Iowa as to 
distribution of types of farms, 2) The groups of counties were ranked in 
order of strength in county extension program, 3) Counties in the group 
ranking highest in the criteria suggested were contacted and their 
availability for participation in the study was determined. The randomly 
selected groups of counties considered for the study are shown in Table 3. 
Group III was selected as the sample for the study. O'Brien and Bremer 
counties were selected as substitutes for Winnebago and Van Buren counties. 
The counties selected to participate in the study, the number of farms, 
average size of farms according to the 1972 Iowa Annual Farm Census and 
number of interviewers per county are shown in Table 4. Informational 
meetings with county cooperative extension office staff of selected 
counties were scheduled (Appendix A) for October and November 1974. 
Extension directors of the counties selected were contacted and asked 
to participate by assuming the responsibility for the county in 1) secur­
ing volunteer interviewers, 2) arranging a training meeting for the inter­
viewers and county staff involved in the survey and, 3) collecting com­
pleted survey report forms. In soliciting volunteer interviewer 
assistance, the county extension directors were asked to choose responsible 
adult members of the county. Areas to be included in the sample were 
selected and identified on a county map to be assigned to interviewers at 
an interviewer training meetings 
Table 3. Randomly selected groups of 24 counties 
I II III IV V 
1. Osceola Lyon Clay Dickinson Cherokee 
2. Sioux Osceola Plymouth Cerro Gordo Mitchell 
3. O'Brien Mitchell Winnebago^ Franklin Floyd 
4. Plymouth Floyd Worth Winneshiek Winneshiek 
5. Buena Vista Humboldt Hancock Bremer Chickasaw 
6. Franklin Allamakee Franklin Black Hawk Clayton 
7. Butler Dubuque Allamakee Woodbury Black Hawk 
8. Bremer Carroll Fayette Crawford Carroll 
9. Sac Harrison Dubuque Carroll Shelby 
10. Harrison Audubon Carroll Hamilton Hamilton 
11. Shelby Webster Greene Hardin Poweshiek 
12. Guthrie Story Shelby Boone Linn 
13. Hardin Marshall Audubon Linn Johnson 
14. Dallas Polk Hamilton Jones Clinton 
15. Jasper Jasper Story Iowa Scott 
16. Poweshiek Benton Dallas Johnson Adair 
17. Iowa Iowa Linn Union Mills 
18. Johnson Scott Scott Ringgold Page 
19. Muscatine Mills Adair Decatur Taylor 
20. Adair Marion Warren Appanoose Madison 
21. Adams Clarke Lucas Mahaska Lucas 
22. Warren Monroe Keokuk Des Moines Wayne 
23. Mahaska Washington Van Buren^ Wapello Henry 
24. Louisa Henry Lee Henry Lee 
^O'Brien and Bremer counties were selected to replace Winnebago and Van Buren counties in 
the sample 
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Table 4, Counties selected for the sample in the 1975 Standardized Farm 
Accident Reporting Program 
County County Number of Average size Number of 
number farms 1972 Census Interviev 
(from EMIS) 1972 Census (acres) 
Adair 01 1328 272 14 
Allamakee 03 1326 278 14 
Audubon 05 1148 241 14 
Bremer 09 1441 183 14 
Carroll 14 1488 242 15 
Clay 21 1126 308 14 
Dallas 25 1351 262 14 
Dubuque 31 1733 201 17 
Fayette 33 1971 222 18 
Franklin 35 1371 261 14 
Greene 37 1185 300 14 
Hamilton 40 1394 258 14 
Hancock 41 1423 246 14 
Keokuk 54 1316 268 14 
Lee 56 1319 227 14 
Linn 57 2014 197 18 
Lucas 59 919 276 10 
O'Brien 71 1371 257 14 
Plymouth 75 2055 261 18 
Scott 83 1273 197 14 
Shelby 84 1420 263 14 
Story 86 1341 254 14 
Warren 92 1439 233 14 
Worth 99 949 261 10 
Total 33,371 344 
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The study was set to begin when farm work was light and extended 
from December 1, 1974 to November 30 of 1975. Quarterly reports were to 
be completed by March 10, 1975; June 10, 3975; September 10, 1975; and 
December 10, 1975. The quarterly accident reports, in this way, indicated 
differences between seasonal work on the farms. 
Training of Interviewers 
Three trainers of interviewers were selected to conduct meetings in 
the counties to assist the interviewers in understanding their part in the 
survey. The trainers selected were Dale 0. Hull, Extension Safety Special­
ist in Agricultural Engineering, David L. Williams, Extension Specialist 
in Power and Machinery, and the Researcher, all of Iowa State University. 
The county extension director of each county was responsible for notifying 
the interviewers of the meeting and for providing a room and necessary 
equipment. The intsrvie^^r-training meetings were scheduled for completion 
in the selected counties at least two weeks before the scheduled March farm 
interview (see Appendix A). If interviewers were not able to attend the 
training session, the county extension director was responsible for meeting 
with the interviewers in an additional training session. Before the train­
ing meeting the area to be contacted was identified and located on a 
county map so thnt each sampling cluster would be clearly identified. 
Each interviewer was assigned an identification number and each farm was to 
be assigned a household number, 
A cluster of farms was assigned to each interviewer. The interviewer 
was asked to locate 12 farms on an assigned road. In case it was not 
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possible to identify enough farms on the road selected, the interviewer 
was asked to continue the farm selection process on the first road turning 
to the right. The interviewers were asked to not cross county or state 
boundaries and were not to enter another interviewer's cluster. The home 
farm of the interviewer was not to be used in the cluster. If an area did 
not include 12 farms, a new area was selected. 
The purpose of the study and importance of the study were emphasized 
to the interviewers. The interviewers were directed to ask for the coop­
eration of farm families but were encouraged to accept the decision of the 
families in regard to their participation in the study. If a family decid­
ed not to participate, the interviewer was directed to go to the next farm 
and proceed in this way until the cluster of 12 farms was chosen. Each 
interviewer was given an interview kit consisting of a list of contents of 
the kit, the forms used, interviewer's step-by-step procedure, interview­
er's instructions (Appendix B) and 4 franked envelops addressed to the 
county extension director. 
The report forms (Appendix C) used in the survey consisted of General 
Information, General Accident/Illness, Medical Cost and Supplemental Acci­
dent Report forms. The supplemental accident report forms were used to 
provide additional information in case of accidents involving Agricultural 
Tractors, Agricultural Machinery, Animals, Chemicals (agricultural), Hand 
and Power Tools, Slips and Falls (not including tractor, farm equipment or 
livestock accidents), Illness, Wagons (agricultural), Lawn and Garden and 
Miscellaneous Powered Equipment, and Tractor and Machinery Operator Educa­
tional Information. The kit also contained a Household Identification list 
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and a Quarterly Report Form. Interviewers were directed to complete form 
Fl, General Information for each farm, and F12, Tractor and Machinery 
Operator Educational Information for each tractor operator at the first 
(March) visit to the farms. Accidents occurring during the first quarter 
were to be reported at that time. The families were given an Accident/Ill­
ness Reminder Sheet for recording specific data related to accidents for 
use in completing the accident reporting forms. 
The interviewers were directed to use their best judgment in complet­
ing the forms but were encouraged to request assistance from the county 
extension director or from the interviewer trainers as needed. Interview­
ers were given the definitions of 'farm', 'accident' and 'physician' as 
they were used in the Standardized Farm Accident Reporting Program. It 
was stressed that each farm be correctly identified by use of the assigned 
identification numbers. Instructions for completing the forms were 
discussed and it wao emphasized that attention to detail was important. 
The interviewers were asked to carefully explain that all information 
would be considered confidential as received and that results of the 
survey would be reported in a summary form only. It was pointed out that 
the study was in no manner associated with the Federal or State Occupa­
tional Safety and Health Administration. 
For subsequent quarterly reports, it was suggested that the inter­
viewers contact each family by telephone and determine if an accident had 
occurred during the quarter. The interviewer was to visit the family to 
complete the correct reporting forms. Reports not completed in the 
previous quarter were to be updated. The interviewers were asked to thank 
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each family for their cooperation and were reminded of the importance of 
their participation in the study. 
Collection of Data 
The Iowa Standardized Farm Accident Survey was designed to be directed 
through the offices of 24 county extension directors with 344 volunteer 
interviewers contacting clusters of 12 farms each to secure the accident 
data. Data were recorded on report forms quarterly. The forms were re­
turned to the county office to be checked. The accident report forms were 
then sent to Iowa State University to be checked as complete and correct 
for computer coding and were transferred to the Iowa State University Sta­
tistical Laboratory for analysis. 
Analysis of the Data 
The reported data uere transferred to internerinnal Mnsiness Machine 
(IBM) cards and to computer magnetic tape to facilitate analysis. 
To evaluate the results of the study and attach meaning to the data 
collected it was necessary to project the 1975 total number of farms in 
Iowa. The projection of numbers of farms for 1975 were calculated using 
the formula: 
1975 projection = 1973 Estimate + (-.67) (1970 Estimate-1973 Estimate) 
The estimates for 1970 and for 1973 were secured from the Iowa Farm Census 
for 1970 (16) and for 1973 (17). Data in Table 5 reveal the projections 
of numbers of farms by county and for the State of Iowa for 1975. 
No projections were made for distribution of farms classed by 
agricultural census types in the sample counties and for the State of 
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Table 5. Projection of numbers of farms in sample cour.ties, 1975 
County 1970 Census 1973 Census 1975 
estimate of estimate of projection of 
farms farms farms 
Adair 1387 1301 1243 
Allamakee 1363 1303 1263 
Audubon 1185 1100 1043 
Bremer 1487 1437 1404 
Carroll 1530 1456 1406 
Clay 1142 1120 1105 
Dallas 1347 1335 1327 
Dubuque 1738 1716 1701 
Fayette 2038 1970 1924 
Franklin 1406 1337 1291 
Greene 1219 1143 1092 
Hamilton 1446 1376 1329 
Hancock 1456 1420 1396 
Keokuk 1395 1308 1250 
Lee 1330 1309 1295 
Linn 2117 2014 1945 
Lucas 940 920 907 
O'Brien 1383 1352 1331 
Plymouth 2072 2016 1978 
Scott 1323 1198 1114 
snory 1343 1338 1335 
Warren 1425 1455 14/5 
Worth 1001 922 869 
State of Iowa 135,264 130,898 127,973 
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Iowa. Data for types of farms were last published in 1969. It was found 
that the 1964 U.S. Census of Agriculture reports included all farms but 
the 1969 census included Economic Groups 1-5 (farms with sales over 
$2,500). According to the 1969 U.S. Census of Agriculture (35) the 1964 
and earlier censuses included the classification "Commercial Farms" which 
included the first six economic classes; "this grouping is not comparable 
to the class 1-5 grouping used in the 1969 report." For this reason, the 
projection of census estimates to 1975 by types of farms in the counties 
and state could not be made on the basis of a trend from 1964 and 1969 to 
1975. Further, U.S. Census of Agriculture, 1974 estimates of types of 
farms were not available at the time of the study. National Safety Council 
representatives, Iowa Department of Agriculture statisticians and Iowa 
State University Economists were in agreement with the researrher that a 
projection of farms for 1975 from 1969 and previous year estimates would 
iiuL uc consistent with the trend In no less livestock production and 
more field crop production. 
For the purposes of the study the farm classifications were made as 
Beef, Dairy, Hog, Poultry, General livestock, General Farming, Field Crops 
and Other. These classifications were made by grouping the major type of 
farming categories used by interviewers as listed in form Fl, 8 (Appendix 
A). In consideration of category 21, Other, it was determined that the 
use of the category by interviewers was most consistent with general 
farming, therefore, category 21 was included in the General Farming 
classification. The distribution of the sample farms and grouping of 
the categories are shown in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Distribution and classification of the sample farms by type 
of farm 
Type of farm Category Frequency Total Percent 
Beef Beef 67 67 2.1 
Dairy Dairy 145 145 4.6 
Hog Hog 42 42 1.3 
Poultry Poultry 3 3 .1 
General livestock Beef 244 
Dairy and hog 139 
Sheep 8 391 12.4 
General fanning Corn and beef 379 
Corn and hogs 572 
Other 572 1,523 48.2 
Field crops Corn 85 
Small grain 7 
Soybean 8 
Corn and Soybean 865 
Field crop 21 986 31.2 
Other Fruit and nut 1 
Vegetable 1 2 .1 
Totals 3,159 3,159 100.0 
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Statistical Treatment of the Data 
Data obtained in this study consisted of information reported on 
Standardized Farm Accident Reporting Program questionnaires developed by 
the National Safety Council. Data were transferred to International 
Business Machine (IBM) cards. The data were processed by electronic 
computer at the Statistical Laboratory at Iowa State University of Ames, 
Iowa. Frequency distributions, means and percentages were determined for 
the data when applicable. 
Data for accidents and illnesses were processed separately. The 
rates of accidents and illnesses were calculated for the sample and 
estimated for the State of Iowa. Estimates for the State of Iowa were 
made by projecting the proportion found in the sample to the projection 
of 127,973 farms made for the State of Iowa in 1975. 
Chi-square and t or Z-tests were used in testing hypotheses at the .05 
level. In testing of hypotheses of cross-classified selected variables, 
the chi-square value was compared to the table chi-square value to deter­
mine if a level of significance (a goodness of fit) existed. This was in 
accordance with Snedecor and Cochran (31). As indicated by Fleiss (9) the 
cuiiLij-buLioii of each class was compared to the chi-square table value at 1 
degree of freedom to determine whether a significant contribution had been 
made to the overall chi-square value. In the case of small samples, a cor­
rection of continuity was made in the calculation of the chi-square values. 
The t- and Z-tests were used in testing hypotheses comparing data to 
some standard criterion. 
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Statistical models used in testing the null hypotheses using chi-
square were; 
2  2 ^ 1  
X = (f-F) 2 i 
i=l ^ 
xl = (|f-F|-0.5)2 S i 
i=l 
Statistical models using t or Z-tests were; 
t-test = X-u 
^x/fE-
Z-test Z = (|P-Pl -
c 
y pq/n 
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FINDINGS 
Analysis of Raw Data 
Data from 3,161 farms were reported by 273 interviewers participating 
in the study. There were 558 accidents and 38 illnesses reported during 
the year. The estimated number of accidents and illnesses for the State 
of Iowa in 1975 were calculated as 22,591 and 1,536 respectively. Two 
fatalities were reported in the survey; one resulted from a baler accident 
and one from a dynamite blasting accident. The average loss of days was 
found to be 9.68 days per accident. The total cost of accidents reported 
in the survey was calculated as $99,730.56 for the 558 accidents which 
occurred on the 3,161 farms. Table 7 reveals a list of the counties 
selected for the sample and the number of farms participating by county. 
Information in Table 8 reveals the distribution of persons and number 
of 8-hour days cpenc per year for family merfiuers living or working on 
farms as classed by age and sex. As indicated, 5,972 males and 5,498 
females were reported. The average number of days spent on the farms at 
work or leisure by age groups for males was 5-14, 55; 15-24, 152; 25-44, 
332; 45-64, 321; 65 and over, 206. The average number of days spent 
on farms by males at work or leisure was found to be 203. For females, 
by age group, the number of days were shown as 5-14, 32; 15-24, 73; 25-
44, 199; 45-65, 197; 65 and over 155. The average number of days spent 
on farms by female family members at work or leisure was 120. 
In Table 9, the number of hired workers is shown by age, sex and 
number of 8-hour days spent per year at work or leisure on farms. The age 
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Table 7. Numbers of Interviewers and farms participating by County 
County County number Number of Number of 
(from EMIS) Interviewers reported 
selected 
Adair 01 14 168 
Allamakee 03 14 136 
Audubon 05 14 130 
Bremer 09 14 149 
Carroll 14 15 144 
Clay 21 14 84 
Dallas 25 14 168 
Dubuqe 31 17 60 
Fayette 33 18 180 
Franklin 35 14 114 
Greene 37 14 168 
Hamilton 40 14 168 
Hancock 41 14 163 
Keokuk 54 14 153 
Lee 56 14 91 
Linn 57 18 214 
Lucas 59 10 120 
O'Brien 71 14 81 
Plymouth 75 18 175 
Scott 83 14 141 
Shelby 84 14 36 
Story 86 14 72 
Warren 92 14 151 
Worth 99 10 95 
Total 344 3,161 
group and number of male hired workers included: 5-14, 30; 15-24, 685; 
25-44, 195; 45-64, 132; 65 and over, 108. Female hired workers were 
shown as 5-14, 12; 15-24, 146; and 25-44, 22. There were no female workers 
reported for 45-64 or 65 and over age groups. The average number of days 
spent per year at work or leisure by hired help was found to be 75 for 
male hired help and 18 for female hired help. 
Table 8. Distribution of persons and number of 8-hour days spent per year for family members living/ 
working on farms by age and sex 
Age group Male Female 
(years) Number Days Days/person Number Days Days/person 
0- 4 403 — —  — 320 —  —  
5-14 1,145 62,457 55 912 28,871 32 
15-24 1,203 182,594 152 810 59,528 73 
25-44 1,288 427,666 332 1,357 269,911 199 
45-64 1,724 554,045 321 1,418 279,943 197 
65 & over 209 42,956 206 145 22,404 155 
Total 5,972 1,269,718 203 5,498 660,657 120 
Table 9. Distribution of persons and number of 8-hour days spent per year for hired help living/ 
working on farms by age and sex 
Age group 
(years) Number 
Male 
Days Days/person Numb er 
Female 
Days Days/pi 
0- 4 __  
5-14 30 1,056 35 12 120 10 
15-24 685 36,603 53 146 1,992 14 
25-44 195 23,612 121 22 1,192 54 
45-64 132 15,455 117 
65 & over 108 9,239 86 
Total 1,150 85,965 75 180 3,304 18 
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Educational data of tractor and machinery operators were reported in 
the study for 4,579 males and 1,083 females. Table 10 shows a distribution 
of formal education reported for the 5,662 persons who were identified as 
tractor and machinery operators. The number of persons in each age group 
is shown according to the highest level of formal education completed. 
Of those completing the eight grade, 1,148 male and 168 female operators 
of tractors and machinery were reported. Persons who operated tractors 
and machinery and had completed the twelfth grade numbered 2,247 males and 
615 females. There were 195 male and 51 female operators of tractors and 
machinery who had completed four years of college. Thirty-six males and 
12 females had advanced degrees of training beyond four years of college 
among those included as operators of tractors or machinery. 
Persons operating tractors and machinery also reported education or 
training in tractor and machinery safety. Table 11 shows the distribution 
or uersûfis completing the 4-H Petroleum Power Program Projects- The 
distribution includes a grouping by age, sex and the type of projects 
completed. As shown, 62 males completed some phase of the program - which 
was specifically identified as first, second, third or fourth-year tractor 
or fourth-year machinery projects. One male had participated in an ad­
vanced tractor and machinery project. As seen in Table 10, no females 
participated in the 4-H programs identified. It may also be seen that 
160 males and 11 females were participants of other 4-H programs in 
tractor and machinery safety. 
Table 12 includes a distribution of the persons who participated in 
vocational agriculture and hazardous occupations tractor and machinery 
training programs. A distribution of those providing leadership in safety 
Table 10. Distribution of tractor and machinery operators as to age and sex by formal education 
Formal Education 5-14 15-24 
Male 
25-44 45-64 65 & 
over 
Total 5-14 15-24 
Female 
25-44 45-64 65 & 
over 
Total 
8th grade 161 252 84 523 126 1148 ' 31 60 17 58 2 168 
12th grade 391 876 922 58 2247 1 63 337 209 5 615 
1 yr, college/ 
university 67 83 7,3 9 237 11 31 34 — 76 
2 yr. college/ 
university 57 71 53 8 189 10 28 20 2 60 
3 yr. college/ 
university 23 17 9 1 50 5 9 4 — 18 
4 yr, college/ 
university 38 114 37 6 195 7 31 12 1 51 
Advanced degree 
or training 4 20 11 1 36 1 6 5 — 12 
Other 168 173 43 79 14 477 27 32 16 8 83 
Total 329 1005 1308 1714 223 4579 59 189 475 350 10 1083 
Table 11- A--H Petroleum Power Program Projects by age and sex 
Male Female 
Projects 5—14 15—24 25—44 45—64 65 & Total 5—14 15—24 25—44 45—64 65 & Total 
over over 
1st yr. tractor 2 17 12 6 2 39 — — — — — — 
2nd yr. tractor 15 7 — — 13 — — — — — — 
3rd yr. tractor 1 1 2 — — 4 — — — — — — 
4th yr. tractor — 4 — 1 — 5 — — — — — — 
4th yr. machinery — — 1 -- — 1 — — — — — — 
Advanced years, 
tractor/machinery — 1 — — — 1 — — — — — — 
Other 2 28 65 64 1 160 1 — 3 7 — 11 
Total 6 56 87 71 3 223 1 — 3 7 — 11 
Table 12. Distribution of operators of tractors and machinery in Vocational Agriculture Hazardous 
Occupations, anc Leadership in Training Programs by age, sex and type of program 
Male Female 
Programs s etc. 5-14 15-24 25-44 45-134 65 & Total 5-14 15-24 25-44 45-64 65 & Total 
over over 
Vocational Agriculture 
Training program: 
Safe Tractor 
Operation 7 GO 22 13 — 102 — 1 — — — 1 
Safe Farm Mach. 
Operation 5 155 102 36 — 298 — 2 — — — 2 
Total 12 215 124 49 — 400 — 3 — — — 3 
Hazardous Occupations 
Tractor and Machinery 
Training : 
Total 26 234 9 10 — 279 — 2 2 4 
Leadership Position 
in Training Programs : 
Total 1 17 13 21 2 54 
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training programs is also shown. Four hundred males and three females 
participated in the vocational agriculture programs. It is shown that 
279 males and four females were enrolled in the hazardous occupations 
tractor and machinery programs. Fifty-four males provided leadership in 
safety training programs. The 15-24 year-old age group of males is shown 
as having had the largest number of persons enrolled in safety programs. 
There were 449 males enrolled in safety training in vocational agriculture 
and hazardous occupations tractor and machinery programs. As seen in this 
table, only seven females were reported as participating in these safety 
training programs. 
Table 13 includes data from tractor and machinery operator response 
by age group to the amount of operator training. A total of 500 observa­
tions of tractor and machinery operators are shown. The age group of 
males and mean hours of operator training were 5-14, 23.1 hours; 15-24, 
24.88 hours: 25-44. 49.4 hours; 45-54, 44.7 hours and 55 and over, 4.0 
hours. The age group of females and mean hours of tractor and machinery 
operator training were 5-14, 6.5 hours; 15-24, 12.38 hours; 25-44, 11 
hours and 45-64, 7.27 hours. 
Mean values for selected factors related to operators of farms are 
shown in Table 14. The average size of farm was reported as 336.66 acres. 
The average farm operator worked 53.34 hours per week, He worked 35,48 
years on the farm, completed 11.63 years of education and had an average 
of 3.75 members in his immediate family. 
According to Table 15, Illness rates on farms, the distribution of 
illnesses by type of farm included 1 dairy, 1 hog, 1 general livestock, 
22 general farm, 12 field crop, it was estimated that 1,536 illnesses 
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Table 13. Mean hours of operator training by age and sex 
Male Female 
Age Number of Mean Number of Mean 
observations hours observations hours 
0- 4 —  —  — — — — — 
5-14 30 23.1 4 6.5 
15-24 287 24.88 13 12.38 
25-44 86 49.4 10 11.00 
25-64 58 44.7 11 7.27 
65 & over 1 4.0 — —  — —  
Total 462 38 
Table 14. Mean values of selected factors related to operators of farms 
Selected factors Mean value 
•foT^rnûH 
Hours worked per week 
Years worked on farm 
Education (years) 
Family members 
I 
53.339 
35.483 
11.631 
3.753 
occurred in the State of Iowa due to work or leisure on Iowa farms. 
Estimates were not made for illnesses on beef and poultry farms because 
no illnesses were reported in the study for those categories. 
Table 15. Illness rates on farms 
Item 
Number of farms in 
sample 
llnesses on sample 
farms 
Illness rate 
Estimated farms in 
State 
Estimated Illnesses 
in State 
Beef Dairy Hog 
67 145 4:2 
— 1 .L 
0.007 0.024 
2,712 5,870 1,700 
41 41 
Type of farm 
Poultry General General Field Other Total 
livestock farming crops 
391 1,523 986 3 161 
121 
2 
0.005 
15,830 
79 
22 
0.014 
61,659 
863 
12 
0.012 
39,918 
479 
— 38 
0.012 
127,973 
33 1,541 
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Resident classes of victims affected by illness are indicated in Table 
16. As shown, 33 family members became ill and four hired workers were 
affected. Husbands (farm operators), sons, and wives were most frequently 
affected by an illness related to farm work. 
Data in Table 17 reveal the number of farms in the study, accidents 
reported and the estimated accident rate by type of farm. The estimated 
numbers of farms for each type of farming and the estimate of injuries 
for persons according to farm type and for the State of Iowa are shown. 
As noted, there were 15 beef, 36 dairy, 16 hog, 1 poultry, 75 general 
livestock, 259 general farming and 146 field crop farm accidents. It 
was estimated that 22,591 accidents occurred in Iowa in 1975 due to 
work or leisure on farms. 
The distribution of accidents for type of farm by accident victim is 
displayed in Table 18. The resident class and number of accidents reported 
were shown as husband, 223; wife, 95; son, 147; daughter, 33; other family 
members, 16; employee (full time), 8; employee (part time), 22; visitor, 
11; and guest, 3. The distribution of accidents for persons living/working 
on farms by age is presented in Table 19. As shown, the age group and 
number of accident victims were 0-4, 15; 5-14, 82; 15-24, 104; 25-44, 132; 
45-64, 186; 65 and over, 19. Age was not reported for 20 accident victims. 
The injury rates for all persons and for hired help are revealed in 
Tables 20 and 21. The number of accidents and exposure in hours are shown 
by age group. The calculated accident rate per hour and estimated number 
of accidents per million hours of work are also presented in the tables. 
As shown in Table 20, for age group 5-14, 161.3 accidents occurred per 
million hours exposure. In Table 21 it may be seen that hired help 5-14 
Table 16. Distribution of illnesses by victim 
Type of farm 
Victim Beef Dairy Hogs Poultry General General Field Other Total 
livestock farming crops 
Husband 
Wife 
Son 
Daughter 
Employee (full time) 
Employee (part time) 
Visitor, guest 
Other 
Total 
10 
2 
6 
1 
2 
1 
7 
1 
2 
19 
5 
8 
1 
2 
2 
22 11 
1 
2 38 
Table 17. Accident rates on farms 
Type of farms 
Item Beef Dairy Hog Poultry General 
livestock 
General 
farming 
Field 
crops 
Other Total 
Number of farms in 
the sample 67 145 42 3 391 1,523 986 4 3161 
Accidents on sample 
558 farms 16 36 16 1 75 259 146 — 
Accident rate 0.239 0 .248 0.381 0.333 0.192 0.170 0.148 0.176 
Estimated farms in 
State 2,712 5 ,870 1,7 00 121 15,830 61,659 39,918 127,973 
Estimated injuries 
in State 648 1 ,456 648 40 3,039 10,482 5,908 370 22,591 
Table 18. Distribution of accidents for type of farm by accident victim 
Type of farm 
Accident Victim Beef Dairy Hogs Poultry General General Field Other Total 
livestock farming crops 
Husband 8 9 5 1 24 117 56 3 223 
Wife 5 7 14 31 32 2 95 
Son 1 10 7 23 72 32 2 147 
Daughter 1 5 5 14 6 2 33 
Other (family) 1 4 8 3 16 
Employee (full time) 2 — 4 2 8 
Employee (part time) 1 2 4 10 5 22 
Visitor — — 1 2 8 11 
Guest 1 2 3 
Total 16 36 16 1 75 259 146 9 558 
Table 19. Distribution of accidents for per&ons living/working on farms by age group 
Age Husband Wife Son Daughter Other Employee Employee Visitor 
full time part time 
Guest Total 
0- 4 —  —  — —  5 7 2 —  —  1 — 15 
5-14 61 13 1 1 5 1 82 
15-24 5 1 71 10 2 11 3 1 104 
25-44 80 32 5 1 5 3 6 — 132 
45-64 123 52 6 2 1 1 1 186 
65 and over 8 5 2 3 1 — 19 
Age unknown 7 5 5 1 1 1 — — 20 
Total 223 95 147 32 17 8 22 11 3 558 
Table 20. Accident rate for all persons by age group 
Age Number of accidents Exposure (hrs.) Injury rate/hr. Accidents/million hrs. exposure 
0- 4 15 
5-14 82 508,104 0.0001613 161.3 
15-24 104 1,753,573 0.0000593 59.3 
25-44 132 3,610,224 0.0000365 36.5 
45-64 186 4,556,000 0.0000408 40.8 
65 & over 19 417,560 0.0000455 45.5 
Total 538 10,845,464 0.0000496 49.6 
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years in age had an estimated 106.2 accidents per million hours exposure. 
Further comparison of Tables 20 and 21 shows that the accident rates were 
found to be larger for all persons in each age group than for hired help, 
except that 25-44 years of age group in which 45.3 accidents per million 
hours were estimated for hired help and 36.5 were estimated for all persons 
in the study. The estimate of accidents per million hours exposure was 
49.6 for all persons and 40.6 for hired help. There were 538 victims of 
accidents reported for all persons as seen in Table 20. This includes the 
29 victims found in Table 21. In both tables it may be seen that the 
largest accident rate occurred for the 5-14 year-old group and in each 
case the rate was at least twice as large as that of any other age group. 
A distribution of farm accidents and the extent of injury are outlined 
in Table 22 by type of farming. There were 2 fatalities and 553 acci­
dents. These E -nidents were sub-divided to show: 8 permanent, 385 
severe, 14/ slivhr. and 21 unideuLified. It was determined that one 
fatality was a result of a blasting accident and another occurred when a 
farmer was caught in the feeding mechanism of a hay baler which made small 
round bales. 
Accidents to males and females by "thing" involved are recorded in 
Table 23. Seventy-seven males were injured by vehicles, 66 by agricultural 
machinery, and 58 by animals. Tractors were reported as the "thing" 
involved in 34 cases. Hand tools were found to be involved in 22 accidents 
while power tools were related to 16 accidents affecting males. In 12 
cases sports were found to be the contributing factor. Chemicals were 
identified as the "thing" causing five accidents, household items caused 
four accidents, firearms caused three accidents and electrical power was 
Table 21. Accident rate for hired help by age 
Age Number of accidents Exposure (hrs) accident rate/hr. Accidents/million hrs. exposure 
0- 4 — — — — 
5-14 1 9,408 0.0001062 106.2 
15-24 13 308,760 0.0000421 42.1 
25-44 9 198,432 0.0000453 45.3 
45-64 3 123,640 0.0000242 24.2 
65 & over 3 73,912 0.0000405 40.5 
Total 29 714,152 0.0000406 40.6 
ON 
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Table 22. Distribution of farm accidents and extent of injury by type of farming 
Type of farming Fatal Permanent 
Extent of 
Severe 
injury 
Slight Unknown To ta; 
Beef 1 9 4 2 16 
Dairy — 26 8 2 36 
Hogs — 13 2 1 16 
Poultry — 1 1 
Field crops 1 4 91 42 8 146 
General farming 4 184 64 7 259 
General livestock 54 20 1 75 
Other 7 2 9 
Total 2 8 385 142 21 558 
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Table 23. Accidents to males and females by "thing" involved 
Age 
Thing involved 0-4 5-14 15-24 25-44 45-64 65 & Unknown Total 
over 
Male: 
Farm machinery 1 7 12 17 26 2 1 66 
Animal 7 16 15 16 2 2 58 
Another person 1 5 1 — 7 
Chemical — 2 2 1 5 
Electrical power 1 1 2 
Firearms 2 1 3 
Gas or vapor — — 
Hand tools 4 6 6 5 1 22 
Household items 1 1 1 1 4 
Power tools 4 1 3 7 1 16 
Sports 4 4 1 2 1 12 
Tractors 4 6 6 16 2 34 
Vehicle — 14 18 21 21 1 2 77 
None 5 19 20 26 36 6 3 115 
Subtotal 7 67 92 97 132 13 14 421 
Female: 
Farm machinery 1 — 2 4 7 
Animal 2 3 2 4 7 2 20 
Another person 1 — 1 2 
Chemical 
Electrical power 1 1 3 
Firearms 
Gas or vapor 1 1 
Hand tools — — 3 3 6 
Household iLems 3 2 n L. 1 11 2 21 
Power tools 2 — 2 
Sports 1 — 2 3 1 — 7 
Tractors — 1 2 1 1 5 
Vehicle — — —  — 8 8 — —  2 18 
None 1 7 4 12 16 4 3 47 
Subtotal 8 15 12 35 54 6 7 137 
Total 558 
the cause of two accidents to males. "Another person" was reported as the 
cause in seven accidents. A total of 421 accidents involved males. Most 
accidents affected males of 45-64 years of age. One hundred and fifteen 
accidents to males did not involve a "thing". Females were victims of 
137 accidents according to data in Table 23. While 47 accidents to females 
did not involve "things", household items were reported in 21 cases, 
animals in 20, and a vehicle in 18 accidents. Agricultural machinery 
and sports were involved in 7 accidents, hand tools were the "thing" 
related to 6 accidents and tractors caused 5 accidents. Electrical power 
was the "thing" related to 3 accidents to females and 2 accidents involved 
another person or power tools, while gas or vapor was reported as the 
"thing" involved in one accident. 
When accidents were categorized by farm machines involved, 97 acci­
dents were identified. The data from that classification may be seen in 
Taule 24. Combines with a corn head caused six arridenrs. and sprayers, 
feed grinder-mixers, and corn planters were each involved in five acci­
dents. Combines with grain head were reported as causing four accidents. 
As shown in this table, chemical, fertilizer and grain - feed handling 
machines were most frequently involved with 18 (18.36 percent) accidents 
reported in the two categories. Harvesting equipment were found to be 
related to 13 (13.26 percent) accidents. Haying tools and wagons were 
reported as causing 11 (11.24 percent) accidents. Seed planting machines 
were reported as causing 8 (8.16 percent) accidents and 5 (5.10 percent) 
were caused during use of manure handling machines. 
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Table 24. Distribution of accidents by farm machines 
Distribution 
Type of machine Number Percent 
Chemical, fertilizer; 
Distributor, spreader 
Sprayer 
Other 
Total 
3 
5 
lo­
is 18.56 
Grain, feed handling: 
Blower-forage, grain 
Conveyor, auger 
Corn sheller 
Elevator, auger 
Elevator, chain 
Feed grinder 
Feed grinder-mixer 
Silo unloader 
Other 
Total 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
5 
2 
4 
18 18.56 
+" o o 1 c 
Baler, hay 
Forage harvester 
Hay conditioner 
Mower, rotary 
Windrower 
Other 
Total 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
5 
12 12.38 
Harvesting equipment: 
Combine w/corn head 
Combine w/grain head 
Corn picker 
Other 
Total 
6 
4 
2 
1 
13 13.40 
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Table 24. (Continued) 
Distribution 
Type of machine Number Percent 
Manure handling; 
Manure loader 
Manure spreader 
Manure spreader, tank 
Total 5.15 
Seed planting: 
Broadcaster 
Grain drill 
Planter-cotton, corn, etc. 
Total 
1 
2 
5 
8.25 
Tillage tools: 
Cultivator 
Disc, harrow 
Plow, disc 
Other 
SprSng r.ooth harrow 
Total 
Type of wagon: 
Flat rack 
Grain, gravity 
Grain, auger 
Forage 
Box 
Total 
1 
3 
3 
3 
11 
3 
2 
1 
2 
4 
12 
11.34 
12.38 
Total 97 100.00 
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Animals were involved in 81 accidents on the sample farms. The 
distribution of accidents by animals involved is presented in Table 25. 
Cows caused 30 (37.04 percent), sows caused 9 (11.11 percent) and mares 
and calves each caused 8 (9.88 percent) of the accidents. The data indi­
cate that cattle were the cause of 54.3 percent of the accidents, hogs 
19.7 percent and horses 13.6 percent of the accidents reported as caused 
by animals. 
Table 25. Distribution of accidents by animal involved 
Distribution 
Animal involved Number Percent 
Boar 2 2.47 
Bull 2 2.47 
Calf 8 9.88 
Chi c'Kpn 1 1.23 
Cow 30 37.04 
Dog 6 7.40 
Gelding 2 2.47 
Gilt 2 2.47 
Mare 8 9.88 
Ram 1 1.23 
Shoat 3 3.71 
Sow 9 11.11 
C •#- <1 T 1 -? r-vtn 1 1.23 
Steer 4 4.94 
Other 2 2.47 
Total 81 100.00 
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Information in Table 26 reveals the number and percent of accidents 
involving specific tools. Shop tools causing accidents most frequently 
were found to be hammer, crowbar, pipe wrench, file, pliers and screw 
driver. Fork, hatchet and shovel or spade were the cause of other types 
of accidents. Power tools causing injury were Identified as power 
grinder, chain saw, and electric welder. 
Table 26. Distribution of tools involved in accidents by type of tool 
Distribution 
Type of tool Number Percent 
Shop: 
Crowbar 2 8.33 
File 1 4.17 
Hammer 4 16.66 
Pipe wrench 2 8.33 
Pliers 1 4.17 
Screw driver 1 4.17 
Other 13 54.16 
Total 24 100.00 
Other: 
Fork 6 46.16 
Hatchet 1 7.69 
Shovel or spade 1 7.69 
Other 5 38.46 
Total 13 100.00 
Power tool: 
Power grinder 4 22.22 
Chain saw 4 22.22 
Table saw 2 11.11 
Electric welder 2 11.11 
Other 6 33.34 
Total 18 100.00 
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Work and leisure accidents Identified in the study included 18 lawn, 
garden and miscellaneous powered machines according to data listed in 
Table 27. There were eight recreation, seven lawn, one garden and two 
other types of machines involved in accidents as shown in the table. 
Information in Table 28 reveals a listing of number and percent of 
machines by characteristic of the machine involved in an accident. Types 
of machines by frequency of involvement included rotary mower and motor­
cycle, 5 (23.81 percent); riding mower and snowmobile, 2 (9.52 percent); 
reel mower, other lawn machine, riding tractor, and motor-bike each were 
involved in one accident. 
Table 27. Distribution of accidents involving lawn, garden and miscellan­
eous powered equipment 
Distribution 
Type of machine Number Percent 
Garden 1 5,56 
Lawn 7 38.89 
Recreation 8 44.44 
Other 2 11.11 
Total 18 100.00 
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Table 28. Distribution of accidents involving lawn, garden and miscellan­
eous powered equipment by machine 
Distribution 
Machine Number Percent 
Reel-type mower 1 4.76 
Riding mower 2 9.53 
Rotary mower 5 23.81 
Other lawn 1 4.76 
Riding tractor 1 4.76 
Motor-bike 1 4.76 
Motorcycle 5 23.81 
Snowmobile 2 0.52 
Other 3 14.29 
Total 21 100.00 
VdG found. 3. 5? of hSA arriHAnrs TPSiilt^^Ô 
in slips and falls. Data in Table 29 reveal the number and percent of slips 
and falls by location of the accident. Forty-eight (24.87 percent) acci­
dents occurred in the home, 49 (25.39 percent) occurred in the homeyard 
and and 96 (49.74 percent) occurred in miscellaneous places throughout the 
farm. Fifteen (7.77 percent of the total) accidents were identified as 
occurring in the driveway or field. The most frequent location of acci­
dents was noted as farmlot in which 21 (10.88 percent of the total) 
accidents were reported. 
As reported in Table 30, ten victims were physically handicapped due 
to the result of accidents. Nine persons were shown as requiring rehabil­
itation services. The distribution of physical well-being of accident 
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Table 29. Distribution of accidents involving slips and falls by location 
of accident 
Distribution 
Location of accident Number Percent 
In the home; 
Basement 
Entryway 
Exterior stairway 
Family room 
Interior stairway 
Kitchen 
Other 
Total 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
4 
35 
48 
2.08 
2 .08  
2 .08  
2 .08  
10.42 
8.34 
72.92 
100.00 
Homeyard: 
Driveway 
Garage 
Lawn 
Walkway 
Other 
Total 
15 
3 
7 
6 
18 
49 
30.61 
6.12 
14.29 
12.24 
36.74 
100.00 
Miscellaneous : 
Corn crib 
Dairy barn 
Ditch or pit 
Farm lot 
Field 
Hay mow 
Lane 
Livestock barn 
Machinery shed, shop 
Silo 
Stairway (out-building) 
Other 
Total 
5 
6 
2 
21 
15 
7 
1 
12 
3 
1 
1 
22 
96 
5.21 
6.25 
2.08  
21.88 
15.63 
7.29 
1.04 
12.05 
3.12 
1.04 
1.04 
22.92 
100.00 
Total 193 100.00 
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Table 30. Discribution of physical well-being of accident victims 
Physical well-being of victim Number 
Health status prior to accident : 
Good 
Under doctor's care 
Taking medication 
111 on day of accident 
Mentally handicapped 
Physically handicapped 
Other 
Total 
Health status after accident: 
Good 281 
Mentally handicapped 
Physically handicapped 10 
Other 29 
Victim required rehabilitation services 9 
Fatalities 2 
Total 331 
323 
2 
4 
2 
331 
victims included data reported for 331 accident victims. According to the 
data, two persons were under a doctor's care and four were taking medica­
tion at the time of the accident. 
Medical and cost factors related to accidents aie found in Table 31. 
The number of observations are listed by factor. The average number of 
days lost due to an accident was 9.68. The most days lost was reported 
as 120. The most days reported as spent in a hospital were found to be 
60 and the average was 1.24 days. The largest medical expense was report­
ed as $10,755 and $272.97 was found to be the average for the 296 observa­
tions reported. Property damage was reported as an average of $47,14 per 
Table 31. Medical and cost factors related to accidents 
Item Number Mean Low value High value Total 
Days lost 327 9.68 120 3166 
Days in hospital 325 1.24 60 403.9 
Medical expense 296 $272.97 $10,755 $80,799.12 
Property damage 303 $ 47.14 $ 3,000 $14,283.42 
Days of replacement labor 312 2.13 90 664.87 
Cost of replacement labor 303 $ 15.34 $ 620 $ 4,648.02 
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accident and $3,000 was found to be the largest property damage cost. 
Ninety days was the most extensive replacement labor requirement and 2.13 
days was the average for the 312 accidents reported. The cost of replace­
ment labor was reported as an average of $15,34 and the largest expense 
reported for replacement labor was $620. It was calculated that the 
311 accidents cost a total of $99,730.56 and 3166 days of labor. 
When work and leisure accidents were compared, it was found that 427 
injuries and 27 illnesses resulted from work activities. Leisure activi­
ties resulted in 117 injuries and 1 illness. Fourteen injuries and 10 
illnesses were not identified as to work or leisure activity at the time 
of the accident. Data in Table 32 reveal a distribution of the 596 
injuries and illnesses due to work or leisure activities by type of farm. 
Tabic 32. Distribution cf number of injuries and illppssp^ due to work or 
leisure activities by type of farm 
Activity 
Type of farm Work Leisure Unknown Total 
Injury Illness Injury Illness Injury Illness 
Beef 13 3 — — 16 
Dairy 31 1 5 — — 37 
Hog 10 2 — 4 1 17 
Poultry 1 — — 1 
General livestock 59 1 15 — 1 76 
General farming 201 15 52 — 6 7 281 
Field crops 108 9 36 1 2 2 158 
Other 4 1 4 — 1 10 
Total 427 27 117 : 14 10 596 
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Testing Hypotheses 
The chi-square goodness of fit test was used in testing cross-classi-
fied variables. The square of the difference between the observed and 
expected frequency of each cell was divided by the expected number to 
obtain the contribution for the cell. The expected values were calculated 
with the assumption that the frequencies of accidents, farms, etc. were 
distributed equally. The sum of the contributions for the cells was the 
chi-square value. 
A comparison of the chi-square table value and calculated chi-square 
value was made to determine the goodness of fit. Each contribution was 
further examined and compared with a table chi-square value at 1 degree 
2 
of freedom (X =3.841 at the .05 level) to determine if that class had made 
a significant contribution to the overall chi-square value. 
The t-test and its equivalent, the binomial proportion Z-test were 
used to test for significance at the .05 level when applicable. 
Hypothesis 1-a, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of family members grouped by age, was rejected. In Table 33 
as shown, the chi-square value of 37.036 was found to be significant at 
the .01 level when compared to the chi-square table value. Further 
examination of the data indicates that the 0-4, 5-14, and 45-64 age groups 
made significant contributions to the overall chi-square value. The 
information in the table indicates that a satisfactory fit did not exist 
for the frequency of accidents of family members. Therefore, hypothesis 
1-a, there is no significant difference in the frequency of accidents of 
family members grouped by age, was rejected. 
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Table 33. Distribution of accidents of family members and chi-square 
values by age group 
Distribution 
Age group Number of Observed Expected Contribution 
persons frequency frequency 
0- 4 723 12 29.247 10.170**** 
5-14 2,611 73 105.620 10.075**** 
15-24 2,189 87 88.550 0.027 
25-44 2,691 117 108.857 0.609 
45-64 3,183 174 128.759 15.896**** 
65 & over 370 13 14.967 0.259 
Total 11,767 476 476 37.036** 
** .01 level of significance, 5 d.f. = 15.086 
**** .01 level of significance, 1 d.f. = 6.635 
Hypothesis 1-b, there is no significant difference in the frequency of 
accidents of hired workers grouped by age, was not rejected. The nonsig­
nificant chi-square value of 5.104, shown in Table 34, indicated that the 
fit was satisfactory. The contributions of the cells were not found to 
make a significant contribution to the overall chi-square values. 
Hypothesis 2-a. there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by type of farm, was rejected. Data in 
Table 35 support this conclusion. As may be seen, the overall chi-square 
value of 21.318 exceeded the table chi-square value of 15.086 and was found 
to be significant at the .01 level. This indicated that the data did not 
result in a satisfactory fit. Further examination of the data reveals that 
hog farming and dairy farming were major contributors to the overall 
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Table 34. Distribution of accidents of hired workers and chi-square 
values by age group 
Distribution 
Age group Number of Observed Expected Contribution 
persons frequency frequency 
0- 4 47 1 0.945 0.003 
5-14 842 13 17.525 1.168 
15-24 234 9 4.703 3.927 
25-44 146 3 2.934 0.001 
45-64 144 3 2.894 0.004 
65 & over — 
Total 1,443 29 29 5.104 
Table 35. Distribution of accidents and chi-square values by type of farm 
Distribution 
Farm type Number of Observed Expected Contribution 
farms frequency frequency 
Beef 67 16 11, ,651 1. 623 
Field crop 986 146 171. 465 3. 782 
Dairy 145 36 25, ,215 4. 613*** 
General farming 1,523 259 264. ,848 0. 129 
Hog 42 16 7, 304 10. 354**** 
General livestock 394 76 68, .516 0. 817 
Total 3,157 549 549 21. 318** 
•kick 
,01 level of significance, 5 d.f. 
.05 level of significance, 1 d.f. 
.01 level of significance, 1 d.f. 
= 15.086 
= 3.841 
= 6.635 
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chi-square value. The contribution of 10.354 of hog farming was found to 
exceed the table chi-square of 6.635 of the .01 level of significance. 
The contribution of 4.613 for dairy fanning exceeds the table chi-square 
value of 3.841 at the .05 level of significance. 
Hypothesis 2-b, there is no significant difference in the frequency of 
accidents of persons grouped by size of farm, was rejected. In Table 36, 
the calculated chi-square of 42.196 may be seen. That value was found to 
be significant at the .01 level when compared to the chi-square table 
value. The frequencies of accidents by farm size were not found to possess 
a satisfactory fit. Further, the values of the contributions of the 
Table 36. Distribution of accidents and chi-square values by size of farm 
Distribution 
Size of faiiii Number of Obscr'/sd Expected Contribution 
(acres) farms frequency frequency 
0- 50 79 15 13.854 0.095 
51-100 173 15 30.339 7.755**** 
101-150 199 30 34.899 0.688 
151-200 570 88 99.962 1.431 
201-250 373 57 65.414 1.082 
251-300 281 57 49.280 1.210 
301-350 351 51 61.556 1.810 
351-400 293 58 51.384 0.852 
401-450 161 17 28.235 4.470 
451-500 169 32 29.638 0.188 
501-750 342 87 59.977 12.175**** 
751 and over 168 47 29.462 10.439**** 
Total 3,159 554 554 42.196** 
** .01 level of significance, 11 d.f. = 24.725 
**** .01 level of significance, 1 d.f. = 6.535 
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51-100, 501-750, and 750 and over acreages of farms were found to make a 
significant contribution toward the overall chi-square value. 
Hypothesis 2-c, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by months of the year, was rejected. As 
indicated in Table 37, a chi-square value of 50.486 was calculated. This 
value was found to be significant at the .01 level when compared with the 
table chi-square value. The contributions for the months of December, May 
and August were found to make a significant contribution to the overall 
chi-square value. 
Table 37. Distribution of accidents and chi-square values by month of the 
year 
Distribution 
Month Days Observed Expected Contribution 
frequency frequency 
December 31 26 47, .052 9. 
January 31 40 47, .052 1. 057 
February 28 35 42 .499 1. 323 
March 31 30 47 .052 6. 180 
April 30 39 45 .534 0. 938 
May 31 76 47 .052 17. 810**** 
June 30 57 45 .534 2. 887 
July 31 59 47 .052 3. 034 
August 31 65 47 .052 6, 846**** 
September 30 41 45 .534 0. 452 
October 31 45 47 .052 0. 089 
November 30 41 45 .534 0. 452 
Total 365 554 554 50. 486** 
** .01 level of significance, 11 d.f. = 24.725 
**** .01 level of significance, 1 d.f. = 6.635 
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Hypothesis 2-d, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by day of the week, was not rejected. A 
satisfactory fit was found for the frequency of accidents of the classes of 
day of the week. The overall chi-square value was 7.024 and was not found 
to be significant at the .05 level when compared to the chi-square table 
value. The contributions for the day of the week classes were not found 
to make significant contributions to the overall chi-square value. Table 
38 contains the distribution of accidents and chi-square values by day of 
the week. 
Table 38. Distribution of accidents and chi-square values by day of week 
Distribution 
Day UÎ week Guserved Expcctcd Ccntributic 
frequency frequency 
Sunday 64 75.857 1.853 
Monday 81 75.857 0.349 
Tuesday 78 75.857 0.061 
Wednesday 78 75.857 0.061 
Thursday 68 75.857 0.814 
Friday 70 75.857 0.452 
Saturday 90 75.857 3.435 
Total 531 531 7.024 
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Hypothesis 2-e, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by hour of the day, was rejected. As 
shown in Table 39, the overall chi-square value of 338.399 indicates that 
a satisfactory fit of data did not exist. The overall value was found to 
be significant at the .01 level when compared with the table chi-square 
value. Several contributing values may be seen as making a significant 
contribution toward the overall chi-square value. The largest contribu­
tions may be seen for the 10:00 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. classes of hours of 
the day. 
Hypothesis 2-f, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by exposure prior to the accident, was 
rejected. The overall chi-square value of 648,988 was found to be signifi­
cant at the .01 level as shown in Table 40. In addition to the observation 
that a goodness of fit did not exist for the data, it was found that each 
of rhe exposure groups made a significant contribution to the overall 
chi-square value. However, the 0-1 hour exposure group was found to make 
the largest significant contribution to the overall chi-square value. 
Hypothesis 2-g, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by parts of the body injured, was rejected. 
The overall chi-square value of 31.037 was found to exceed the table chi-
square value of 6.635 indicating a significance at the .01 level. Data 
supporting this conclusion are recorded in Table 41. Values for legs, 
trunk, neck, fingers, toes, feet, and head were found to make the largest 
significant contribution toward the overall chi-square value. 
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Table 39. Distribution of accidents and chi-square values by hour of the 
day 
Distribution 
Hour of day Observed Expected Contribution 
frequency frequency 
1 a.m. 3 22.5 16.900**** 
2 11 22.5 5.878 
3 4 22.5 15.211**** 
4 12 22.5 4.900 
5 12 22.5 4.900 
6 7 22.5 10.678**** 
7 17 22.5 1.344 
8 21 22.5 0.100 
9 43 22.5 18,678**** 
10 56 22.5 49.878**** 
11 35 •22.5 6.944**** 
12 13 22.5 4.011 
1 p.m. 17 22.5 1.344 
2 40 22.5 13.611**** 
3 56 22.5 49.878**** 
4 45 22.5 22.500**** 
5 47 22.5 26.678**** 
6 40 22.5 13.611**** 
7 31 22. 5 3.211 
8 17 22.5 1.344 
9 5 22.5 13.611**** 
10 6 22.5 12.100**** 
11 1 22.5 20.544**** 
12 1 • 22.5 20.544**** 
Total 540 540 338.399** 
** .01 level of significance, 23 d.f. = 41.638 
**** .01 level of significance, 1 d.f. = 6.635 
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Table 40. Distribution of accidents and chi-square values by exposure 
prior to accident 
Distribution 
Exposure Observed Expected Contribution 
(hours) frequency frequency 
0-1 366 124.25 470.367**** 
2-4 83 124.25 13.695**** 
5-8 38 124,25 59.872**** 
8 and over 10 124.25 105.055**** 
Total 497 497 648.988** 
** .01 level of significance, 3 d.f. = 11.341 
**** .01 level of significance, 1 d.f. = 6.635 
Hypothesis 3-a, there is no significant difference between the accident 
rates of persons completing various levels of formal education, was not 
rejected. Daca supporting Laib conclusion may be seen iti Table 42. Tiie 
calculated chi-square value of 1.5601 was not large enough to indicate a 
level of significance. Therefore, it was concluded that a good fit existed 
in the data. No level of formal education was found to make a significant 
contribution toward the overall chi-square value. 
Hypothesis 3-b, there is no significant difference between the accident 
rates of persons completing safety training and the accident rates of those 
not completing safety training, was not rejected. Information in Table 43 
indicates that a significant contribution was not made by the class for 
persons having safety training or for those not having safety training. 
The overall chi-square value of 1.356 was not found to be significant. 
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Table 41, Distribution of accidents and chi-square values by parts of 
body injured 
Distribution 
Parts of body Observed Expected Contribution 
frequency frequency 
Arm 47 34.923 4.176 
Back 47 34.923 4.176 
Chest 17 34.923 9.198**** 
Eye 26 34.923 2.280 
Fingers 58 34.923 15.249**** 
Feet 55 34.923 11.542**** 
Hands 30 34.923 0.694 
Head 55 34.923 11.542**** 
Legs 81 34.923 60.793**** 
Neck 5 34.923 25.638**** 
Shoulder 19 34.923 7.260**** 
Toes 12 34.923 15.046**** 
Trunk 2 34.923 31.037** 
Total 454 454 198.63** 
** .01 level of significance, 12 d.f. = 26.217 
101 level of Gigr.ificance, 1 d.f. = 6.635 
Hypothesis 3-c, there is no significant difference between the accident 
rates of persons completing 4-H safety training and the accident rates of 
those not completing safety training, was not rejected. Information in 
Table 44 includes data for persons completing 4-H safety training and for 
persons having no safety training. The overall chi-square value may be 
seen as 0.483 and may be interpreted as an indicator of a good fit of the 
data. No significant contribution to the overall chi-square value was 
identified. 
Table 42. Distribution of persons grouped according to level of educa­
tion, accident rates, and chi-square values by occurrence 
of accidents 
Occurrence of Values Formal education 
accidents 
8th grade 12th grade 1 yr college/ 
university 
Accidents Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
49.000 
46.450 
0.1399 
97.000 
100.800 
0.1432 
14.000 
11.080 
0.7698 
No accidents Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
1280.000 
1282.550 
0.0051 
2787.000 
2783.200 
0.0052 
303.000 
305.920 
0.0279 
Total Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
1329.000 
1329.000 
0.1450 
2884.000 
2884.000 
0.1484 
317.000 
317.000 
0.7976 
Accident rate 0.0369 0.0336 0.0442 
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2 yr college/ 3 yr college/ 4 yr college/ Advanced Total 
university university university degree 
9.000 2.000 8.000 1.000 180.000 
8.773 2.482 8.703 1.713 180.000 
0.0059 0.0934 0.0568 0.2965 1.5056 
242.000 69.00 241.000 48.000 4970.000 
242.227 68.518 240.297 47.287 4970.000 
0.0002 0.0034 0.0021 0.0107 0.0545 
251.000 71.000 249.000 49.000 5150.000 
251.000 71.000 249.000 49.000 5150.000 
0.0061 0.0968 0.0588 0.3073 1.5601 
0.0359 0.0282 0.0321 0.0204 0.0350 
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Table 43. Distribution of persons completing safety training and of those 
not completing safety training, accident rates and chi-square 
values by occurrence of accidents 
Occurrence of Value Safety training Total 
accidents 
Training No training 
Accidents Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
35.000 
28.786 
1.1341 
184.000 
190.214 
0.1716 
219.000 
219.000 
1.3057 
No accidents Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
735.000 
741.214 
0.0440 
4904.000 
4897.786 
0.0440 
5639.000 
5639.000 
0.0506 
Total Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
770.000 
770.000 
1.1781 
5088.000 
5088.000 
0.1782 
5858.000 
5858.000 
1.3563 
Accident rate 0.0455 0.0362 0.0374 
Hypothesis 3-d, there is no significant difference between the accident 
rates of persons completing vocational agriculture safety training and the 
accident rates of those not completing safety training, was not rejected. 
Information in Table 45 includes data for persons completing vocational 
agriculture safety training and for persons having no safety training. 
The overall chi-square value of 0.3666 was not found to be significant 
when compared with the table value of chi-square at the .05 level. There­
fore, Hypothesis 3-d, there is no significant difference between the acci­
dent rates of persons completing vocational agriculture safety training 
and the accident rates of those not completing safety training, was not 
rejected. 
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Table 44. Distribution of persons completing 4-H safety training and of 
those not completing safety training, accident rates and chi-
square value by occurrence of accidents 
Occurrence of Values 4r-H safety training Total 
accidents 
Training No training 
Accidents Observed 8.000 184.000 192.000 
Expected 6.314 185,686 192.000 
Contribution 0.450 0.015 0.465 
No accidents Observed 165,000 4904.000 5069.000 
Expected 166.686 4902.313 5069.000 
Contribution 0.017 0.001 0.018 
Total Observed 173.000 5088.000 5261.000 
Expected 173.000 5088.000 5261.000 
Contribution 0.467 0.016 0.483 
Accident rate 0.0452 0.0362 0.0365 
Hypothesis 3-e, there is no significant difference belweeu Lae acci-
dent rates of persons completing hazardous o ccupations safety training and 
the accident rates of those not completing safety training, was not reject-
ed. Table 46 includes data for persons completing hazardous occupations 
safety training and for persons having no safety training. From the table 
it may be concluded that the chi-square value of 0.1763 was not found to 
be significant. No significant contribution was made to the overall chi-
square. A good fit was found for the data. Therefore, Hypothesis 3-e, 
there is no significant difference between the accident rates of persons 
completing hazardous occupations safety training and the accident rates 
of those not completing safety training, was not rejected. 
Table 45. Distribution oi: persons completing vocational agriculture safety training and of those 
not completing safety training, accident rates and chl-square values by occurrence of 
accidents 
Occurrence of Values Vocational agriculture Total 
accidents 
Tractor 
safety training 
Farm machinery No training 
Accidents Observed 2.000 6.000 184.000 192.000 
Expected 2.507 7,305 182.189 192.000 
Contribution 0.1024 0.2330 0.0180 0.3534 
No accidents Observed 68.000 198.000 4904.000 5170.000 
Expected 67.493 196.695 4905.811 5170.000 
Contribution 0.003 3 0.0087 0.0007 0.0132 
Total Observed 70.000 204.000 5088.000 5362.000 
Expected 70.000 204.000 5088.000 5362.000 
Contribution 0.1052 0.2417 0.0187 0.3666 
Accident rate 0.0294 0.0294 0.0362 0.0358 
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Table 46. Distribution of persons completing hazardous occupations safety 
training and of those not completing safety training, accident 
rates and chi-square values by occurrence of accidents 
Occurrence of 
accidents 
Values Hazardous occupations 
safety training 
Total 
Training No training 
Accidents Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
5.000 
6.527 
0.1616 
184.000 
182.473 
0.0058 
189.000 
189.000 
0.1674 
No accidents Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
177.000 
175.473 
0.0060 
4904.000 
4905.527 
0.0002 
5081.000 
5081.000 
0.0062 
Total Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
182.000 
182.000 
0.1676 
5088.000 
5088.000 
0.0060 
5270.000 
5270.000 
0.1736 
Accident rate 0.0275 0.0362 0.0359 
Hypothesis 4-a, there is no significant difference between the acci­
dent rates of persons at work or leisure as grouped by age, was rejected. 
Data in Table 47 indicate that the overall chi-square value of 141.11 
was found to be significant when compared with the table chi-square value 
of 15=086 for the -01 level. The classes found to make significant 
contributions to the overall chi-square value may be seen as 0-4 and 5-14 
age groups in work situations and 0-4, 5-14, 25-44 and 45-65 age groups 
at leisure. Because the fit was not satisfactory. Hypothesis 4-a, there 
is no significant difference between the accident rates of persons at work 
or leisure and grouped by age, was rejected. 
Table 47. Distribution 
activity 
of accidents and chi-square values of persons grouped according to age by 
Activity- Values Age groups 
0-4 5-14 15-24 25-44 45-'64 65 & over Total 
Work Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
0.0 
10.26 
10.26**** 
33.00 
60.77 
12.69**** 
78.00 
81,30 
0.13 
119.00 
101.13 
3.20 
167.00 
145.23 
3.26 
15.00 
13.42 
0.19 
412.00 
412.00 
29.74 
Leisure Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
13.00 
2.74 
33.43**** 
44.00 
16.23 
47.54*^** 
25.00 
21.70 
0.50 
9.00 
26.97 
11.98**** 
17.00 2.00 
38.77 3.58 
12.23**** 0.70 
110.00 
110.00 
111.37 
Total Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
13.00 
13.00 
48,69 
77.00 
77.00 
60.23 
103.00 
103.00 
0.63 
128.00 
128.00 
15.17 
184.00 
184.00 
15.49 
17.00 
17.00 
0.89 
522.00 
522.00 
141.11** 
** .01 level of significance, 5 d.f. = 5.086 
**** .01 level of significance, 1 d.f. = 6.635 
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Hypothesis 4-b, there is no significant difference between the acci­
dent rates of persons at work or leisure as grouped by sex, was rejected. 
Information in Table 48 supports this conclusion. The overall chi-square 
value of 14.54 was found to be significant when compared to the table 
chi-square value of 6.635 for 1 degree of freedom. Further examination 
of the table reveals that a significant contribution toward the overall 
chi-square value was made by females at leisure, therefore, Hypothesis 4-b, 
there is no significant difference between the accident rates of persons 
at work or leisure and grouped by sex, was rejected. 
Hypothesis 5, the frequency of accidents involving slips and falls is 
not significantly different from 30 percent of the total number of acci­
dents , was rejected. Table 49 includes the total number of accidents and 
the number of accidents involving slips and falls. The Z-test value of 
3.3.66 was found to be significantly different at the .01 level. 
Hyporbesis 6. the mean cosL of accidents in days lost due to accidents 
is not significantly different from 10 days, was not rejected. Table 50 
includes information to support this conclusion. The t-test value of 
-0.316 was not found to be significant at the .05 level. 
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Table 48. Distribution of persons grouped according to activity, chi-
square values by sex of victim 
Sex Value Work Leisure Total 
Male Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
330.00 
314.92 
0.42 
82,00 
92.08 
2.34 
412.00 
412.00 
3.06 
Female Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
69.00 
84.08 
2.70 
41.00 
25.92 
8.77**** 
110.00 
110.00 
11.48 
Total Observed 
Expected 
Contribution 
399.00 
399.00 
3.43 
123.00 
123.00 
11.12 
522.00 
522.00 
14.54**** 
.01 level of significance, 1 d.f. = 6.635 
Table 49. Number and Z-test 
accidents 
value of total accidents and slips and falls 
Item Total accidents Slips and falls accidents Z-test 
Accidents 558 131 3.3166** 
** 0.1 level of significance, Z= 2.567 
Table 50. Mean and t-test value of cost of accidents in days 
Factor Accidents Mean days lost T-test 
Cost in days 558 9.682 -0.316 
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DISCUSSION 
The main objective of this study was to determine the frequency and 
nature of Iowa farm accidents. There were 38 illnesses and 558 accidents 
reported for the 3,161 farms surveyed. The illness rate was calculated as 
1,2 percent and the accident rate was found to be 17.6 percent of the total 
number of farms. The estimates for the State of Iowa were 1,536 illnesses 
and 22,591 accidents. 
As might be expected, husbands suffered the most accidents, 223; and 
sons were injured in 147 accidents. There were two fatalities. Eight 
permanent, 385 severe, and 142 slight injuries were reported. The fatal­
ities were caused by a hay baler and a blasting accident. 
When objects or "things" involved were identified, there were 95 
vehicle, 78 animal, and 73 agricultural machinery accidents. Of the 78 
animal accidents, 20 occurred to females but only 7 agricultural machinery 
accidents occurred to females. Thirty-nine tractor accidents involved 34 
males and 5 females. Twenty-eight hand tool accidents occurred and there 
were 18 power tool accidents. As might be expected of the 25 household 
accidents, 21 involved females and four involved males. Nineteen sports 
accidents were identified. Nine accidents were caused by another person 
and there were five chemical and five electrical power accidents. There 
were three firearms accidents and one accident was caused by gas or vapor. 
It was determined that 3,166 days of labor were lost due to accidents. 
The victims spent 403.9 days in hospitals and the total medical expense of 
296 persons was found to be $80,799.12. Accidents caused $14,283,42 
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damage to property and 664.87 days of replacement labor were required for 
persons injured in the sample. Cost of the replacement labor was found to 
be $4,648. 
The cost of accidents could be estimated for the State of Iowa on the 
basis of the sample data. Assuming the proportions of sample farms to the 
estimated farms in the state (0.0247) were applicable in all cases, it is 
possible to establish that accidents are very expensive. Estimate of costs 
due to accidents for the State of Iowa in 1975 included 128,160 days of 
labor lost, 16,354 days in the hospital, $3,270,784 in medical expense, 
$578,054 in property damage, 26,878 days of replacement labor needed and 
$188,151 cost in replacement labor. The total cost of accidents in '.ollars 
may be estimated as $4,036,989 for the State of Iowa for 1975, It has been 
said that the best way to encourage people to practice safety is to provide 
substantial evidence that accidents are costly. The estimates made from 
Hara sArnreii in rhi p srnriy are suhstanrial. 
Hypothesis 1-a, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of family members grouped by age, was rejected. Examination 
of Table 33 reveals that young persons of age groups 0-4 and 5-14 had 
less accidents than expected when a proportion of the total number was 
selected as the expected frequency. It may also be seen that the frequency 
of accidents of persons of age group 45-64 was larger than the expected 
number based on the proportions for that class. The number of 8-hour days 
of exposure of youth to accidents was much less than that of adults and 
there were less youth than adults in the study. Therefore, it was expected 
that the frequency of accidents of youth would be less than that of adults. 
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Hypothesis 1-b, there is no significant difference in the frequency of 
accidents of hired workers grouped by age, was not rejected. Data in Table 
34 support this conclusion. It is assumed by the researcher that the 
similarity of exposure rates for the various age groups of hired workers 
was a factor in similar frequencies of accidents. 
Hypothesis 2-a, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by type of farm, was rejected. The sig­
nificant contributions to the chi-square value were made by dairy and hog 
farms. It was determined that the 16 hog farm accidents were caused by 
hogs. While dairy cattle were not separated from beef cattle, it was 
determined that milk cows were responsible for most of the accidents 
involving cattle. It would be expected that persons regularly handling 
animals could be subjected to a high risk of accidents. People are in 
close contact with cows and sows during times when some means of restric­
tion has been placed on the animals and it ia uoi. yussiule Lu pLcuicL 
the response of animals in all situations. 
Hypothesis 2-b, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by size of farm, was rejected. Farm size 
classes of 51-100 were found to be less than expected but farm size classes 
of 500-750 and 751 and over exceeded the expected number of accidents as 
may be seen in Table 36. It was assumed by the researcher that operators 
of larger farms are exposed to accidents more and are more aggressive than 
operators of small farms. 
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Hypothesis 2-c, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by months of the year, was rejected. 
In testing the proportions of accidents expected for the various months, 
it was determined, as may be seen in Table 37, that the month of December 
had less accidents than expected but May and August accidents resulted in 
significant contributions toward the overall chi-square value due to the 
larger number of accidents for those months. Work on farms during the 
month of December could be expected to be less in view of the fact that 
the overall farm activity is reduced after harvest is completed. 
Hypothesis 2-d, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by day of the week, was not rejected. In 
Table 38 , as may be seen, the most accidents were observed on Saturday and 
Monday and the least occurred on Sunday as might be expected. 
Hypothesis 2-e, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by hour ot the day, was rejected. Numerous 
studies have shown that mid-morning and raid-afternoon were periods of time 
in which most accidents occur. From Table 39, it may be seen that 10:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. hour of the day classes made the largest significant 
contributions to the overall chi-square value. On the basis of information 
from other studies, one would expect this result. 
Hypothesis 2-f, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by exposure prior to the accident, was 
rejected. Data in Table 40 support this conclusion. Although each class 
of exposure was found to make a significant contribution to the overall 
chi-square value, the 0-1 class of exposure was the only class in which the 
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observed frequency exceeded the expected frequency. The researcher assumed 
that the high number of accidents during the first hour of operation was 
due to the lack of experience with the object involved. 
Hypothesis 2-g, there is no significant difference in the frequency 
of accidents of persons grouped by parts of the body injured, was rejected. 
The overall chi-square value was found to be significant and several 
classes were found to make significant contributions to the overall chi-
square. The largest significant contributor to the overall chi-square 
value was found to be legs. Other classes of parts of the body contrib­
uting at a significant level and in which the observed value exceeded the 
expected value were fingers, feet and head. It was assumed that the 
extremities of the body would be most vulnerable to injury. The normal 
behavior of people includes reaching when working with the hands and 
pushing (kicking) with feet. Further, slips and falls accidents were 
involved in one-rourLu of the accidents; feet, legs and the head could be 
expected to be injured in these types of accidents. 
The second objective of this study was to determine the participation 
of Iowa tractor operators in safety education. It was found that 223 males 
and 11 females participated in the 4-H Petroleum Power Program Projects 
and these data may be seen in Table 11. Four hundred males and three 
females completed vocational agriculture safety training and 279 males and 
four females participated in hazardous occupations tractor and machinery 
safety training. Fifty-four males in the survey participated as leaders in 
safety training programs. Information in Table 12 includes the distribution 
of operators of tractors and machinery by age, sex and type of program. 
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Hypothesis 3-a, there is no significant difference in the accident 
rates of persons completing various levels of formal education, was not 
rejected. Table 42 includes data which support this conclusion. The 
nonsignificant contributions of the various formal education classes indi­
cate LhaL Lhe data was a satisfactory fit. The lack of a significant 
contribution from the various formal education classes might be an indi­
cation that mechanical aptitude is not related to formal education. 
Hypothesis 3-b, there is no significant difference between the acci­
dent rates of persons completing safety training and the accident rates 
of those not completing safety training, was not rejected. In Table 43, 
it may be seen that the overall chi-square value was not significant and 
the fit was found to be satisfactory. The accident rate was found to be 
slightly more for those having safety training. However, the frequencies 
may be seen as small and the nonsignificant chi-square value supports the 
coûclusiùû uliài; nypùuuèsis 3-b, Luère is no significant difference between 
the accident rates of persons completing safety training and the accident 
rates of those not completing safety training, was not rejected. It is 
the opinion of the researcher that safety training might have influenced 
the number of accidents if persons of all ages had completed similar types 
of training. It was found that young workers of ages 15-24 had partici­
pated in larger numbers. This is because safety training was not empha­
sized until the 1966 amendment to the Fair Labor Standards Act, 
Hypothesis 3-c, there is no significant difference between the acci­
dent rates of persons completing 4-H safety training and the accident 
rate of those not completing safety training, was not rejected. As may 
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be seen in Table 44, the fit was satisfactory and it may be concluded 
that the accident rates were not significantly different. As in the case 
of analysis of other data related to safety education, it is assumed by 
the researcher that more than three percent of the total number of persons 
considered would have to complete safety training before that training 
would be statistically important. 
Hypothesis 3-d, there is no significant difference between the 
accident rates of persons completing vocational agriculture safety training 
and the accident rates of those not completing safety training, was not 
rejected. Data in Table 45 reveal a slightly smaller accident rate for 
persons receiving vocational agriculture safety training but the frequency 
of accidents of persons compared in this table was too small to be mean­
ingful. 
Hypothesis 3-e, there is no significant difference between the acci-
HpTir rsres of persons comuleLiiig hazardous occupations safety training 
and the accident rate of those not completing safety training, was not 
rejected. As in the case of other tests of hypotheses related to safety 
training, the overall chi-square value was not found to be significant 
when compared to the table chi-square value. Information in Table 46 
further supports the conclusion that the accident rates of persons 
having safety training were not significantly different than the accident 
rates of persons not having safety training. The number of persons 
receiving hazardous occupations safety training was found to be too small 
in comparison to the total to provide a meaningful comparison. 
The third objective was to compare Iowa farm accidents with the farm 
accidents of workers of other states. Accident data reported in this study 
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were similar to that reported by several states; 
1. One accident occurred per 5.66 farms. 
2. Youth of less than 15 had the highest accident rate. 
3. Men and boys were reported as having the most accidents. 
4. Mid-morning and mid-afternoon were found to be the times when 
most accidents occurred. 
5. Slips and falls accidents were involved in nearly one-fourth of 
the accidents. 
6. Most accidents occurred in May and August, the least occurred in 
December. 
7. Saturday was a high accident day, the least number of accidents 
occurred on Sunday. 
8. Hand tool accidents were more numerous than power tool accidents. 
9. Legs, head, feet and fingers were parts of the body most fre-
queuLxy iûjuiTcu. 
10. The average accident cost the victim 9.68 days lost from normal 
activities. 
Hypothesis 4-a, there is no significant difference between the acci­
dent rates of persons at work or leisure as grouped by age, was rejected. 
Age groups 0-4 and 5-14 of persons at leisure were found to contribute 
in a significant way to the overall chi-square value. The other signifi­
cant contributors may be seen as having observed values which are less 
than the expected values. These data were shovm in Table 47. It is 
assumed by the researcher that youth during leisure would have more acci­
dents because they are not as closely supervised as they are when engaged 
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in work activities. Youth are often not allowed to do certain types of 
things during work but may attempt those or similar activities during 
leisure times. 
Hypothesis 4-b, there is no significant difference between the acci­
dent rates of persons at work or at leisure as grouped by sex, was 
rejected. In Table 48, it may be seen that females at leisure suffered 
more accidents than expected and that class made a significant contribution 
to the overall chi-square value. One may assume that the accidents to 
females occurred in other than normal activities for work days and this 
might lead to a greater proportion of accidents. 
Hypothesis 5, the frequency of accidents involving slips and falls 
is not significantly different from 30 percent of the total number of 
accidents, was rejected. In Table 49 the accidents involving slips and 
falls are compared to the total number of accidents. The slips and falls 
am'fients were found to be less than 25 percent and were found to be 
significantly different from the percentage often reported by other states. 
It might be assumed that, Iowa farms become larger, and the trend continues 
toward more field crop farming with less livestock operations and subse­
quently less hours of work around the farmstead, the number of slips and 
falls accidents may be reduced. These data differ from that of several 
other states. 
Hypothesis 6, the cost of accidents in days lost due to accidents is 
not significantly different from 10 days, was not rejected. As shown in 
Table 50, the average number of days lost due to accidents was determined 
to be 9.68. This value was similar to that of most other states partici­
pating in the Standardized Farm Accident Reporting Program. It is 
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the opinion of the researcher that the loss of days per accident would not 
be different for Iowa when compared to other states because most of the 
accidents reported in this study were severe in nature. 
The fourth objective of this study was to develop implications for 
safety education in agriculture. The following are implications for safety 
education in agriculture based on data secured in this study. 
1. Safety must be an integral part of all daily activities of persons 
who work and play in the agricultural environment if that environ­
ment is to be a safe place in which to live and to work. 
2. Accidents are expensive. 
3. Most accidents are severe in nature. 
4. Safety education is especially important for young persons. 
5. Women and girls should receive safety training, 
6. Slips and falls caused nearly one-fourth of the accidents. 
7. Persons involved in agriculture need to be able to iuentify 
hazardous situations. 
8. Safety education must be continued so that a larger number of our 
society have an opportunity to develop a more positive attitude 
toward safety. 
9. There is a need for general farm safety education for adults work­
ing in agriculture, 
10. Safety education must be presented in such a way as to help people 
develop a positive attitude about safety practices and safety 
regulations which are for the good of workers. 
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SUMMARY 
Statement of the Problem 
Agriculture is a hazardous occupation. The number of farm accidents 
and subsequent injuries or fatalities has been found to be excessive. 
High accident risk areas can be identified and accident prevention programs 
can be directed toward problem areas. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study was to identify Iowa farm accidents and to 
determine educational implications for the agricultural population through 
use of the National Safety Council's Standardized Farm Accident Survey. 
Procedure 
luLeivlcwciS ill twenty-four ccuntics in leva surveyed 3,151 farss to 
secure information for the study. The data were reported on questionnaires 
developed by the National Safety Council for use in Standardized Farm Acci­
dent Reporting Programs. Cross-classification was used in analysis of the 
data by the chi-square goodness of fit test and t or Z-tests. The ,05 
level was used in testing for significance. 
The objectives of the study were to: 
1. Determine the frequency and nature of Iowa farm accidents. 
2. Determine the participation of Iowa tractor operators in safety 
education. 
3. Develop implications for safety education for agricultural 
workers. 
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Conclusions 
The average accident resulted in a loss of 9.68 days from normal 
activities. There was one accident for every 5.66 farms. About 20 per­
cent of the accidents occurred in leisure activities. About three percent 
of the accidents resulted in physically handicapped victims. The total 
estimated loss due to accidents in Iowa in 1975 was $4,036,989. 
Victims of accidents were most frequently identified in one or more of 
the following categories; 
1. 45-64 years of age. 
2. Husband or son in a family. 
3. Month was May or August, 
4. Day was Saturday. 
5. Time of the day was 10:00 a.m. or 3:00 p.m. 
6. Working on farms 500 acres in size or larger. 
7. General farming. 
8. Working in farm lot, field or livestock barn. 
9. During the first hour of work with a machine involved. 
10. Legs, head, feet and fingers came in contact with moving parts. 
11. Working with one or more of the following: 
a. Vehicles. 
b. Cows. 
c. Grain and feed handling equipment. 
d. Chemical or fertilizer equipment. 
e. Hand tools. 
f. Power grinders. 
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g. Chain saws. 
h. Motorcycles. 
i. Power mowers. 
In an analysis of the data, the chi-square value was calculated for 
classes of family members grouped by age. Fewer accidents for 0-4 and 5-14 
year old youth were observed than expected and more 45-64 year old persons 
had accidents than expected. These groups were significant contributors to 
the overall chi-square value. Therefore, Hypothesis 1-a, there is no 
significant difference in the frequency of accidents of family members 
grouped by age was rejected. 
The various age groups of hired workers were not found to make signif­
icant contributions to the overall chi-square value. On this basis, it was 
not possible to reject Hypothesis 1-b, there is no significant difference 
in the frequency of accidents of hired workers grouped by age. 
Dairy and uog farms were found to make significant contributions to 
the overall chi-square when data for accidents by type of farms were 
analyzed. As a result, it was possible to reject Hypothesis 2-a, there is 
no significant difference in the frequency of accidents of persons grouped 
by type of farm. 
The analysis of accidents by size of farm resulted in an overall 
chi-square value which was found to be significant when compared to the 
table chi-square value. Persons living on farms 51-100 acres in size had 
fewer accidents than expected but farm sizes 501-750 and 751 and over made 
significant contributions to the overall chi-square value. For this reason 
Hypothesis 2-b, there is no significant difference in the frequency of 
accidents of persons grouped by size of farm was rejected. 
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The month of December was found to have less accidents than expected 
while there were more accidents than expected during May and August, Sig­
nificant contributions were made to the overall chi-square value by these 
classes. Therefore, it was possible to reject Hypothesis 2-c, there is 
no significant difference in the frequency of accidents of persons grouped 
by months of the year. 
No contributions of significance was made by the day of the week 
categories and the chi-square value was not found to be significant when 
compared with the table chi-square value. Based on these data, it was not 
possible to reject Hypothesis 2-d, there is no significant difference in 
the frequency of accidents of persons grouped by day of the week. 
Several significant contributions were made to the overall chi-square 
value in analysis of data related to frequency of accidents by hour of the 
day. The largest significant contributions were made by the 10:00 a.m. and 
3:GC p.m. catsgcries. For this it was possible to reject Hypoth­
esis 2-e, there is no significant difference in the frequency of accidents 
of persons grouped by hour of the day. 
When an analysis of data related to frequency of accidents by exposure 
was completed, it was found that a significant contribution had been made 
toward the overall chi-square value by all classes. However, the exposure 
class, 0-1 hour included nearly three times more observations than were 
expected. Therefore, Hypothesis 2-f, there is no significant difference in 
the frequency by exposure prior to the accident was rejected. 
Data related to the frequency of injury to body parts were also ana­
lyzed. It was found that legs, fingers, feet and head were most often 
injured and classes for these body parts made significant contributions 
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to the overall chi-square. Based on these data it was possible to reject 
Hypothesis 2-g, there is no significant difference in the frequency of 
accidents of persons grouped by parts of the body injured. 
The frequency of accidents was compared at levels of formal education, 
however the analysis resulted in a nonsignificant chi-square value, There­
fore, it was not possible to reject Hypothesis 3-a, there is no significant 
difference between the accident rates of persons completing various levels 
of formal education. 
The frequency of accidents of persons completing safety training and 
of those not completing safety training was also analyzed. The chi-square 
value was not found to be significant when compared to the table chi-square 
value. For this reason, it was not possible to reject Hypothesis 3-b, 
there is no significant difference between the accident rates of persons 
completing safety training and the accident rates of those not completing 
safety traiiiiirë. 
The frequency of accidents of persons having specific safety training 
was compared to the frequency of accidents of persons having no safety 
training. Examination of the data revealed that the overall chi-square 
values were nonsignificant in each case. The types of training were 4-H; 
vocational agriculture, and hazardous occupations safety training. Based 
on these results it was not possible to reject Hypotheses 3-c, there is no 
significant difference between the accident rates of persons completing 
4-H safety training and the accident rates of those not completing safety 
training; 3-d, there is no significant difference between the accident 
rates of persons completing vocational agriculture safety training and the 
accident rates of those not completing safety training; and 3-e, there is 
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no significant difference between the accident rates of persons completing 
hazardous occupations safety training and the accident rates of those not 
completing safety training. 
Accidents of persons at work or at leisure and grouped by age were 
analyzed and the chi-square value was found to be significant when compared 
with the table chi-square value. Young people of ages 0-4 and 5-14 at 
leisure were found to make the largest contribution to the overall chi-
square value due to observations of accidents which were greater than 
expected values. Other major contributors at a significant level with 
expected values larger than observed values were found to be categories 
0-4 and 5-14 at work and 25-44 and 45-64 at leisure. Hypothesis 4-a, there 
is no significant difference between the accident rates of persons at work 
or leisure as grouped by age was rejected. 
When accidents were analyzed for persons at work or leisure and 
grouped by sex, it was found that the class for females at leisure made 
a significant contribution to the overall chi-square value. Therefore, 
Hypothesis 4-b, there is no significant difference between the accident 
rates of persons at work or leisure as grouped by sex was rejected. 
Accidents were analyzed to determine the percent which involved slips 
and falls. About 24 percent of the total accidents were identified as 
slips and falls related. Because this percent was found to be signifi­
cantly different from the 30 percent commonly reported for other states, it 
was possible to reject Hypothesis 5, the frequency of accidents involving 
slips and falls is not significantly different from 30 percent of the total 
number of accidents. 
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In other states, the number of days of normal activities were commonly 
reported to be 10. Analysis of data in this study resulted in 9.68 days 
and this value was not significantly different from 10. On this basis 
Hypothesis 6, the mean cost of accidents in days lost due to accidents 
is not significantly different from 10 days was not rejected. 
Recoramendat ions 
1. Conduct the study after recent census data reports are available 
for validation purposes. 
2. Carefully review the survey instrument forms to eliminate discrep­
ancies in coding types of farms, eliminate duplication of informa­
tion on the various forms, and eliminate the reporting of data not 
readily coded. 
3. Provide for more efficient cross-classification between survey 
forms, especially for the operator safety education and other 
accident forms for the purpose of comparing education and acci­
dents of individuals. 
4. Develop statistical prediction models to be tested with new data. 
5. Standardize the points of emphasis for all interviewer training 
sessions by synchronized slide-tape or television presentation, 
6. Encourage interviewers to complete all forms, to leave no blanks, 
and to return the forms by the due date. 
Suggestions for additional study in agricultural safety: 
1. Conduct a study which includes safety in all areas of agriculture. 
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2. Conduct a followup study of persons completing safety training 
programs for comparison with persons not completing safety 
training and for the purpose of evaluating safety training. 
3. Conduct a study with the purpose of identifying a safety attitude. 
4. Conduct a study with the purpose of identifying personal charac­
teristics which are related to the occurrence of accidents in 
agriculture. 
5. Conduct a study with the purpose of evaluating the use of various 
types of references or visual aids. 
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STANDARDIZED FAKM ACCIDENT REPORTING PROGRAM 
IOWA - 1975 
PLAN OF ACTION 
Cooperating; 
Cooperative Extension Service, Iowa State University 
Extension Service-USDA Washington 
National Safety Council - Farm Conference, Chicago 
Staff : 
Survey Leaders : 
Dale 0. Hull, Extension Agricultural Engineer, 200 A.E. Bldg. 
Thomas A. Silletto, Instructor, Agricultural Engineering, 214D A.E. Bldg. 
Supporting field staff; 
All area extension directors 
Designated area specialists 
County extension directors in counties selected for statistical 
sampling procedure 
Reasons for Undertaking Survey; 
Farm accidents continue to take a high toll of lives and property while the 
necessity for new and additional information with which to attack the roots 
of this problem become more obvious each day. Accident statistics can provide 
a practical means of defining specific problems, designing accident prevention 
programs, and for evaluating their progress. The need for accident prevention 
activities is urgent, especially since it has been demonstrated that accidents 
can be prevented if hazardous acLioas, atuitudes and ccnditicnc arc ccrrscted. 
Therefore, it is of extreme important to determine the what, when, why and how 
of accidents, in order that those involved in prevention activities may be 
more adequately equipped with a clean knowledge of what they are attempting to 
prevent. 
Objective - The object of this survey is to accumulate on a state- and nationwide 
basis a body of quantitative data from which effective countermeasures can be 
formulated that will result in a reduction in farm accident losses. 
Benefits - Results from this farm accident survey will benefit everyone. The 
National Safety Council will have access to extensive data containing much 
greater detail. This information will be converted to programs of national 
scope involving industry as well as public groups and organizations. 
At the state level, this information will make it possible to successfully 
attack Iowa's own unique farm safety problems. Efforts that may have been of 
limited effectiveness in the past can now be zeroed in on those areas where 
success can be assured. 
On the local level, members of the farm community will be brought face to face 
with the safety problem through their interviews with victims and survivors. 
Hopefully, these key individuals will continue to work for the development and 
improvement of safety programs for use on the farms and ranches within their 
local communities. 
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PLANNING FOR THE 
STANDARDIZED FARM ACCIDENT REPORTING PROGRAM 
IOWA - 1975 
Duties of the County Staff and Cooperating Groups: 
To get a good sample, 3% (4,000) of Iowa's 132,000 farm families (1972 
Iowa Annual Farm Census) must be interviewed in the survey. To reduce 
the number of interviewers who will need to be recruited by the county 
extension staff from selected counties, it was decided that 24 counties 
will be participating in the data collection. 
Total farm families in sample 4,000 farms 
Total interviewers - 1 for each 12 farms -— 350 interviewers 
Total counties in sample 24 counties 
Interviewers per county (average) 14 interviewers 
1. The county extension director, the county extension home economist, 
representatives of the local Farm Bureau Ladies groups and other 
interested local people will work together to recruit the volunteer 
interviewers. It is important that responsible adult residents of 
the county be chosen to conduct the survey. Experience in other states 
indicates that farm homemakers, young farm couples, as well as local 
farm operators make fine volunteer interviewers. The National Safety 
Council suggests that youth not be recruited £s interviewers. Farm 
people hesitate to give youthful interviewers personal information or 
data on illnesses and accidents. 
Each county will r "-î to recruit 14 interviewers. Try to have 
interviewers chosen well dispersed over the county. The interview 
staff will be advised periodically on the progress of the survey work 
during the study year—December 1, 1974 to December 1, 1975. 
2. Plan the survey sample route for each of the interviewers recruited. 
Each county is being provided 10 copies of the Iowa Highway Commission 
General Highway Maps, updated through 1973. Scale = 1/2 inch = 1 mile. 
a. Record the name, address, and phone number of the interviewer on 
the Interviewer IDentification List (Fig. 16). 
b. Using your county EMIS identification number as the first digits, 
assign each interviewer within the county an identification or 
ID Number for use in completing the accident or supplementary forms. 
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The ID Number will simplify the filling-in of the form by the 
interviewer. For example, in Adair County the ID Numbers would 
be 001-1, 001-2, 001-3, 001-14. For Story County, the ID 
Numbers would be 086-1, 086-2, 086-3, etc. 
c. On four of the county maps provided, locate the home farm of 
each interview person. Print the name of the interviewer and 
his assigned ID Number on the map opposite the location of the 
home or farm. One map will be left in the county office for staff 
use. The other three copies will be sent to Dale 0. Hull, Survey 
Coordinator, Room 200A, Agricultural Engineering Building, Iowa 
State University, Ames, Iowa, 50010. One copy is retained by 
the state office, one copy goes to the ISU Statistical Lab and 
one copy is sent to the National Safety Council. 
d. Without consulting the interviewer, choose a road in the interviewer's 
neighborhood. At the training meeting, ask the interviewer if he 
can find 12 farms within a reasonable distance along the road in 
the direction specified by you. The interviewer is not to be included 
as one of the 12 families. If the answer is "yes," tell the inter­
viewer to interview the first 12 farms on either side of the road, 
skipping none. If the answer is "no/' repeat the pmrpriiire with 
another road chosen by the staff member. 
e. Try to assign roads, at random, that will not interfere with another 
interviewer's sample. However, you should instruct the interviewer 
that in the event he runs into another interviewer's sample while 
interviewing, he should continue the process on the first road 
similar one, randomness should not be lost. However, if in turning 
to the right, you would have to cross a county or a state border, 
then you should assign another road as described in d. above, 
f. On the six remaining county maps, locate the survey sample route 
assigned. These maps will be cut up with a section for each 
interviewer showing his or her sample route. 
3. Provide 56 bulletin size (6k x 10k) penalty envelopes (4 per interviewer) 
addressed to the county extension director. Interviewers should not add 
their return address to the envelopes. 
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Arrange for training meeting facilities. Training meeting dates for 
all counties in the survey are shown on the state outline map. The 
engineer who will be conducting the training program is indicated on 
the map. Be prepared to discuss the survey sample routes on the maps 
you have prepared with the interviewers at the training meeting. 
Handle all local radio, TV and newpaper publicity releases. Sample 
publicity releases will be provided directly from the Information 
Service or prepare your own releases if you prefer. Samples will be 
found on pages 25 and 26 of "A Procedure for Collecting Farm Accident 
Data" to be sent out later (about Dec. 2, 1974). In publicity, make 
it plain that the safety survey Is NOT related to OSHA or ISHAÎ 
About 2 weeks before every quarterly interview contact interval 
(refer to Accident Survey Schedule), send out reminder letter or 
post card to each interviewer in your county. 
Send completed questionnaires to the state project research 
coordinator. Before mailing each batch of completed questionnaires, 
audit all forms to be sure that identification numbers for County, 
ID Numbers, and households are given. 
As a reminder: 
Countv Numbers are EMIS 001 
086 
etc. 
Interviewer's ID Numbers 001-1, 001-2, etc. 
Interviewers add 1-12 digits 
to their ID Number to identify 
farm families 001-1-1 
001-1-2 
etc. 
Follow up each quarter to obtain completed accidental injury reports. 
Any reports not in the county office by the 20th of the month should 
be located. 
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Farm Accident Survey Schedule: 
The survey is on a nationwide basis. The map shows the state rotational 
schedule until 1979. Present plans of the ES-USDA and NSC are to repeat 
the state surveys on a 5-year rotational basis to increase the accuracy of 
the statistical projections. 
Time Schedule: 
Date 
May 14-15, 1974 
May 1974 
June 3, 1974 
July 22, 23, 1974 
August 1, 1974 
1 07/i 
Action 
National Safety Council State Farm Accident Survey 
Training School. Attended by D. 0. Hull. 
Thomas A. Silletto, Instructor, selected as graduate 
student to serve as associate survey leader. This 
arrangement has been approved by Dr. Thomas Hoerner 
and Dr. Harold Crawford, the major professors. 
Dr. William Kennedy implements county selection in 
statistical laboratory. He will develop Iowa bi-
level data forms. 
Iowa NSC Standardized Farm Accident Survey explained 
to Area Directors. County selection disclosed. 
Dean and/or director of extension announces plans 
for statewide Iowa Farm Accident Survey. 
"D1r»T^c» fv r» m f 4 M+TiviT-T n w 
instruction kits. Photo-ready copy available from 
NSC without cost. 
October 1974 Survey leader will meet with county extension directors 
from selected counties to brief them on all survey 
procedures and the selection of 12 or 13 interviewers. 
Each interviewer will contact 12 farm families. 
December 1974 
- - - -- -4 VJUUIIL^ CALCliO J-Ull Uil.CCLUJ.£) iCCLUiL d.llU bCiCCL 
interviewers. 
interviewers. 
Survey leaders assemble kits for 
November 1974 Press releases on plans for survey. Stories for 
Wallaces Farmer, Des Moines Register, etc. 
January & 
February 1975 
Survey leaders hold 2-hour training meetings for 
county staff and interviewers. There will be a 
meeting in every county. Times will be scheduled 
individually. 
February 1975 Press releases on survey training program in each 
selected county go out. Wallaces Farmer to get a 
story advising farm people that "you may be contacted 
and information is confidential like U.S. Census." 
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Date Action 
March 1 and 3-7, 1975 
March 17-21, 1975 
June 1-6, 1975 
June 16-20, 1975 
September 1-6, 1975 
Septmber 17-19, 1975 
December 1-6, 1975 
December 15-19, 1975 
January 1976 
February 1976 
Interviewers contact 12 assigned farm families. 
They will complete farm data sheets and report 
accidents occurring between December 1, 1974 and 
February 28, 1975. 
County extension directors follow up with each inter­
viewer. Send completed farm data forms to survey 
leaders at Iowa State University. 
Interviewers contact 12 assigned farm families. 
(Telephone call is satisfactory.) Complete survey 
forms for farms where accidents have occurred. 
County extension directors follow up with interviewers. 
Send completed forms to survey leaders at Iowa State 
University. 
Interviewers contact 12 assigned farm families. 
(Telephone call is satisfactory.) Complete survey 
forms for farms where accidents have occurred. 
County extension directors follow up with interviewers. 
Send completed forms to survey leaders at Iowa State 
University. 
Interviewers make last contacts with the 12 assigned 
families. 
County extension directors follow up for last time with 
interviewers. Instruction and interview kits and all 
completed data forms will be sent to survey leaders. 
Data transferred to punch cards by Statistical Laboratory 
Statistical laboratory makes computer runs on Iowa 
data. 
April 1976 Prepare Iowa Accident Survey Report 
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Engineers: D.W. — David Williams 
D.H. - Dale Hull 
T.S, - Tom Silletto 
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INTERVIEWER'S INSTRUCTIONS 
I. General 
ALL INFORMATION IS CONFIDENTIAL AND FOR RESEARCH PURPOSES ONLY. 
DO NOT DISCUSS PERSONAL INFORMATION SECURED IN INTERVIEWS WITH OTHERS. 
INTERVIEW ONLY ADULTS IN FARM FAMILIES. SEE SECTION VIII, PAGE 37. 
What is a "farm family?" A farm family is defined by the Census 
of Agriculture as any family living at a place operated as a unit 
of 10 or more acres if the annual sales of agricultural products 
total $50.00 or more, _or places of less than 10 acres if the annual 
sale of agricultural products is $250.00 or more. Part-time farmers 
are included by this definition. 
Farms are not determined.on the basis of ownership but on the 
basis of an operating unit, A person may own several acres but rent 
most of it to someone else. The part that is rented becomes a part 
of the renter's operating unit. The owner may or may not have enough 
acreage or farm income left to qualify as a farm operator according 
to the official definition of a farm. 
What families are to be interviewed? Families are assigned on 
a random basis so that the sample will be representative of the 
fanning operations within the paiLiculai sLaLe. Your cooperation in 
visiting the assigned "farms" will make it possible to obtain a state­
wide sample reflecting the accident conditions in your state. 
What is an accident? For this study, an accident is defined as: 
an injury, requiring professional medical care or loss of one-half 
day or more from usual activities (work or play) that occurs to any 
person - (1) living on a farm, regardless of where the iniury occurred 
(home, yard, highway, etc.), (2) working on a farm when the injury 
occurs or (3) visiting a farm when the injury occurs. 
What is considered to be professional medical care? One or 
more contacts with a physician either by phone or in person is con­
sidered professional medical care. The service may be given by the 
physician, a nurse, or by another person acting under the physician's 
supervision. This would include a family member if he were following 
a physician's directions. 
Be specific. When completing the general information and report 
forms, you may find it necessary to use the "other, specify" category. 
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If so, please include an accurate and detailed description. For 
example, a visitor was injured while on the farm, indicate the 
occupation and/or reason for presence on the farm or ranch. 
II. General Information Form 
1. When completing the General Information Form, your first step 
should be to fill in your County and Interviewer ID Numbers as 
previously assigned. Assign the household numbers in the order 
they are interviewed. These numbers will be used to identify 
General Accident Reports and also the Supplemental Accident 
Reports. When this has been completed, move on to the "Farm 
Description" portion of the form. 
2. Ask question (a). If the answer is "yes" proceed to question (c). 
If the answer is "no" ask question (b). If the answer to (b) is 
"yes," proceed to question (c). If the answer is "no," this 
household is not to be considered part of a farm. Thank the 
person and proceed to the next place. Continue this operation 
until you have collected a total of 12 farms. 
Next, record the name and address of the head of the household. 
If joint husband-wife ownership is involved, record the husband's 
name. Under Item 3, record the average number of hours per week 
that the head of the household spends in farm work. This will help 
us to determine whether or not he is a full-time farmer. 
Under Item 4, record the total number of years of farm work 
experience by the head of the household. 
Item 5, record the total number of years the head of the house­
hold attended school. 
Item 6, record the total number of family members living on the 
farm. (Also include those living at home mor° than one-half the time.) 
Table No, 1 — Number oi' Persons Living/Working On Farm By Age & Sex 
SEX KAL S i FEMATZ 
AGE OF PE1Î50NS 
ON THK FARM 
0-
4 
5-
14 
15-
24 
25-
44 
45" 
64 
65 & 
over 
0— 
4 
5-
14 
15-
24 
25-
44 
45-
64 
65 & 
over 
a)Faniily members 
living or working 
here; 22 2 3 2 4 2 5 2 6 2 7 2C 29 30 3 1 3 2 
' 8 (Ô0 
3 3 
b)Estim.'ito No. 8 hr. 
days(current year)to 
be spent on farm work 
for each age group; 
V 
A ? 1, - 1 r "7-3 '• '. 0 lyfl - 1, G 
IV |A 
4^-5 1 62 C- S 5 5 7 6 1 - 6 3  
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Table No, 2 — Number of Hired Help Living/Working on Farm/Ranch By Age & Sex 
SEX MA] £ FEMALE 
AGE OF HIRED HELP 
ON FARM OR RANCH* 
0-
4 
5-
14 
15-
24 
25-
44 
45-
64 
65 & 
over 
0-
4 
5-
14 
15-
24 
25-
44 
45-
64 
65 & 
over 
a)Hired help living 
or working here: X e M 5 6 6-6 7 6 8-6 9 7 0-7 1 7 2-7 3 X 714-7 5 7 6-7 7 7 8-7 9 1 - 2 3-
b)Estimate No. 8 hr. 
daysCcurrent year) 
to be spent on farm 
work—each age group: 1 3-1 5 16-1 g 1 9-2 1 2 2-2 4 2 5-2 7 >1 2 8-2 9 3 0 - 3 3  3 M-3 6 3 7-3 9 4 0-4 2 
* include migrant workers and other temporary workeirs expected to be employed 
during the year. 
Complete Table No. 1, listing all of the family members living 
or working on the farm. Also, estimate the number of 8-hour days 
spent on the farm for each age group during the current year. Table 2 
is for the non-family workers employed on the farm. 
Item 8, the answer to this portion of the general form will aid 
in determining how the fanr. will be classified. In the place desig­
nated, indicate the major type of farming carried on by the farm 
operator. 
Item 9. indicate the number of each working piece of equipment 
in the blank provided. 
Item 10, ask the question as it appears. Any explanation should 
come from the information which appears in the "General" section of 
this manual. If his answer is "no," thank him and tell him that you 
will contact him again in three months. If his answer is "yes," fill 
out the "General Accident Report Form" and any supplementary forms 
that apply. 
III. Completing the Accident Report Form 
As indicated in the instructions at the top of each Report Form, 
a separate report is to be filled out for each injured person. For 
example, if three persons were injured in the same accident, three 
forms should be completed. A separate form should also be filled out 
for each accident in whi rh a person is involved. 
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In general, you will find that these forms can be completed by 
simply checking the box by the item that most adequately answers or 
applies to the particular question or statement. The first step in 
completing an Accident Report Form is to supply the information 
regarding your County, your Number, the Household Number and the 
Accident Number. Fill in date of accident, name of the injured 
person, and the head of the household where the accident occurred. 
In most instances you will find that the necessary instructions are 
available if information other than checking is required. For 
example, when a "fill-in" is indicated, such as month, year, age, 
etc., answer as required. 
Additional information concerning the accident will be of con­
siderable value. Try to obtain an accurate description of the 
actions, movement and events leading up to and immediately following 
the accident. If this accident is to be covered by a supplementary 
form, fill out the supplement at this time. 
IV. Supplementary Accident Report Form 
In general, fill in the required supplementary forms in the 
same manner that was followed in filling out the General Accident 
Report Form. The same caution for detail must be observed with 
these forms, also. It is necessary that you use the Accident Report 
^Dentification Number to identify the supplemental report(s) for 
that accident. 
V. Completing Supplemental Medical Cost Form 
If sufficient information such as hospital medical expenses, 
property damage, and number of days hired help, and cost of replace­
ment labor is known, complete the medical information supplement at 
this time also. If not available, attempt to obtain the information 
at the time of your next visit to the farm or at some later date. 
The form will be completed in a manner similar to the General Accident 
Report Form. 
VI. Quarterly Report Form 
Directions for using this form are found at the top of the sheet. 
Immediately after contacting your 12 families for the first quarter, 
record their names and Household ID Numbers on the three remaining 
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quarterly Report Forms, This method will enable you to keep a 
record of all the families that you must contact in each quarter. 
Attach any requests for additional accident or supplementary 
forms to this report. 
If medical costs are incomplete for any farm at the time your 
forms are submitted, make a note of this next to the proper name on 
the next quarter's report form. 
VII. Closing the Interview 
Before you leave and bring your interview with the farmer or 
rancher to a close, thank him for his cooperation and tell him that 
you will again contact him in three months. 
VIII, All Information is Confidential 
Be certain to assure the farm family or rural householder that 
the Iowa Standardized Farm Safety Survey is an official activity of 
the U,S, Department of Agriculture and Cooperative Extension Service 
of Iowa State University. All information is held to be confidential 
in the same manner as the U.S. Census. No family is ever identified 
by name in the compilation of data. Federal law prohibits release 
of any confidential information in a manner that would permit 
identification of the family. 
This survey is in no manner associated with Federal OSHA or ISHA. 
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STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURE FOR INTERVIEWERS 
First Visit - (Date) 
1. Personally visit the twelve families in your neighborhood assigned at 
the training meeting. 
2. Complete a Master Data Sheet (Form No. NSC-Fl) for each family. 
3. Fill out an "Accident Report Form (Form No. NSC-F2) for each person who 
had had an accident during the last three months. 
4. Fill out a "Supplemental Accident Form (Forms numbered from NSC-F3 
through NSC-Fll)for each type of accident which has a form to be used. 
5. Give each family an accident reminder sheet. 
6. Fill out the "First Quarterly Report Form." Also list the names and 
ID Numbers of the families on the second, third, and fourth quarterly 
forms in the same order as on the "First Quarterly Report Form" for 
future use. (This is a must for us to keep accurate records.) 
7. By-(insert deadline), mail the Master Data Sheet, any Farm Accident forms 
and Supplemental Accident forms completed, and the First Quarterly Report 
in the envelope addressed to your County Extension Office. Do not add 
your return address to the envelope. Request any additional forms you 
may need. 
8. It is necessary that every question be completed on each one of the forms. 
If any of the questions on a form are not completed, the County Agent will 
return it to you for completion. 
9. After the County Extension Office receives all of the forms from the inter­
viewers in the county, these forms will be mailed to (Researcher's Name), 
university, (Address). 
It is the intent of the research team to compile and analyze the information 
for each county and return it for local use as soon as possible. 
Second Contact - (Date) 
1. Contact each of your twelve families and fill out a Farm Accident form for 
each person who has had an accident during the second quarter. If an acci­
dent is to be reported, the information should be secured by personal visit. 
Otherwise, one may contact the family in any way that is convenient during 
this period (such as telephone, at meetings, etc.). Also, fill out a 
Supplemental Accident form for those accidents which have a form to be used. 
2. If complete medical information was not available on an accident at the 
time of the visit following the accident, complete a Supplemental Medical 
Cost form during this visit. 
3. Complete the Second Quarterly Report form. 
4. Immediately after (insert deadline date), mail these completed forms to 
your local County Extension Office in the envelope provided. Request any 
additional forms you may need. 
Third Contact - (Date) 
1. Same as second contact except use Third Quarterly Report form. 
Fourth Contact - (Date) 
1. Same as third contact except' use Fourth Quarterly Report form. 
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IOWA FARM ACCIDENT SURVEY 
1975 
STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURE FOR INTERVIEWERS 
First Visit - March 1, 1975 (+ 7 days) 
1. Personally visit the 12 families in your neighborhood or geographic 
area assigned at the training meeting. 
2. Complete a Master Data Sheet (Forms No. NSC-Fl and NSC-Fl-A) for each 
family. 
3. Complete Tractor and Machinery Operator's Educational Information 
(Form No. NSC-F13) for each person who operates tractors and machinery 
on the farm. 
4. Fill out an "Accident Report Form" (Form No. NSC-F2) for each person 
who had an accident during the last 3 months. This is between 
Dec. 1, 1974 and Feb. 28, 1975. 
5. Fill out a "Supplemental Accident Form" (Forms numbered from NSC-F3 
through NSC-F12) for each type of accident which has a form to be used. 
6. Give each family an accident reminder sheet. 
7. Fill out the "First Quarterly Report Form." Also list the names and 
ID Numbers of the families on the second, third and fourth quarterly 
forms in the same order as on the "First Quarterly Report Form" for 
future use. (This is a must for us to keep accurate records.) 
8. By March 10, mail the Master Data Sheet, any Farm Accident and Illness 
forms and Supplemental Accident forms completed, and the First Quarterly 
Report (NSC-F15) in the enveloped addressed to your County Extension 
Office. Do not add your return address to the envelope. Request any 
additional forms you may need on the Quarterly Report Form. 
9. It is necessary that every question be completed on each one of the 
forms. If any of the questions on a form are not complete, the County 
Extension Office will return it to you for completion. 
10. After the County Extension Office receives all the forms from the 
interviewers in the county, these forms will be mailed to Dale 0. Hull, 
Extension Agricultural Engineer, 200 Ag. Eng. Bldg., Iowa State 
University, Ames, Iowa, 50010. It is the intent of the research team 
to compile and analyze the information for each county and return it 
for local use as soon as possible. 
Second Contact - June 2, 1975 (4- 6 days) 
1. Contact each of your 12 families and fill out a Farm Accident and Illness 
Report Form (NSC-F2) for each person who has had an accident during the 
second quarter. If an accident is to be reported, the information should 
be secured by personal visit. Otherwise, one may contact the family in 
any way chat is convenient during this period (such as telephone, at 
meetings, etc.). Also, fill out a Supplemental Accident Form for those 
accident which have a form to be used. 
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2. If complete medical information was not available on an accident at 
the time of the visit following the accident, complete a Supplemental 
Medical Cost Form (NSC-F3) during this visit. 
3. Complete the Second Quarterly Report Form. 
4. By June 10, mail completed forms to your local County Extension Office 
in the envlope provided. Request any additional forms you may need. 
Third Contact - September 2, 1975 (+ 6 days) 
1. Same as second contact except use Third Quarterly Report Form. 
Return your report by September 10. 
Fourth Contact - December 1, 1975 (+ 5 days) 
1. Same as third contact except use Fourth Quarterly Report Form. 
Return your report by December 10, 1975. 
This is your last report. Thanks. 
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Figure 20-A 
INTERVIEWER'S 
HOUSEHOLD IDENTIFICATION LIST 
County , 
(Name) (Identification Number) 
Household 
ID Number h'WlE ADDRESS PHONE NO. 
1 
2 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
— 42-A — 
Figure 20. 140 
MASTER DATA SHE3T Form No. NSC-Fl 
(lA) 
GENLAAL INFORMATION 
HOUSEHOLD ^ -JNTIFICATION NUNBLii 
3  -  4  5 -  6  7 - 8  
County No. Interviewer No. Household No» 
Date of Interview 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Fill in your County No. and Interviewer 
No. as requested. Acceptable households 
are to be numbered consecutively. 
2. The ID Number assigned to this household 
is to be used for identifying accident 
and all supplemental reports filed from 
this location, 
3. Record names on Household ID List, Fig. 20-A. Farm Description; 
Yes No (a) Consists of 10 or more acres and sells $50^ 00 or more of 
agricultural products annually, 
Yes No (B) Less than 10 acres and sells S250.00 or more of agricultural 
products annually. 
Acres (c) Total acres (Owned and/or rented from another party). 9 - 1  3  
IF ANSWERS TO BOTH QUESTIONS (a) and (b)ARS "NO," STOP AND GO TO THE NEXT FARM/RANCH. 
1. Name of head of household/farm manager(Insert name on Interviewer's Household ID List.) 
2. Address and Phone No.(Insert information on Interviewer's Household ID List.) 
1  4 - 1  5  
- 1  9  
3. Average number of hours per week devoted to farm work 
4. Number of years spent on a farm or ranch 
5. Total number of years person listed as #1 attended school-
6. Total number of family members living on xarni(include only 
those living at home more than 6 months each year) 
7. Interviewer to complete the table below; 
Table No. 1 — Number of Persons Living/Working on Farm by Age & Sex 
hours 
y par s 
years 
2  0 - 2  1  
SEX MALE T*T-ni A T T *  
AG2 OF PERSONS ON 
THE FARM OR R.ANCH 
0» 
k 
5-
14 
15-
24 
25-
44 
45-
64 
65 & 
over 
0-
4 
5-
14 
15-
24 
25-
44 
45-
64 
65 & 
over 
a)Family members 
living or working 
here; 2 2 2 3 2 4 25 2 6 2 7 2 6 2 9 3 0 3 1 3 2 3 3 
b)Estimate No. 8 hr. 
days(current year) 
to be spent on farm 
work—each age {çroup; 3 4-3 6 
3 7 3 9 4 0-42 4 3-4 5 4 6-48 X 4 9-51 B 2-5 4 5 5-5 7 5 8-6 0 6 1-63 
^ ^ 4 -  1 A - 39 -
DATE EDITED 
(Office use) 
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KSC-Fl 
Table No, 2 — Number of Hired Help Living/Working on Farm/Ranch By Age & Sex 
SEX MALE FEÎ'JVLE 
AGE OF HIRED HELP 
ON FARM OR RANCH* 
0-
4 
5-
l4 
15-
24 
25-
44 
45-
64 
65 & 
over 
0-
4 
5-
14 
15-
24 
25-
i|ij. 
45-
64 
65 & 
over 
a)Hired help living 
or working here: X 6 4-6 5 s 6-6 7 6 8-6 9 7 0-7 1 7 2-7 3 X 7 4-7 5 7 6-7 7 7 8-7 9 1-. 3- 4 
b)Estimate No» 8 hr, 
days(current year) 
to be spent on farm 
work—each age %roup: 1 3-1 5 15>1 g 1 9-2 1 2 2-2 1* 2 5-2 7/ X 2 8^ 2 9 3 0-33 J 3 4-3 6 3 7-3 9 4 0-4 2 
• Include migrant workers and other temporary workers expected to be employed 
during the year, 
8. Indicate the major type of farming or ranch operation(one category only); 
•
 
o
 
o
 
0 isQCorn & Beef 2 2[2]cut Flowers 
0 2pn Cotton 09I [Truck crop leQCorn & Hogs 2 sQField Flowers 
0 3^5mall grain 1 o| [Beef i7n''orn 8c Soybeans24! iNurserv 
0 4I [Rice 1 iQOairy lenBeef & Hogs 2 si [Container Plants 
0 si Isovbeans 12QHogS isQDairy & Hogs 2G[]]Sced Crops 
oeDSugar cane 1 sQPoultry 2oQNuts 27[2]Field Crops 
0 7I i Jpbacco 1 i.QSheep zjf~lother, specify 
9. How many of the following pieces of equipment, in running order, do you have on 
your farm or rar?th? (Put "0" if none, "1" if ens, "2" if two, and bo 
% s 
4 6 
4 7 
•» e 
4 9 
so 
5 1 
S 2 
5 S 
5 
S S 
5 « 
Corn Picker 
Cotton Picker 
Cotton Stripper 
Combine 
Disk/Springtooth Harrow 
Elevator 
Feed Grinder &/or Mixer 
Flail-type mower/chopper 
Forage Harvester 
5 7 _ 
5 8 -
5 9 _ 
6 0 
6 1 
6 2 _ 
6 3 _ 
6 "4 _ 
6 5 
Harvestor(fruit, vegetable) 
6 6 • 
Hay Baler 
6 7 . 
Mower, rotary 
Manure/Fertilizer 
Spreader 
Mower-crusher 
e @. 
€ 9 
Kower(w/cutterbar) 
Plow(disk type 
Plow(inoldboard) 
Sprayer/Duster 
Tractor 
Tractor(garden) 
Wagon 
Wagon, self-unloading 
•"'indrowers 
72 
7 3-74 
7 5 , 
7 6 
7 7 
7 9 
Airplane 
Truck 
Implement Carrier 
Irrigation Equipment 
Pruning Equipment 
Ladders 
Hay Cuber 
Sugarbeet Harvester 
Landleveling Equipaei 
Skiploaders/Fcrklift 
0 ther 
(specify) 
During the past three months has any person living, working or visiting on this 
farm had an accident ? 
Yes No If answer is "Yes," proceed to accident report form and the 
appropriate auppiiiiiienLui report: lorm, ii applicable. Complete separate form(s) 
for each accident victim. DATE EDITED 
Sheet 2 of 4 
— 40—A — 
I v i f i u s e )  
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MASTER DATA SHEET Form No. NSC-Fl-A 
1 - ^ 
GENERAL HEALTH INFORMATION 
Household IDentification Number 
3-4 5-6 7^0 
County No. Interviewer No. Household No, 
Instructions; Please check the appropriate boxes and fill in the individual's age 
in the space provided. If more than two sons, daughters or specified 
employees are involved, please use additional forms. 
1. Do any of the following use a "Hearing Aid" or would be considered to be "Hard 
of Hearing?" ^ IDENTIFY CONDITION OR PROBLEM 
Family 
Husband 9-10 19 
Wife 11^12 20^ 
Son 13-14 _____ 21. 
Son 15-16 2 2. 
Daughter 1 7-1e 2 3_ 
Daughter 19-20 2 
Employees 
Male, part-time 21-22 25. 
Female, part-time 23-24 26. 
Male, full-time 25-26 27. 
Female, full-time 27-20 28 
2. Do any of the following have chronic disorders adversely affected by farming 
operations? 
Family 
Husband 29-30 
_ 2 9. 
Wife 3  1-32 3 0 .  
Son 33- 3 4  31. 
Son 35-3 R 3 2. 
Daughter 37-38 ^ 3. 
Daughter 3 9 - 4  n  3  4  _  
Employees 
Mais, part—tins 41-4 2 35. 
Female, part-time 4 3-4 it 3 6_ 
Male, full-time 45-45 3 
Female, full-time 4 7-48_ 3 a 
Sheet 3 of 4 
- 41 -
DATE EDITED 
(Office use) 
NSC-Fl-A 
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5. Do any of the following have allergic conditions that are caused by or affected 
by farming conditions? 
AGE 
Family 
Husband 49-5o_ 
Wife 5 1-5 2. 
Son 5 3 - 5 If. 
Son 5 5 -5 6. 
Daughter 5 7- 5 8. 
Daughter 59-60. 
Employees 
Kale, part-time s 1 - e 2. 
Female, part-time 6 3-s4. 
Male, full-time 65-66, 
Female, full-time 67-68. 
IDENTIFY CONDITION OR PROBLH-1 
3 9. 
4 0. 
4 
4 2 . 
4 3 . 
4 4. 
4 5. 
4 6. 
4 7. 
4 8. 
4.D0 any of the following have lung problems caused by or affected by farming 
operations or processes? 
Family 
Employees 
Husband 6 9 - 7 0 _ 
Wife 7i-7 2_ 
Son 7  3 - 7  4 _  
SOUL. 7 5 - 7 
Daughter 
Daughter 9-1 o_ 
Kale, part-time ii-i2_ 
Female, part-time i3-i4_ 
Male, full-time is-ie. 
Female, full-time 17-18 
4 9_ 
5 0. 
5 1. 
0^3 53. 
5 4. 
5 5. 
5 6. 
5 7. 
5 B. 6  0 , 1  
5. During the past three months, has any person living or working on this farm or 
ranch had any illnesses or health problems that was, in your opinion, due to any 
farming conditions or operations such as in the application of a fertilizer, 
insecticide or herbicide? 
Yes No If answer is "Yes," proceed to illness supplemental report 
fora(NSC-FlO) immediately after filling out any and all 
applicable accident report forms. Complete a separate illness 
report form for each person affected during the past three-
month period. 
Sheet 4 of 4 
— 42 — 
DATE EDITED 
(office use) 
Figure 21. ^^44 
ACCIDENT AND ILLN:-:S3 REPORT FORM 
GK^^RAL 
Form No. KSC-F2(Rev») 
(Md.) 1-2 
Accident/Illness Report IDentification Number 
3 — ^  5 — 6 7 — 8 9 — 10 
County No. Interviewer No, Household No. Accident/Illness No,(CIRCLE Event) 
Date of event(Fill in) 
Name of person involved 
Address 
Address of place where event occurred 
Check bi-level report(s) used to complete 
this report; 
I i2,i[]F4 
2QF12 ?-QF5 
3Qfi3 & F5 
^CUfg 
sQF? sO Fll 
o Df S 
7[]F9 
eQFlO 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Use a separate Report Form for each 
injury or each illness for each person 
2. Fill-in your County No, and Interviewer 
No.. The Household No. is obtained from 
the Quarterly Report Form. 
3. Assign the Accident or Illness number in 
the order that each is investigated, 
4. The ID Number assigned to this report is 
to be used for identifying the bi-level 
accident or illness report form also, if 
they are required to complete the report 
investigation; 
1. Injured or 111 person identity: 
1-A. Resident ClxiS 
1 3 .Qriusband .[j:mployee(full-time) 
;Q]v:ife 7 QrlmployeeC part-time} 
:QSon e  •visitor 
[Daughter a j |Guest 
.Qother, spjcify 
4.Time of Accident or Illness; 
4-A. Month event occurred; 
1 4 — : 5 (Fill-in)years 
2-C. Sex 
1 6,11 
;P~[Female 
2. If this is an accident report, check 
I, i i C 11 Uui k/ ^ 
i9-20j01| [jan. 
0 21 |Feb. 
0 31 |Kar. 
0 4I lApril 
0 sQl'iay 
I 1 -
0  G| [ouiie 
0 vQjuly 
0 bQaus. 
0 91 Isept. 
1 ol |Oct. 
11| |':ov. 
1 21 •^1 ,-v 
131 IUnknown 
4-B. Day accident or illness occurred: 
2Lj[_jSunday 
^I 1 Monday 
^Qluesday 
accident(check one); 
i 7.1 r~|Cne 
:  QTwo 
; Q Three 
^L^Four or more 
5 j [Unknown 
51 [Thursday 
G [^Friday 
71 [Saturday 
'•O'-eûnesday g j [Unicnown 
4-C. Time(Check nearest time); 
3 
3. '..hen injured or taken ill, individual 
was doing(ch.';ck one): 
1 e^iQv.'ork 
^QleisureCnot work related) 
31 lUnknov-T. 
A.X. P.M. A.M. P.M 8
 
•
 
.30 
8
 
•
 
loQ 
02P2:00 1 uQ 8:00 2OQ 
u 3Q .3: 00 0 g| 1 9:00 
n<,r]4:00 i&CJ io[jl0:00 
0 5[Z]5:OO wD ,,•11-00 23[] 8
 
•
 
1 aQ i2[]L2:00 a.G 
2 5! [Unknown 
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5. Was the Person; 
2i,jiQlnjured 
aQllKlf ill, complete NSC-FlO, also) 
6. If injured, how serious?(Check one)* 
2 5 112]Slight(no medical treatment except 
'' bandage, antiseptic, etc.) 
2QSevere(broken bones, cuts requiring 
treatment, sprained back, etc.) 
3p^Perinanent (any loss of full use of 
part of body—amputation, etc.) 
ul [Fatal 
J (unknown 
•Complete Supplemental Medical & Cost 
Data Form when information is available. 
7. '••'hat was activity of victim when 
accident/illness occurred? 
7-A. Type(Check one); 
2 6j,i [^Building maintenance & repair 
2 Qrield work 
3 i [Housework 
L []jMachinery maintenance & repair 
51 [Recreation 
6 [^Routine chores 
7 I iTreating livestock 
8 Qïard work 
sQother, specify 
9, Professional treatment by doctor; 
aOjijQNot required 
2|2]one time 
sjj^Two or more times 
10, Type of in.iury(Check one); 
(NOTE; If illness report, skip to Q. 11.) 
31-3^,01| I Amputation 
0 2I I Asphyxiation 
0 3I [Bruise 
0 It I [Burn 
osi^Cracked, fractured or broken bones 
0 6(2]Gut or laceration 
0 7[3%e injury 
0 e\ li-langled 
0 9I [pinched 
1 o| [puncture 
11| [Sprain 
12I [Multiple, specify 
. isQother, specify 
7-B. Action(Check one, if applicable); 
2 7-2 8,0 iQciimbing q T^Riding 
0 21 [Driving 
0 3! jjugping 
I [Kneeling 
I [Lifting 
[^Jlying down 
0 h 
0 5 
0 6 
0  7L  
owQRunning 
ogj [sitting 
1 o| [standing 
11| [Walking 
121"[Other, 
8. v;ho administered first aid? 
2 9.11 [Doctor 
oQFamily member 
3I [Nurse 
J [self-treatment 
than one, specify 
eQother, specify 
11, What part of the body was involved? 
3 3-3^,01121 Arm 
0 2I [Back 
u 3|_JChest 
0 kQEye 
osQPinger 
oeQFoot 
0 7•'Genital 
0 sQHand 
0 9| [Head 
loQleg 
] iQNeck 
12I [shoulder 
isDToe 
1 It I [Trunk 
1 sflMultiple, specify 
1 sQother, specify 
Sheet 2 of 4 _ 44 -
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12, How did injury or illness occur?(Check l4. Scene of accident or illness; 
response closely describing event); 
3 5 - 3 6,0 iFlCaught part of body ^  object 
121 [Caught part of body between objects 
aPlCaught part of body under object 
4] [struck against or by object, etc. 
0 :  
0 
0 1
0 truck by falling object or material 
0 si [^truck by flying object or material 
0 7^ Contact with sharp object(knife, etc.) 
0 eQjForeign object or material struck or 
lodged in victim 
ogQFall, same level* 
loPlFall, different level* 
Î iQpall, unknown 
12(2]Contact with electrical current 
isQContact with fire or hot object 
1 •*! [contact with hot substance(6team, etc. 
14-A. Weather conditions(time of event) 
1. Temperature 
3 8^iQû« or below 
zQl' to 320 
3 •33" to 50" 
2. Precipitation 
39^1 Plciear 
zQFog 
3 r i lce 
riRain 
3. Wind 
,•51° to 850 
5 •860 to 100» 
g •over 100° 
51 [Snow 
61 [Threatening 
7•other, specify 
4 0,1 Calm 
2• Light breeze 
I [10 to 25 mph 
^^•26 to k o  m p k  
s^Over 40 mph 
l4-B. General location: 
_, . , . .. 4 1-4201 [~[Barn 
Contact with corrosive or toxic item , '—' 
I [Bfarnyard 
•Driveway 
•Front/back yard/garden 
1 &• Contact with other harmful liquid 
(fuel, paint, etc.) 
1 ?• 0verexertion( strain exhaustion) 
- 'Inhaling g?.? or vapor 
0 21 
0 4f 
1 a 
191~1 Exposure to or reaction from material 
2oQother, specify 
*If this is a factor and Item 7-B* in­
volved running, walking or climbing, 
complete Supplemental Form NSC-F9» 
13» 'rtliere was person treated? 
3 7^iQciinic 
2 •Doctor* s office 
3 •Home 
L •Hospital, admitted 
5•Hospital, emergency 
e^No treatment 
7•More than one place, specify 
asQFarm building, other(not houae) 
0 6 •Field( cropland) 
0 7•Highway, state or federal 
0 sFlHouse 
0 9^Land(pasture, range, woods) 
10•Lagoon, manure pit 
iiQpond, pool, stream, river 
12•Public place 
laQfioad, county or township 
i4Qother, specify 
l4=C. Surface condition; 
4 3^1 •cry 
2 • icy 
3 •Muddy 
g •oily or greasy 
^f°]Snow covered 
sDWet 
i^QstraWj hay, sawdust, etc, covered 
si [other, specify 
Sheet 3 of 4 
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14. Scene of accident or illnes3(con't.) 
14-D. Surface type; 
4 4^1 n Asphalt 
21 I Brick 
31 [concrete 
Floor covering(carpet, vinyl, etc.) 
si iMetal 
sQsoiKclay, sand, etc.) 
7 piVegetation 
6 Q Wood 
gQother, specify 
l4-E= Light conditions; 
i,5.iPlArtificial light, good 
2QArtificial light, poor 
si [Daylight 
kl [Dark 
sQDawn or dusk 
jQReduced due to dust, smoke or fog 
14-F, Thing involved(check one); 
k 6-u 7jO 1 [^Agricultural machinery* 
(except tractors) 
_ m » 
n ?i I Animal" 
0 sQAnother person 
c i,| [^hemical* 
0 sQsiectrical power 
0  e l  [Firearms 
otQgss or vapor 
oenHand tool* 
3 9[2]Household items 
1J Q Power tool* 
1 il Isports 
1 ;| 1 Tractor* 
i sQVehicle, other, specify 
luQ^-'one 
•If item with * is checked, complete 
appropriate Supplemental Form. 
Sheet 4 of 4 
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14. Scene of accident or illness(con*t.); 
14-G. Approximate time victim was with 
"Thing involved" on day of accident 
or illness prior to event; 
4 8^iQ0ne hour or less 
zHlZ to 4 hours 
31 \3 to 8 hours 
ijQover 8 hours 
14-H. Estimate experience with the 
"Thing involved"; 
4 9-51 (Fill-in approx. no. days) 
15. General Information: 
15-A. Major type of agricultural operation; 
3/1| iBeef 1 sQHogs 
ozQCorn 1 sQpouitry 
u 3I [Cotton 17I [Corn & Beef 
0 4I [Grain 1 sQCorn & Hogs 
osQRice igQCorn & Soybeans 
oeQSoyt'eans 2 0 (~]Dairy & Hogs 
0 7I l^ugar cane 2 iQsheep 
0 bI [Tobacco 22I [Nuts 
ogQBeef & hogs 
1 t V 1 A ^  
2 3[[~]Cut flowers 
1 1T 0 * '0t 1 Ul >• V 
iiQTruck crops 2 5nKursery 
izQOairy ^sQcontainer Plants 
1 Crops 2 71 [Field Crops 
14I [other, specify 
15-B. Acreage in agricultural operation: 
s''"-- (Fill-in, actual acreage) 
l6. Describe how the event happened, including 
the action or movement of the victim and 
the thing involved that led to the injury 
or illness. Additional information con­
cerning the accident or the cause of ill­
ness will be helpful. 
Check here |2] if you use other side of 
sheet for supplying additional information 
DATE EDITED 
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ACCIDENT AND LU-HESS REPORT FORM 
Form No. N5C-F)(Rev$) 
1  - 2  
MEDICAL AND COST INFORMATION 
Accident/Illness Report IDentification Number 
7-n  9 -10  
County No. Interviewer No» Household No. Accident/Illness No. (CIRCLE Event) 
1. Health status of person involved 
(before injury or illness); 
i y O Good 
21 IUnder doctor's care 
3QTaking medication 
4^2111 on day of accident* 
5QMentally handicapped 
6 f~l Physically handicapped 
7C]Other, specify 
6 Qunknown 
"If a factor, complete Illness Report 
Form No« NSC-FlO, also. 
2. Total days lost from usual activitlee: 
J 1 n (Fill in actual number) Days 
3. Days in hospital due to injury 
or illness; 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1, Use Report ID Number from the General 
Accident and Illness Report(NSC-F2-Rev,) 
2. Completed form to be attached to Accident 
and Illness report referred to above. 
6. Number of days hired help wag vsei to 
replace injured or ill person; 
2 8-3 0 (Fill in actual number)Days 
7. Cost of replacement labor; 
31-3 s 8 (^ill in actual cost)Dollars 
8. What was the health status of victim 
following recovery from injury or illness? 
3 6,1 PGood 
2QMentally handicapped 
,rnPhysically handicapped 
uQother, specify 
15-17 (Fill in actual number) Days 
4: Medical expense(doctor, medicine^ 
hospital, etc., including that paid 
by insurance)incurred as a result of 
this injury or illness; 
18-2 2$ (Fill in actual amount 
of expenses)Dolle,rs 
5» Total iroperty damage(all parties 
involved)—injuries only; 
2 3—2 75 (Fill in actual amount 
of damage)Dollar 
9. ir h&ndicappcd, --'crs rehabilitgrio" pervices 
necessary before returning to gainful 
employment? 
3 7,iOYe8 
j Q No 
3 n Unknown 
10. If victim suffered loss of full ug-e of 
part of the body, did they return to 
farming? 
2QN0, to other occupation 
3QK0, unable to work 
i,r^{ Unknown 
Sheet 1 of 1 
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SUPPLEMENTAL 
ACCIDENT REPORTFORM 
Form No. NSC-F4(Rev.) 
(Cs. ) 1—2 
AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS 
ACCIDENT REPORT IDENTIFIC/TTION NUMBER 
3-4 S-6 7-8 9-10 
County No, Interviewer No» Household No. Accident No. 
Tractor Identification; 
Make: Model: 
Fuel type: 
11 QGas 2 QDiegel 3 QlP 
1. Type or tractor involved in accident: 
12,1 QTri cycle 
2C]Wide front axle, adj. 
3 Q's^ide front axle, std. 
u I iHi-crop 
51 Icrawler 
6 QjU-wheel-drive, articulated 
2. Approximate age of tractor; 
13.1 year or less 
21 |2 to 5 years 
sQô to 10 years 
i^riOver 10 years 
3. Was tractor a standard production 
model at time of accident? 
14,1 es 
2ÎJN0 
3) [Unknown 
4. Indicate type of accident; 
15=15^0 iQCollision, from the side 
ozO^^o^^^sion, head-on 
0 si [Collision, rear 
o4QSquipment failure 
0 sCjFall 
0 eLJFire 
0 7Qoverturn, backward 
0 efnOverturn, sideways 
0 9 Opto 
1 oQunknown 
P—I. . . ' . y. 
ii| [Utner, spscxiy 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Use Accident Report ID Number from the 
General Accident Report(Form No. NSC-F2) 
previously completed for this injury. 
2. This form, when completed, will be 
attached to the report referred to above. 
5. Wheel spacing at time of accident: 
i7,i[]Narrow 
aQNormal or mid-setting 
sQwide or extended 
6. Tractor use at time of accident; 
(Note; If other machinery involved, complete 
items 1 through 4 of Form NSC-F5) 
18-1V i[]]Freeing mired equipment 
fl?l IHarvesting, tillage 
0 3I 1 Herding cattle 
0 4I iLoading, unloading 
0 bl I Parked 
Pel 1 Planting;, sowing 
0 71 IRunaway or coasting(w/out driver) 
0 sCHstationaryCbelt or PTO operating) 
09I [stuck 
loQlraveling to or from field 
iiQother, specify_ 
12r~] Unknown 
7. If tractor over-turn, indicate degrees roll: 
zO/iCU^O® 4Q36O0 
2I 1180° sQOver 360® 
0:7» 
8. Slope of surface at accident(Check only one); 
2i^iQ0 to 10^ 
2P1I to 206 
3[j2i to m 
4Q3I to 
51]^ Over 40# 
Sheet 1 of 2 _ 48 -
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9. Check the condition that was the 
initial cause of the accident event; 
•? 3,0 iQ Crossing slope 
n ?[2] Damaged PTO guard or shield 
.oQ Faulty brakes 
Going down hill 
0 îQGoing up the hill 
0 61 1Guard not provided 
0 7nGuard removed 
0 sOHidden object—struck it 
0 9Hitched to axle 
loQ]Struck hole or rough ground 
iiQsiipped into open ditch 
12I [slippery surface 
: sDother, specify 
: Unknown 
2 6-2 7^01| 
10. Identify the act permitting the 
accidental injury: 
-2 5^0 iQDisobeyed traffic rules 
0 2I !Driving too fast for conditions 
0 gQiailed to disengage PTO 
0 1,1 [Failed to shut off tractor engine 
before dismounting 
0 sQFailed to lock brakes or transmission 
before dismounting 
ggQFailed to use protective equipment 
Q 7QFailed to engage clutch slowly 
0 g[]]Failed to wear safe personal attire 
ogQHorseplay 
loi iJumped 
: iQLack of front or rear weights 
12[]Moving tractor w/loader bucket high 
1 sQPermitted extra rider 
1 Permitted hitching to other than 
1 sQiieachingCover, under, into) 
leQSmoking while refueling 
I yQïurning at high speed 
1 bI [Overloading 
isOcther, specify___ 
20I lUnknown 
NSC-FMRev.) 
150 (Ca.) 
I 11, Specific scene of accident; 
I IBarn 
oaQ Bridge 
0  a^'^^ttle shed 
o^QCorn or cotton field 
Q g| [Driveway, lane 
ogDFeedlot 
u^QGrain field 
oeDHay field 
5 90 Highway 
1 op] Pasture 
1 iQShop or machine shed 
121 [Woods 
ijQother, specify ! 
1 ^1 [unknown 
12. Check each component on tractor at 
time of accident; 
2 8 ! [Cab 
2 9 12] Cab w/overturn protection & seat belt 
[2]Dual wheels 
[ [Fenders 
QFlashing light(s) 
3 0 
3 1 
3 2 
3 4 
I A X Wii V—CUL WGX^iiwS 
QFront wheel drive 
35 I [Front wheel weights 
3 6 LJ Head lights 
nHydraulic brakes 
Power steering 
3 7 
3 8 
i  a 
4 0 
LJ: 
[]]Protective frame w/seat belt 
I [Reflectors 
QSearview mirror(s) 
QRear wheel weights 
QSafety starting switch 
QsMV emblem 
6 riTail light(s) 
7 QTires filled w/liquid 
4 8 Qweather shield 
1J>, Seat belt in use at time of accident; 
2LJN0 
4 1 
4 2 
4 3 
4 4 
4 5 
4 
4 
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SUPPLEMENTAL 
ACCIDENT REPORT FORM 
Form No. NSC-F5(Rev,) 
(Ca.) 1 - 2  
FARM MACHINERY 
ACCIDENT REPORT IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
3 - 4  5 - 6  7 - 8  9 - 1 0  
County No. Interviewer No» Household No, Accident No. 
Machine Identification; 
Kake 
Model 
1. Check type of farm machinery involved 
in accident; 
1  1 lOChemical, Fertilizer 
2QGrain & Feed Handling 
3QHaying Tools 
^Qnarvesting Equipment 
5 QManure Handling 
eQseed planting 
7 [j Tillage tools 
gQwiscellaneous, specify 
91 1 Unknown 
2, Check the farm machine that was 
iuvûlved in the accident; 
2-A. Chemical, Fertilizer 
I I • Duster 
2[^Distributor, spreader 
jQS prayer 
I Airplane 
= nother, specify 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Use Accident Report K Number from the 
General Accident Report(Form No. NSC-F2) 
previously completed for this injury. 
2. This form, when completed will be 
attached to the report referred to above. 
2-B. Grain, Feed & Fruit Handling 
- 1 4.3 iQsiower—forage, grain 
Qzj jBunk feeder 
0 3 
0  5  
i Iconveyor, auger 
[2]Gonveyor ; belt 
QConveyor, chain 
jcQCorn sheller 
GvQ^ryer, grain 
.1 uQsievator, auger 
-QElev^toP; caain 
; : QFeed grinder 
J ;f°°]Feed grinder-mixer 
Sheet 1 of 4 
2-Bm Grain, etc. Handling (con't.) 
13-1 jFeed Mixer/blender 
1 aQsilo unloader 
1 iother, specify 
2-C. Haying Tools 
15 -1 6^011 ISaler, hay 
ozj iForage harvester 
0 aQjHay conditioner 
[Mower, sickle bar 
0si [Mower, sickle bar w/conditioner 
oeQwower, rotary 
! 0?! [Rake, hay 
1 0 81 'Ha.Y CuOci' 
i osl [windrower 
I 
loQother, specify 
2-D. Harvesting Equipment 
17-18.0 il [Combine w/corn head 
n?| [Combine w/grain head 
0 si jCorii picker 
0 picker-sheller 
picker 
osQcotton stripper 
0 7QSugarbeet harvester 
0 aQpruit harvester 
oaQVegetable harvester 
1 oQThreehing raaehine 
11 mother, specify I 
I 
- 50 DATE EDITED^ 
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2-E. Manure Handling 
19^il [Barn cleaner 
2QGutter cleaner 
jQliquid manure pump 
uQManure loader, tractor 
sQKanure spreader 
eQuanure spreader, tank 
71 lother, specify 
2-F, Seed Planting 
2 0^11 [Broadcaster 
zQGrain drill 
3replanter—cotton, corn, etc. 
i^Qother, specify 
2-G. Tillage Tools 
21 il I Cultivator 
zQoisc harrow 
sQPlow, disc 
i.Qpiow, moldboard 
sQSotary tiller 
eQother, specify 
7r~lPlow, chisel 
2-H. Miscellaneous Equipment 
2 2-2 3j01| I Engine, power unit 
0 2P~llmplement carrier 
u sQïrrigation equipment 
0 •*rn Ladders 
• - C A a ^  
osl iForklifts 
0 71 iTruck 
0 8nPruning equipment 
ogQpump jack 
1 oF~lstalk shredder 
11 r~l V.'agon( w/gra in box) 
12 Q Wagon(y/flat bed) 
13nWagon, self-unloading 
i-^Qother, specify 
NSC-F5(Rev.) 
(Ca.) 
2-1. Animal Handling Equipment 
2 *• iQSqueeze Chutes 
zl iBranding 
3I [Shears 
^Qother, specify 
5. Approximate age of machine: 
2 5^iQone year or less 
zl™!2 to 5 years 
3I |6 to 10 years 
uQover 10 years 
5 n Unknown 
k. Machine mounting or hitching; 
2 6/O^oes not apply 
2I [Integral 
31 [Mounted, front 
i,[nMounted, rear 
51 |s elf •» propelled 
61 [Semi-mounted 
?! [Towed 
el [other, specify 
5. Use of machine at time of accident; 
2  7 , 1 1  i n c i i - v e t j u x u K  
2 I  lln-transit 
aflLoading 
=*! [planting 
si [spreading 
eQstopped, not running 
7nistopped, but running 
sQTiiiage 
sQother, specify 
i 6. Equipment powered by(Check one); 
2 8^1 n Does not apply 
2QElectric motor 
J !Engine, gas, diesel, LP 
O^round drive 
si [Hand 
61 [Hydraulic 
e  r np the r .  spccify 
Sheet 2 of 4 
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7, Portion of machine causing In.jury. 
2 9-3 0^0 iQAuger 
ozQBale ejector 
0 3[]]Cable or linkage 
0 u| [Chain & sprocket 
osQControl devices(pedals, levers, etc) 
0 eQCutterhead 
0 tFI Feeding mechanism 
0 8^1 Gears 
0 9 Q Hammers 
loQ Hitch or drawbar 
11| I Hydraulic fluid 
laQ Hydraulic hose 
13Q Knife blade 
ii*QKnotter mechanism 
1  sO Lifting mechanism 
uDpTO shaft 
1 tQ Plungerhead 
1bI I Rolls, snapping, husking, crusher 
19[2]Rotating shaft, except PTO 
20I I Spindles 
2iQTire or wheel 
2 2j jV-belt & Pulley 
2sQother, specify 
zuPlNone 
8. Condition at time of accident; 
- 3  2^0Damaged guard 
02I [Squipment failure 
0 condition 
ouQGrease, oil present 
0 sQl^uard not provided 
0 6C]Guard removed 
0 7I2] Improper hitch 
0 grnLeaking or spilled fuel 
09QN0 brakes 
io[__JPoor brakes 
1  i[]]Cther, specify 
NSG-F3(Rev.) 
(Ca.) 
Safety features in place at time of 
accident; 
3 3j iQPlag 
2Q Lights 
s Qs MV emblem 
4I I Reflectors 
sQOther, specify 
10, Activity of injured person prior 
to accident; 
3 4.3 5,0 lOAdjusting 
02 [^Bystander 
0 31 [cleaning 
o^QPeeding material 
0 J [Filling seed boxes, etc, 
061 [Lubricating 
0  71 [operating 
0  el [Refueling 
osQRepairing, installing equip. 
1 o |  [Riding 
iiQother, specify 
2I [Unknown 
11. Act nermittine the accidental iniurv; 
> I M M W 
3 6-3 7^0 il [Distracted 
0  2 ]  1^'ailure to use protective 
equipment 
u 3I [Horseplay 
Improper use of equipment 
0  si [inattentive 
oeLJ Jumped 
0  7[[]Lo6t balance 
0 8[2]Permitted extra rider(s) 
0 9[2]Reaching(over, under, into) 
ioQToo fast for conditions 
1 iQunsafe position or posture 
izQother, specify 
1 sFlUnknown 
Sheet ) of 4 
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12. Specific scene of accident; 
8-3 9/iQ Sam 
ozQ Bridge 
0 3^ Cattle shed 
owQCorn or cotton field 
c sf"! Driveway, lane 
oeQ^eedlot 
0 yQ Grain field 
oePlGranary or feed storage 
091 [Greenhouse 
lo^Hay field 
1 iQHog house 
12Q Highway 
13 ri Ma chine shed 
14I [orchard 
1 si [Pasture 
ibQ Poultry house 
iT^Shop 
sQsilo 
9 n Woods 
2  iQ Unknown 
Sheet 4 of 4 
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SUPPLEM^iTAL 
ACCIDENT REPORT FORM 
Fora No. NSC-F6(Rev.) 
(C&# )  1—2 
ANIMALb 
3 - 4 7-« 9  - 1 0  
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1.Use Accident Report ID Number from the 
General Accident Report(Form No. NSC-F2) 
previously completed for this injury. 
2, This form, when completed, will be 
attached to the report referred to above. 
1. Animal involved in accident; 3. Act by victim permitting the injury; 
1 1-1 2:1 
u 3 
QSoar 120 Mare 
^QBuII 1 gQ Rar, 
m Calf mQ Sheep 
ouQCat isQShoat 
0 s! i Chicken 
oeQColt 
0 7O Cow 
aaQoog 
09I I Gelding 
loQcilt 
1 iPlGoose 
2. Activity of victim prior to 
accident; 
1 3 -1 :,p iPnAdministering medication 
0 z^Assisting with d.divery 
isLJSow 
17Q Stallion 
isQ Steer 
190 Turkey 
20I |Other, specify 
3 30Branding 1 s0Kilking 
31.0 Bridling ledFassing by 
0 50 Brushing 170Petting 
0fi0Castrating 180 Riding 
0 70 Chasing i90Saddling 
0 80Cleaning 2o0Teasing 
0 9 0Dismounting 2 il 1S hearing 
io0Feeding 22! [Breaking 
u0Haltering 2 30Breeding 
i20Harnessing 
1 30Leading 
'•^Dother, specify 
Sheet 1 of 2 
15 -16^0 iQApproached from the rear 
02^2]Entered animal enclosure 
0 aPI Horseplay(showing-off) 
oitQlmproper use 
osl [jumped 
oeQLost balance 
ovQi'.ade quick movement 
obQUnaware of animal presence 
09QLC6S of temper 
loQother, specify 
j  '+• Part o f  anitpal causing injury: 
1 •' -18,0 ifn^ody 
! Û zj r cot 
0 
0 k 
aQPront hoofs 
•Head 
0 sQHorn 
osQwouth, beak 
0 7r°°}Rear hoofs 
0 sR-^ail 
09I |Wing 
10mother, specify_ 
5» Conditions at time of accident; 
I  9 . 1  DSl ippe ry ,  uns tab le  su r face  
zQ-n ima l  w /o f f sp r i ng  
3rnU"2:cpect0d or excess noise 
.•Hole 
5QHandler, fatigued 
6OOther animal 
7riIrritated by insects or biirrR 
aPHother. sneclfv 
- 54 - DATE EDITED 
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6. Was animal secured properly; 
2 0^iDïes 
.'•no 
jQNot secured 
u| [unknown 
7. If secured, how was it done? 
2i_2 2/i[]Bridle 
ozQCage, Pen 
0 sQiîaught in fence, etc, 
ouQCollar & rope or chain 
oiQsalter & rope or chain 
oeQRope around neck 
0 nFlRope around leg 
o8[]stanchion 
osQSqueeze chute 
loQother, specify 
S. Atat was activity of animal prior 
to accident? 
2 3 - 2 y iQBucking 
3 z Orating 
03Q Jumping 
ouQLying down 
0 sQRearing 
0 6 [^Running 
0 7 ri Standing 
oeQ Walking 
09[]Protecting young 
loQCther, specify 
NSC-F-6(Rev.) 
(Ca.) 
9, Specific scene of accident; 
-2 6^ 01[]] Arena 
oapBarn 
u 30 Bridge 
ouQ Ditch 
osQ^ eedlot 
oeOHill 
o?n Milking parlor 
pan Pasture 
osOPen 
loQP&idock 
1 iQ Roadway 
laQshed 
1 aQstall 
1 i^ristream 
1 s rn Woods 
leQsqueeze chute 
ivQother, specify 
Sheet 2 of 2 
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SUPPLEMENTAL 
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ACCID®T REPORT POBM 
Form No. NSC-F7(Rev») 
(Ca.) 1-2 
CHOCCALS. AGRICULTURAL 
ACCIDENT REPORT IDENTIFICATION NUMBiHR 
3  - 4  5 - 6  7 -  8  9 - 1  0  
County No. Interviewer No. Household No, Accident No. 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Use Accident Report ^  Number from the 
General Accident Report (Form No. NSC-F2) 
previously completed for this injury. 
2. This form, when completed, will be attached 
to the report referred to above. 
0  3  
04 
1» Identify the chemical involved; 
11-1 2/i02,4D 
0 2a2,4,5T 
djAldrin 
QArsenicals 
0 sFl Anhydrous ammonia 
oeQAquathol (endothall) 
ovQAvadex (Diallate) 
0 a^Azodrin (monocrothophos) 
osQBladex (cyanazine) 
io[jBuctril, Brominal (bromoxynil) 
1 t! ! Carbon uiôulaidô 
1 zQ Chlordane 
laOcygon or De-Fend (dimenthoalate) 
I^LJDDT 
1 sCU Diazinon 
1 sODibrom (naled) 
,  . ,  .  1 7L_|UieiariD 
isQdinitro (dinoseb) 
1 sQdiquat 
zoOEthion 
2 iQ Ethyl parathion 
zzOpertilizer, specify content 
asQCuthion (azinphosmethyl) 
21»I iMagnacide II (acrolein) 
2 si iMalathion 
2 el [Mercury (organic compounds) 
2 7QMethomyl (lannate) 
2 eP] Methyl Bromide 
2 gQMethyl parathion 
Q paraquat 3  0  
3 iPlPhosdrin (mevinphoe) 
3 2 n S evin (carbaryl) 
saQSystox (deraaton) 
3 4 Q Tepp 
ssQîhimet (phorate) 
3 sQ Thiodan (endosulfan) 
^ 7 Toxapheiie 
3 eQOther, specify 
3 eG Mixture of chemicals, specify 
2. Are chemicals stored in a special 
buildingt room or cabinot? 
13, iPlYes 
2pNo 
3Q Unknown 
3. If "Yes", is it locked? 
zQNo 
3(2] Unknown 
Date Edited 
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4. Activity of victim prior to accident: 
15-160 lO Applying chemicals 
0 2^  Bystander 
03Q Disposing of chemicals 
0 Disposing of container 
osl IFilling tank prior to application 
oeQ Mixing chemicals 
oyQwot involved in work (child, etc., 
getting into chemicals) 
0 aQRepairing chemical equipment 
osQlransporting or handling chemicals 
1 ol Iworking in areas that have been 
sprayed 
11| [working in adjacent areas 
izQother, specify 
13 [] Unknown 
5.  Hazeurdous condition involved; 
1,1 riDamaged safety equipment 
2[^ Equipment failure(ho?e, valves, 
nozzles, etc. 
sQrmproper equipment for job 
i»LJImproper storage/container 
5OLeaking container 
sQNo safety equipment present 
7[pother, specify 
8nDirty clothes/protective equip. 
9 n Unknown 
6. Act permitting accidental injury; 
1 0-1 9j0iQDisreg£ird of safety instructions 
0 zFT^ ailure to check equipment 
osQFailure to instruct operator 
oifQFailure to use protective equip. 
f ^ t T ^  A 0 55 iava 
oeQinattentive 
07(2]Improper cleaning procedures 
oarilnjured person unaware of 
hazard condition 
0another, specify 
loFlUnknown 
7,  Fertilizer or chemical applied by: 
jQ^ iQFarm operator 
2QCustom operator/ground 
3 QCustom operator/aerial 
i,rn Dealer 
5 riother, specify 
8« Fertilizer or chemical contained; 
21 PGst or weed control chemicals 
Q^Pest control chemicals only 
jQPest and weed control chemicals 
[Unknown 
jQother, specify 
9« Fertilizer or chemical was applied in: 
2 2^ 11 [Aerosols 
zO^ ry form 
sQGas 
1,1 [Granules 
5 Q Liquid form 
gQother, specify 
7] jULV (undiluted chemical, tech­
nical material) 
a rn Unknown 
9riMixture, specify 
10, Specific scene of accident; 
2 3-2 Y il jAirport 
0 2 Barn 
osQcattle shed 
0 4^ Chemical storage area 
0 5nCorn field 
osOCotton field 
0 yQoriveway 
oeQDuring transport 
ogQFeedlot 
loQsrain field 
nQoranary or feed storage 
Sheet 2 of 5 
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10. Specific scene of accident(con*t.): 
2 3-2 2[]]Hay field 2i[2]Rice field 
1 sdHog house 2 2Qseed crops field 
1 uQ Highway zaPIVacant lot 
1 sPI Landing strip 2i>nWoods 
1 el IMachine shed 5 si lother, specify 
1 vQorchard 
1 sQ Packing shed riunknown 
19 [] Pasture 
2 of"! Pool try house 
11, Acres treated during pre?ious year for; 
A. Control of insects and disease — Approx. acreage ________________ acres. 
2 5 2 9 
B. Control of weeds and brush — Approx. acreage acres. 
3 0 3 1* 
12. Additional information concerning the accident may be described in the sp^ ce 
below; 
Sheet 3 of 5 - 58 -
Date Edited 
(Office «ae) 
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r oriti I'lu. A.iu-r u 
1  - 2  
HAND AND pp.;a TCOI^ 
Accident Report lUentification Number 
i - h  5-6  7 -8  9 -10  
County No. Interviewer Ko. Household No. Accident No, 
Check type of tool involved: 
11 iQHand tool 
;| I Power tool 
1. Injury was inflicted on: 
12.1Both sides of body 
2nLeft side of body 
sQRight side of body 
uQother, specify 
2. Injured person is normally; 
: 3.11 iLoft-h.finded 
2nRight-handed 
11 IUnknown 
3. Hand holding; tool at time of injury: 
14^1 [j Both 
zQleft 
3] [Neither 
rpVi +" 
4 I V 
51 [unknown 
4. If only one hand was involved 
indie.tte action of other hand; 
15,11 [Applying force 
2nHammering, etc. 
3[]Holding material 
''[Jidle 
5 [[^Supporting body 
eQcther, specify 
71 [unknown 
5. Indicate position of tool at time 
of accident: 
16 1 QAbove user(as if drilling 
' through ceiling) 
2 QSelcw user(as if drilling 
through floor) 
3[2]ln front of user(as if drilling 
I I through wall) 
1 lOther, specify 
51 lUnknovrti 
1 of 2 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Use Accident Report ID Number from the 
General Accident Report Form NSC-F2 
previously completed for this injury. 
2. This form, when completed, will be 
attached to the report referred to above. 
6. Tool was powered by; 
1  7,1 • Air 
21 I Battery 
3 rji^lectricitydine volt-ige) 
1» I [Gasoline 
51 [Hand 
61 [Hydraulic 
7 [2]ot)ier, specify 
81 1 Unknown 
7. Indic:ite event causing injury: 
18 -19.0 iQCaught or pinched 
ozCZIElectrical shock 
0 aQFell on tool 
u I Hand slipped 
0 sQlost footing 
0 sCjGtepped on tool 
ovQstruck by flying particle 
oaQrool was dropped or fell 
osQTool slipped 
loniother, specify 
1 i l  I  Unknown 
8. Material being worked at time of injury: 
2 0 -21,0 iQ^luminum 
0 2Qcast iron 
0  a fnConc re te  
0 '.[^Plastic 
0 si Isoil 
0 eI [steel 
0 7[2] Wire 
'"uZjOthei-, specify 
10 I lunknown 
59 -
DATE JITZD 
. f ) 
9. Act permitting injury: 
~ 2  3/iHD^-olding tool improperly 
02C]Horseplay 
0 sQjLost control 
(mQrJo ground used 
ObQunsafe position 
oeQlisinç improper tool 
0 yQ "orki. ' ig w/out gu:ird 
0 e[21 Permitting bystanders in area 
0 3[2]Other, specify 
1 o| lunkno'<m 
10. Hazardous conditon involved; 
-zs.oiQDull tool 
0 2[2]:'quipment failure 
03I IImproperly grounded 
n,,Q;iO cpjard or shield 
safety glasses 
oeQNo safety chocs 
Q-Q Unfamiliar v;/tool 
(1 sQlIncafe electrical cord 
AoQUnsafe speed 
inQ'.vet floor 
iiQother, specify 
1 ;| junknow 
11. Type of hand tool, if involved; 
11-A. Shop 
g _ 2 7 0 iQAdjustable wrench 
gjQBlow torch 
osDChisel 
0 u| [Crowbar 
. sD?"" 
jjQHack saw 
0 y| I Hammer 
gaQPipe wrench 
0 90 Plane 
loD Pliers 
1 iQj Post-hole digger 
izQSaw 
J 3j~]Scissors 
11,1 [Screwdriver 
15Q Tongs 
Sheet 2 of 2 
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11-A. Shop(con't.) 
2 6 -2 7,i6[]0ther, specify 
1 7 [""] Unknown 
11-B. other 
2 8 - 2 9,011 |Axe 
o2[^Block and tackle 
I) aQ'-^ross-cut saw 
0 '.| [pork 
0 si I Hatchet 
obqhoc 
0 7) I Machete 
0 b I I Pickaxe 
oeQPope or chain 
1 o| I Scythe 
1 il I Sickle 
12! I Shears 
isQshovel or spade 
I'tQother, specify 
1 si lunJcno'jm 
12. Type of power tool, if involved; 
3 0 - 3 ijO iQAbrasive stone or grinder 
i 0 2[]]Band saw 
j oal^Buffor, polisher, waxer 
I 0 iiQChain saw 
j osQ^lectric knife 
I oeQlnipact wrench 
' 0 vQPlanner or jointer 
i 0 8reportable circular saw 
I I—I 
1 0 9|_JPost-hole digger 
; Io| [power hack saw 
• iiQPower grinder 
1 i2QPower screwdriver 
i 1 sQpower winch 
i 1 ijQsaber saw 
j 1 s^Table saw 
I ibQrtelder, electric 
j wQv/elder, gas 
I 1 y[2]otlier, specify_ 
19I [unknown 
DATE EDITED 
(Office 
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SgPPLSMSNTAL 
ACCIDENT REPORT FORM 
Form No. NSC-F9 
1 - 2  
SLIPS AI4D FALLS' 
Accident Report ^ entification Number 
3 - ' '  5 - 6  7 - 8  9-10  
County No. Interviewer No. Household No. Accident No. 
11-
•NOTE; Read instructions before fillins out the 
This form to be completed for 
Slips and Falls resulting while 
victim was walking, running or 
climbing. DO NOT include tractor, 
farm equipment or livestock 
accidents. 
form below. 
1. Use Accident Report ID Number from the 
General Accident Report Form NSC-F2 
previously completed for this injury, 
2. This form, when completed, will be 
attached to the report referred to above. 
1. location of accident; 1-Cc Miscellaneous(con't.) 
l-.-i. Home ] 5j,iQHay mow 
2,0 iQAttic 21 iLane 
: :[ [Basement 3[_J Livestock barn 
u jf~]3athroom 1,[^Machinery shed, shop 
0 .QOining room sQsilù 
osQEntryway 61 jstairwayCout-bldg.) 
~ Ç,[^Exterior stairway vf^Jother, specify 
3-.^Family room, play room, den 81 1 Unknown 
1a[_|Hall or corridor 2. Object involved in the injury; 
oîQlî^terior stairway 1 6 -  1 7,0 iQ^ hain, rope, wire 1 op~{Pet 
. .1 1 02I iChair, stool % caff old 
1il 1Laundry room 0 sQBasket 1 zFlStone 
12I iPorch 0 {Electric cord j ^ f^Swing 
^i^Other, specify 0 si jFloor 11,1 jTools 
1-Bo Homeyard 0 eLJFloor covering 1 g[^Toy 
1 a.iD^riveway o^Uîlose leQOther, specify 
: LjGarage 1 08[~lLadder 
3 [n Lara osQLog, limb, tree 1 ?! [Unknown 
,Q Patio 3. If object was involved, was it(check one; 
sQSvdmming pool le^iO^eing carried? 
Ç f^  tvalkway aQseing carried + awkward to handle? 
7I jOther, specify sOseing carried + heavy? 
1-Co Miscellaneous 1 i^QjTripped over? 
14.i[Z]Corn crib sQother, specify 
zQi^airy barn j 6 Qsupporting individual 
sOoitch or pit 71 (unknown 
1 In 1 ^  
m |i ax ill A.OW 
eOPield DATE E~ITED 
I' '.'fice use! 
Sheet 1 of 2 - 6l -
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4. Hazard involved; 
19^11 [Broken object 
2 riHidden object 
3 Qnole in object 
Lrilmproper clothing, footwear 
5 Qpoor lighting 
6 Qllnsafe condition 
7 rHother, specify 
s riu nknown 
9 riNone 
F00TWZ.4R INFORMATION 
5. Type worn at time of accident; 
2 0-21^: iQ] t'i t'c Tcet 
c 2^BootG(leather, rubber) 
. ?| [Flats 
o-^QHigh tops 
351 iOxfords 
ofiFI Pumps 
0 7r~l Sandals 
el I Slippers 0 8l 
osl l^ocks 
1 oi ISiookiiiKS 
111 ITennis 
12 ri Thongs 
1 3 Wedgies 
1 h I  I  Wellingtons 
1 sOother, specify_ 
1 fil iunlcnown 
I [overshoes 1 7 
6. Construction of soles; 
22 ,1 [[^Composition 
;f~]Cork 
jQCrepe 
^•Leather 
5rnRubber 
g Q Wooden 
;[2]0ther, 6pecify_ 
. I iTTnlfnoun 
7. Construction of heels; 
2 3.1 r~l Composition 
2 n Cork 
3 r~l Leather 
ul IRubber 
si I Wooden 
6 Oother, specify 
7 C Unknown 
8. Were heels equipped with metal plates? 
2\ll I^GS 
aQNo 
31 jUnknut.-n 
9» Heel height of footwear: 
zQHigh 
31 [Medium 
i^r~|Other, specify 
•il [unknown 
10. Type of fastenings used on footwear; 
2 6ji QSuckles 
; QElastic 
3 L 
4 I [straps 
5 j [None 
6 riother. specify 
71 [unknown 
11, Condition of footwear; 
2 7.1 P^ood 
21 [New 
3 Q Worn 
u QNeed repair 
sQother, specify 
riunknown 
12» Were shoes of proper size and fit? 
20^0 
3I [Unknown 
Sheet 2 of 2 
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Figure 29. 
SUPPLIMENTAL 
ILLNESS REPORT FORM 
Form No. NSC-FlO 
1 - 2  
Illness Report ^ entification Number 
3-*» 5-6 7-8 3-10 
County No, Interviewer No. Household No. Illness No. 
Read instructions before filling out form. 
1. Use a separate Illness report form for 
each person affected. 
2. Fill-in County and Interviewer No. The 
Household No. is obtained from the 
Quarterly Report Form. 
3. Assign the Illness No, from NSC-F2(Rev,) 
If illness was encountered in a 
building, check most applicable 
contributing condition^Check only one.); 
;-1 '.Qrumes from paints, varnishes, etc. 
Buildup of engine exhaust fu.Tie.s 
: iQjBuildup of livestock waste gases 
" 1 IBuildup of fermentation gases 
(silo, etc.) 
g çQ Medicine 
,-Q Insecticides being used 
, ^QPesticides being used 
Conditions unknown 
aQjCther, specify 
Activity prior to becoming ill; 
ii,^iQSoil preparation and planting 
2QCrop cultivition or treatment 
jQCrop harvesting 
,,[21 Livestock care and treatment 
.,,QFeed handling or processing 
f,Q'^ther, specify 
; :QDo«s not apply 
2. If illness was encountered outside of 
a building, check most applicable 
contributing conditiun(Sheck only one); 
J Fertilizer application 
Ammonia application 
,QInsecticide application 
O Pesticide application 
5QHerbicide application 
- !Z] ''^Gdicine 
Conditions unknown 
JQether, specify 
i [ jpogs not apply 
•,( [Unknown 
gQDoes not apply 
4. Type of illness; 
- ' 5 - 1 6 , 0  i Q  t . U e r - y  
^  I  f i t *  
0 2[ 1 
0 sQ Fainting 
0 i,Q Headache 
{ Heat exhaustion 
n^QOust disease of tlie lungs 
0 7Q]Skin disorder or dicease 
0 I 
0 9[^Upset stomach 
loQRespiratory conditions due to toxic 
agents 
1 sprays, gases, solvents 
and other toxic compounds) 
laQother, specify_ 
OiiCCO X V/* 
DATE EDITED 
(Office use) 
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Form No. NoC-Fll 
1 - 2 
WAGONS, AGRICULTURAL 
R;:R.RT IDIJ^ tifigatign nuKS 2 
3- 4 b  - 6  9-10 
Gcunty No, Interviewer No, liouseholi No. Accident No, 
ia(-oa. Identification; 
I'.ake 
Ko:iel 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
Use r-.ccident ^oport M Number from the 
General Acciiîent Repcrt(Form No, IoC-F2) 
previously completed for this injury. 
Is form, when completed will be 
attached to the report referred to above. 
1, '.'agcn Data: 
1-A. Approximate ar;e of wagoa 
^ ^ ~ ^ 2 Y ears (F i/1 in ) 
1-B. Number of axles 
1  3  (Fill in) 
1-C. Type of v.'3;-;on involved 
2. 
2 6-2 
1 4-1 5 0 iQ Flat rack 
02Q Stock rack 
0  3Q Grain w/ ogQso 
hviraulic DOwer 1—1,, 
io| Iwaiiure spreader 
0 4 
0 7(1] Forage 
0 BQ Gotton 
0 91 J box 
Grain, auger a 
^rHcthsr. specify 
1 aQlinkr; own 
Indicate type of accident; 
7 0 iQ Collision, from the side 
02OCollision, head-on 
0 sQCollision, rear 
0 4I [Equipment failure 
0 si I Fall 
0 sOoverturn, sideways 
0 70 PDG 
0 snpgiuover 
0 g^^junkno'.v-n 
1 oOother, specify 
Portion of equipment causing injury; 
1-D. Running compjnents(Check item 
contributing to tiio accident) 
16,1 7010Bolster, front 
02QBolster, rear 
n7f~lNone 
0 sPl Reach 
09[%]Steering arm 
1 oQstcering rod 
1 wht;'-l£ 
0  jQ Brakes 
ouf~lHitch 
osQHitch pin 
n I Hound (reach braces) 
1-2, Wagon côinitior. at tii.ie of accident 
(Check ccntributl:.,-; factors/ 
18 I [Damaged shields 
19 QCi.'od condition 
20 [2]Guard removed 
21 r~]Improperly hitchM 
22 QInadequate guarding 
2 3 ^Lacked shut-off or safety bar 
'2 4 I I Poor condition 
2 s [_Jûther, specify 
Sheet 1 of ? 
2 8-2 9 0 i[_J Auger 
0 2^ Beater 
u 3Q Cable or linkage 
0 4(2] Chain or sprockets 
0 sQ Control device(pedal, lever, etc,) 
0 sQ Feeding mechanism 
f—t 
0 71 i Gears 
osQh'itch or 'drawbar 
09Q Hydraulic fluid 
' "O Hydraulic hose 
nQprO shaft 
12QRotating shaft, except PÏO 
13O Tire or wheel 
i^Qv-belt or pulley 
islj Wagon box or bed 
1 eQNorie 
I'Uctuer, specify 
C I ,  DnT£ EDiri: 
NSC-11 
4. Approximate number of hours victim was 
w/or around wagon on day of accident: 
3 0-31 ho'ars(Fill in) 
5. Act leading to accidental injury; 
3 2-3 3 0 iQ Disobeyed traffic rules 
0 2 I  I  Distracted 
osQ-'ailed to disengage PTO 
cuQrailure to use protective equipment 
QsQiTaLled to lock brakes or transmission 
ogQFailed to wear safe personal attire 
ovQ horseplay 
osQiniproper use of equipment 
0 91 I Inattentive 
166 
7. Scene of Accident; 
7-A. Location 
3 5-3 6 0i[]Barn 
02] [Barnyard 
I I Ju.Tiped 
QLost balance 
QperTiitted rider(s) 
QRpHoln.nçCover, und^r, into) 
QToo fast for conditions 
[2]Turning at high speed 
Q'.'nsafe position or posture 
Qether, specify 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
5. tiow did injury occur?('-'heck response 
closely describing; accident); 
3 4iQjCaught part of body something 
2QCaught part of body between 
sQContact with sharp object 
fall, different "level 
F all, same level 
Foreign object or material 
lodged in victim 
vQStruck by flying object or material 
eQStruck against or by object, etc. 
sQcthar, specify 
y3Q3ridge 
oi^QCattle shed 
osQCorn field 
oeQCotton field 
0 7O Hri.veway 
0 31 iFeedlot 
oeQGrain field 
lol lur-mary 
igQlIay field 
leQî'OS house 
J yQ Ma chine shed 
1 el [Orchard 
1 gQ Pasture 
2qQPoultry house 
2iQGhop 
2 2Qsilo, bunker 
trench 
21.1 [Woods 
1 or federal) 
12QkoadCcounty or township) 
1 Blether, specify 
14I ['unknown 
7-B.Slope of surface at accident scene; 
3. iHo to 1(% 
Slope Chart ^ 
n - Iffri 
2Q1I to 20% 
3Q2I to 30$ 
,•31 to 4CF6 
5l_J0ver hO/o 
8« Wagon movement & hitching: 
3 e Single Tandem 
Backward i A i 
F orward 2 [%] 5 Q 
Stationary sQ 61 
9. Wagon act-inn at time of accident; 
3 3 1 Qln a skid 
21 Ir.'ormal 
sQParked yQj; 
'' Octher, specify 
si I Runaway 
6  r n  Stuck  
one 
Describe how the event occurred, including the action or movement of the victim and the 
wagon involved that led to the injury. Additional information will be most helpful. 
Sheet 2 of 2 
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LAWN, GARDEN 6 MISCELLAÎ'IEOUS POWERED EQUIPMENT 
Accident Report IDentitication Numbei' 
167 
-^'orm No. 
NSC- F12 
(Md.)i-2 
3 - n b  - 6  7- 9-10 
County No. Interviewer No. Household No. Accident No. 
Machine Identification 
Make 
Model 
Read instructions before filling out the form below. 
1. Use Accident Report ID Number from the General 
Accident Report (Form No. NSC-F2) previously 
completed for this injury. 
2. This form, when completed will be attached to the 
report referred to above. 
1. Type of machine involved in 
accident : 
iio iQcarden 
zCZlLawn 
^Orc creation 
••Dother, specify 
2. Machine involved in the accident: 
Lawn 
2-1 i, 0 iQtledge Clipper 
oaCHPowered edger 
0 sQPowered that cher 
0 "«[Ij Reel-type mower 
osQReel-type mower, mtd. 
0sQRiding mower 
07(211 Rotary mower 
r—1 
0 2' 1 Rotary mower, mtd. 
0sQShredder, compost mill 
loCHsnow blower 
iiCHsnow blower, mtd. 
i^dlother lawn, specify 
Garden 
isLjRiding Lx'actor (less than 20hp) 
(Complete Form NSC-FU also if 
this unit is checked) 
mQRoxai'y tiller 
isQOther garden, specify 
Recreation 
isl iMotor-bike 
171~1 Motorcycle 
inQMotor Scooter 
19. I Snowmobile 
2o[ZIOther, recreation, specify 
3. Approximate age of machine : 
14, iQOne year or less 
21 I2 to 5 years 
31 |6 to 10 years 
uQOver 10 years 
si lUnknown 
4. Equipment powered by(Check one): 
15, iQElectric motor 
2QEngine, gas, diesel, LP 
31 [Hand 
nQother, specify 
5. Equipment propelled by (Check one); 
16, i| I Self-propelled 
zCDPush type 
3I ITowed 
4| [Other, specify 
6. Condition at time of accident ; 
17-18/iQDamaged guard 
"^QEquipment failure 
osQCood condition 
o^tQCr^ease, oil present 
osCjSuaru not provided 
osQCuard removed 
o^Olmproper hitch 
owQLeaking or spilled fuel 
ooQUNo brakes 
10! 
1  il 
)[Z]Poor brakes 
jother, specify 
1 
DATE EDITED 
(Office use) 
Sheet 1 of 2 - 65-A, -
7. Portion of machine causing injury. 
19-20,0 iQCable or linkage 
ozQChain & sprocket 
osQControl devices (pedals, levers, 
etc. ) 
o.| I Cutterhead 
& sQ Gears 
0 el 1 Hammers 
oyQHitch or drawbar 
0 aQnydraulic fluid 
0sQJliydraulic hose 
joQKnife blade 
iiQjLifting mechanism 
1 :[2]PT0 shaft 
isQRotating shaft, except PTO 
1'-QSpindles , etc. 
is^HTire or wheel 
lel^V-belt S pulley 
iv^Other, specify 
1  n i  I None 
8. Activity of injured person prior 
to accident: 
• 1-2 V usting 
uaj [Bystander 
a si {Cleaning 
o-^riLubricating 
0 si Operating 
ofeCjRefueling 
0 71 'Repairing 
0 b I  I  Riding 
ooQother, specify 
1 (I I I'lnknovjn 
11. Additional information concerning 
soace below; 
Form Mo. NSC-F12 
o -
9. Act permitting the accidental 
in]ury: 
2 3-2 4,011 jpistraction 
02] [Horseplay 
ujQimproper use of equipment 
0 ''Q Inattentive 
0 si I Jumped 
0&[]Lost control 
0 7[]permitted extra rider(s) 
n sP]Allowed bystander(s) 
o^QReaching (over,' under, into) 
ioCHtoo fast for conditions 
iiClunsafe position or posture 
izQworking w/out guard in place 
isQother, specify 
10. Specific scene of accident: 
2bs^^i[]Barn 
ojQBridge 
ujQCattle shed 
oi.QCrop field 
osQOriveway, lane 
06[j|Feedlot 
0 7(~lGarden 
oedJHighway 
09I [Hog house 
loQlawn, yard 
iiQMachine shed 
12I [Orchard 
131 [Pasture 
ii,QPoultry house 
isCHShop 
1 si [Woods 
1 ^dJothfex-, specify 
1 a[]Unknown 
the accident may be described in the 
Sheet 2 of 2 
- 65-B - DATE EDITED 
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TRACTOR AND KlCidNKRY OPERATOR 
EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION 
Form No, NSC-tij 
Iowa ^2 
Educational Information IDentification Number 
3  - 4  5 -  6  7  -  f l  9 - 1 0  
County No. Interviewer No. Household No. Accident No. 
Operator's Name: 
Age: 
i  I  Male 
I 1 Female 
(Fill in) years 
Read instructions before filling out the 
form below. 
1. Fill-in your County No. and Interviewer 
No. as requested. 
2s The ID Number ansi^ned to t.'iis household, 
shown on the Master Data Gheet(NSC-Fl), 
should be inserted as requested. The 
Accident No., when it applies, will be 
inserted at survey headquarters. 
1. Formal education - highest grade completed: 
I 5 years college/university 
6 Q ^ years college/university 
Advanced degree or training 
grade 
2Q12U1 grade 
J |l year college/university 
ui i 2 years college/university iQOther, specify_ 
2, Special Education or Training: 
A. 4-H Petroleum Power Program 
5 1,1 nFirst-year Tractor Project 
2QSecond-year Tractor Project 
3 [_J Third-year Tractor Project 
I, [n Fourth-year Tractor Project 
5Q Fourth-year Machinery Project 
6QAdvanced years, Tractor/Machinery Project 
71 lOtiier, specify 
B. Vocational Agriculture Training Program 
52^1 Q Safe Tractor Operation 
2QSafe Farm Machinery Operation 
C. Hazardous Occupations Tractor and Machinery Training for 14-15-year-old youth. 
Completed Course: 
53,1 • No 
21 iïes 
3. Operator has served in leadership position in any of the above training programs; 
zFlïes 
4. Approximate hours of operator training: 
5 5 - 5 7  (Fill-in) hours 
Sheet 1 of I 
- 65-C -
DATE EDITZD 
(Office ur.e) 
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Figure 51» Form No. NSC-FIA 
ACGIDU^TALLNESS reminder SHh.'ET Iowa 
Cooperating farm families and rural households will please use this form to 
record any occupâtionally related illnesses and accidents. 
For the purpose of this study, the following definitions should be used to 
aid you in determining reportable Accidents and Illnesses; 
ACCIUC^T - an unintentional injury 
A, to any person 
(1) liviii,'; on a farm, regardless of wr.^re the injury occurred 
(home, yard, hip^way, etc.) or (2) visiting a farm or 
(3) working on a farm when the injury occurs there and which 
3. requires professional medic,*1 care or loss of % day or 
more from usual activities (work or play). 
IT.I,Ni-LSr> - an event arising from exposure to a substance, cold, heat, noise, 
or other non-accident adversity to the body which may be cumulative 
in its effect. It may not always require professional medical care. 
t'RUFi^oIONAL MrJUlC..L CnRH - contact with a physician by phone or in person is 
considered professional medical care. The service m<iy be given by 
the physician, a nurse, or by another person acting unaer tr.e physician's 
direction or supervision. This would include a member of t;.e f.imily 
if tney were following the physician's directions. 
N A!'.E KIND OF INJURY vVHtIRr: f TIME 
1 month-day-a.m.-p.cu 
1 
NAME KIND OF ILLM225 TIMZ 
month-day-a.T.,-p.ra. 
1 
1 
- 66 — 
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Figure !)?.. 
QUART'r^LY FORK 
Form No. N'SC-Fj5 
iowa 
(Circle appropriate quarter below) 
If.t Quarter, ending Mnr>:h 1, 1 9 7  3  
?nd quarter, ending .lime 1, 19/S 
îrd ./uart<;r, ending; Sojit. 1, l}J'i5 
4th vuarter, ending H.t. L, ]y7S 
N/imc of Interviewer 
DATE 
County 
Interviewer ID Number County lU Number 
JIH'JCTIONS : List i>-ich head of household on i.his form t. the sftuie time 
Vviu .ir.t him on th'^ Ma.stei Dita Sheet. The number appearing adjacent to the 
nimi; is to be the Household ID Number. This number should appear on all 
report forms involving that household. 
Complete this quarterly repcirt by the lOth of month .Jnd send to tne 
County Extension Office along with the accident, health and supplemental reports. 
ID No. Name of head 
Jid farm family h;ive any 
iniuries/illnpss this quarter? 
NONE 
Injury Illness 
YESj_ No. each 
Injury Illness 
Forms 
completed 
and 
filed 
I Impossible 
I to contact 
! family" 
3. 
*+. 
b. 
7. 
d. 
10. 
11. 
1?.. 
•If any of thses families could not be contacted, please explain why on the other 
side of this sheet. Thank you» 
1 need ; 
Interviewer's complete telephone number 
Area Code 
Li 
- 67 -
copies of for'-
copies of t r  r 
copies of ;• tti 
copies of orm 
